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In this publication, we look back at two years of Grounded Space: our ambition, process, 
products, results and reflections. We want to share the learning widely and leverage this 
experiment to do more purposeful social Research & Development across Canada and the 
world.  
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Planning key activities in the Grounded Space journey with leaders of the first Grounded Space cohort

Reinforcing the ideas behind Grounded Space in a co-design session in February 2017
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1)  Background:  
What’s Grounded Space 1.0?

Written by InWithForward
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Fred drinks to take the edge off the shelters he calls home. Mark hasn’t left his 
apartment in days. Tracey wakes up worrying if today is the day her kids will be 
removed. Billie is tired of taking the people she supports to the same bowling alley. 
Frontline worker Alisa has ideas for a new way to work with families, but doesn’t 
know where to start.

The big idea?

Over the past 100 years, Canada has 
invested in public infrastructure and 
built welfare systems to improve living 
standards and elongate lives. Now, it’s time 
to improve the quality of those lives. Social 
isolation, anxiety, and depression are at 
historic highs. We must increase belonging, 
meaning and purpose to enable more people 
to thrive, not just survive. That’s the big, 

hairy and audacious goal of Grounded 
Space. We work with the delivery arm of the 
welfare state -- with the organizations who 
provide social services to people -- to help 
them function a little more like trampolines. 
Together, we imagine what it would look 
like if supports didn’t just stop people from 
hitting rock bottom, but resourced people to 
bounce-up and flourish. 
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Organizations who took part in the first round of Grounded Space

The question is: how do we shape culture 
and increase organizational desire and 
competency to experiment? We set out 
to build a Research & Development 
function within and between social 
service organizations in order to create 
the conditions to ask critical questions, 
collect new kinds of data, test alternative 
service models, and generate versus manage 
resources. This is what we call social 
Research & Development (R&D) capacity.

Where many private sector companies invest 
in R&D to stay relevant and have a stake in 
the future, few social services have the scope 
to do the same. Their innovation happens 

on the fly, rather than with intention and 
rigour. In the Grounded Space collective, 
organizations gain access to learning, 
inspiration, coaching and talent brokering 
provided by InWithForward, which plays a 
backbone role.

Since 2017, Grounded Space has been active 
in Ontario and British Columbia, with six 
organizations working on homelessness, 
disability, employment, arts, and community 
development. Our work has been kindly 
supported by the Robert L. Conconi 
Foundation, the J.W. McConnell Family 
Foundation, and The Community Living 
Venture. 

Breaking collective ground

Enter Grounded Space: Canada’s first collective of social and community organizations 
dedicated to ongoing Research & Development. Pilots and one-off innovation projects 
won’t move us from the welfare state of the past to the welfare state of the future. 
What’s called for is a culture of experimentation that constantly churns out new 
models designed with and for Fred, Mark, Billie, Tracey, and Alisa. 

Greater 
Vancouver

Toronto
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Why social and community organizations?

We designed Grounded Space with six organizing principles in mind:

1) Embed roles and routines.
We transfer roles and routines to people we 
work with, not just methods and tools.

2)   Create infrastructure.
We try and create the HR processes and 
systems for ongoing experimental practice.
  
3) Focus on conditions.
We recognize that change isn’t just about 
new interventions. We focus on the conditions 
required for interventions to be adopted.

4)  Work inside-out.
We build teams inside organizations that can 
take a user-centered point of view.

5)  Go slow(er) & deliberatively.
We take time for people outside the team to 
taste test and contribute to the process.

6) Scale deep.
We spread the underlying frameworks, 
values and practices for interventions to 
grow and stick. 

Grounded Space builds organizational 
motivation, capability and opportunity 
to continually develop interventions that 
contribute to flourishing lives.

We’ve seen plenty of interventions developed 
from the top-down and imposed on 
organizations. We’ve also seen plenty of 
clever bottom-up practice borne out of 
necessity. What we’ve seen far less of is 
dedicated time and space for purposeful 
re-invention of practice alongside users. Too 
often, the shine of a new intervention rubs 
off and looses its original intent. Prevailing 

incentives, norms and protocols take over. 
And yet, social and community organizations 
are uniquely positioned to re-negotiate those 
incentives, norms and protocols because 
they are at the nexus of end user needs and 
system demands. 

Not only do organizations have direct 
relationships with end users, they have 
direct relationships with funders. By 
bringing organizations together, we can 
amplify their voice up and re-define their 
engagement down.   

This is the value proposition we tested with new member organizations:

capability motivation opportunity interventions
Better understand 
the unmet needs of 
population groups 
on the margins, and 
how to engage these 
groups to co-create 
change.

Build internal teams 
who can and want to 
do original research, 
generate and visualize 
ideas, prototype 
concepts and embed 
changes.

Unlock resources 
through relationships 
with other orgs, sectors 
and disciplines such as 
design, anthropology, 
data science, and 
business. 

Develop 
breakthrough 
models and 
practices that 
measurably 
improve lives for 
people.
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A Real Talk screening, with the ‘party facilitator’ prompting new kinds of dialogue.

How it works: Be curious, ask questions!

When you’re done:

1) Shuffle the deck.
2) Pick a card.
3) Share a story to your  
    group using the prompt.
4)Take turn with each other  
    to pick a card and share a  
    story. See “follow up questions” 

card for some ideas!

Use the technique called 
“witnessing” to close the 
conversation. See “closing the 
conversation” card.

Ask  yourself  these  4  questions  and  share  the  answers  
back  with  your group:

1. What  really  struck  you  about  the  conversation?

2.What  image  comes  to  mind  from  this  conversation?

3.What  was  it  like  for  you  to  hear  this  from  the  person?

4.What  do  you  take  away  from  this  conversation?

Can I ask you a 
bit about...

Why is that 
important? How do you 

manage to...

How would you 
want this to be 
different?

What do you tell 
yourself when...

follow up questions: closing the conversation:

witnessing

or come up with your own questions

How did you...

How it works:
Be curious, ask questions!
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follow up questions:
closing the conversation:
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or come up with your own questions

How did you...

How it works:
Be curious, ask questions!

When you’re done:

1) Shuffle the deck.2) Pick a card.3) Share a story to your      group using the prompt.4)Take turn with each other      to pick a card and share a      story.
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closing the conversation:

witnessing

or come up with your own questions

How did you...

A culture of experimentation

Since humans are always in flux, we think 
the social services that support them 
must constantly change too. We define 
‘experimentation’ as a set of change 
behaviours. These behaviours can be 
recognized and supported. They include:
1)  asking hard, counter-factual questions
2)   understanding gaps between outcomes 

and current practices 
3)  co-designing alternative practices  
4)  making and testing interactions
5)  spreading stories of change

What does experimentation yield? New 
roles, new tools and new service models, all 
underpinned by novel theories of change.

-   New roles, like Real Talk: videos & watching 
parties to spark frank & honest conversations 
about sex, love and relationships between 
people with developmental disabilities, their 
family and staff. 

-   New tools, like Curious Conversations: 
a deck of cards that prompt deeper 
conversations about change with people in 
homeless drop-in centres, where lots of staff 
time goes towards urgent practicalities like 
bed bugs and laundry.

-   New service models, like Kudoz: a 
catalogue of learning experiences hosted 
by volunteers in the community -- rather 
than the current model of diversionary 
programs hosted by staff in buildings.
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bit about...
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witnessing
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Our assumption: how open events contribute to experimentation.

From experimenting to flourishing

Grounded Space was designed as an ongoing 
journey for organizations, their staff, end 
users and communities. Often, innovation 
is treated as a fleeting phenomenon. People 
are invited to workshops with post-it notes 
and play-doh, without understanding what it 
takes to act on what emerges. From the work 
of Dr. Susan Mitchie  on behaviour change, 
we know that there are three conditions 
for people to adopt a new behaviour or to 
change an old one: motivation, capability 
and opportunity. 3 To experiment, what’s 
needed is:   

1)   Capability: skills, practices and routines 
oriented towards critical thinking & 
creative making.

2)   Opportunity: external factors like having 
space, time, agency and power to try things 
counter to current dogma.

3)   Motivation: values and an identity oriented 
towards novelty, adventure, learning and 
humility.

We’ve tried to bring behaviour change theory 
into the design of Grounded Space. Take our 
open events, for example:

 -    Motivation: We offer experiential learning 
sessions to expose people to new ideas, 
and through inspiration, build comfort for 
novelty. We see these short provocations as 
the start of people asking critical questions.

 -   Capability:  Our learning events are 
also meant to introduce people with 
diverse skill sets -- such as designers, 
researchers, data specialists, developers 
and documentary filmmakers -- to 
organizations who typically lack this 
talent on staff. 

IMPACT GROUNDED SPACE 
OUTCOMES:  

CONDITIONS FOR 
EXPERIMENTATION

GROUNDED SPACE 
ACTIVITIES 

Open events 
Access to learn-
ing & inspiration

Motivation: 
Build orientation 
towards novelty

Experimentation:
• Asking questions
• Understanding gaps 
• Designing alternatives
• Making & testing
• Spreading learning

Capability:
Increase
discernment 

Opportunity:

Flourishing 
individuals, 
groups & 
communities
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From ‘best’ to ‘next’ practice 

GROUNDED 

SPACE
  TRANSITION

NEXT PRACTICE
Pioneering a future 

environment

BEST PRACTICE
Produces optimal results in 

an existing environment

originators

stabilizers

We developed a set of intervention principles to recognize next practice:

What kind of practice makes up a trampoline 
rather than a safety net? We’ve adopted the 
term ‘next practice’ to describe practice 
based on assumptions about the future, 
not the present. This is opposed to ‘best 
practice’ which describes better or more 
optimal versions of what already exists. 

We believe that next practice confronts 
the hidden assumptions and unspoken 
ideologies that keep the status quo intact. All 
best practice will eventually become obsolete 

as the environment changes -- the question 
is when, and will there be anything ready to 
replace it? (Think: Video stores versus Netflix) 

Indeed, next practices are always based 
on value sets and roles different from the 
dominant system, which makes them easy 
to reject. Grounded Space brings to life these 
alternatives, and supports the transition 
to new environments. Real Talk, Curious 
Conversations and Kudoz are examples of 
next practices. 

1) Drawing on capabilities.  
What we make draws on and develops 
people’s capabilities to love, to think, to feel, 
to play, to work, to learn, to change.

2) Strengthening relationships.   
What we make forges & strengthens the kinds 
of relationships that nurture and inspire peo-
ple; that help them to feel honored and heard.

3) Growing rootedness.  
What we make grows people’s sense of rooted-
ness and expands their sense of possibility.

4) Eliciting emotions.  
What we make awakens a sense of joy, awe, 
curiosity, compassion and forgiveness - but 
also acknowledges that frustration, anxiety, 
fear and shame are part of the human expe-
rience.

5) Engendering purpose.  
What we make re-engages people with pur-
pose, embracing the notion that existential 
needs (having a reason for being) is as im-
portant as physiological needs (for food, 
shelter). 
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Not all experimentation is equal. We think 
it matters how the work is done, what 
roles stakeholders play, and most of all, the 
value set from which we ask questions and 
imagine alternative realities.

The following principles underpin the 
research and development work done in 

Grounded Space, including the design of 
Grounded Space itself.  

We believe these principles make us different 
from the many organizations who have co-
opted the language of innovation, without 
meaningfully revisiting the ethical basis for 
what they do and why.

Core to Grounded Space are ten process principles: 

Principles for experimenting

1) Starting with people.
We deeply engage people on the margins to 
amplify their motivations, capabilities and 
opportunities so they can flourish.

2) Going to. 
We work in context to understand lived 
experiences. We see and hear first hand 
what’s happening on-the-ground so that 
we can generate ideas that close the gap 
between ‘what is’ and ‘what could be.’ 

3) Making real. 
We move beyond meetings and talk to 
making our ideas tangible and testable. We 
mock-up concepts early and often, ask for 
feedback, and are open to getting things 
wrong before getting them closer to right.

4) Being vulnerable.  
We foster the conditions for experimentation, 
seeing experimentation as a rhythm and 
routine that requires us to embrace curiosity 
over compliance and vulnerability over 
certainty. It’s OK not to have the answers and 
not to jump to solutions. 

5) Valuing beauty. 
We bring beauty & delight into and out of the 
everyday, recognizing its power to transform 
human lives. 

6) Finding exceptions. 
We seek inspiration in ‘exceptions’ to the norm; 
that is, the people and practices within com-
munities and organizations demonstrating 
their own clever workarounds to challenges. 

7) Mobilizing resources.  
We recognize and mobilize untapped 
intelligence and energy amongst individuals 
families, community members and staff. This 
compels us to think beyond delivering social 
services to building tools & platforms that 
can catalyze this collective talent. 

8) Connecting dots.
We connect disciplines (design, social science, 
humanities, organizational change) and 
sectors to broaden our reference points and 
spark cross-pollination of ideas and methods. 

9) Seek to understand. 
We try to map the patterns and trends of the 
wider landscape, and model open inquiry 
and creativity in how we engage with others.

10) Holding space. 
We expose organizations to all of the above, 
and help them to hold the inherent tensions 
between development & delivery; account-
ability & learning; emergence & structure.
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A working session with the member organizations in March 2017

Gayle walking through the first version of the Grounded Space journey in April 2017
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Grounded Space wants to bring about more experimental behaviour -- amongst individuals 
& families, staff, managers, leadership and funders. In the diagram below, we summarize 
what those behaviours mean for each group.

We’ve further detailed outcomes by each 
stage of Grounded Space. On the next spread, 
you’ll see an overview of all outcomes, colour 
coded by group, and categorized in themes: 

•  Team practice, e.g. Staff and managers set 
a steady rhythm for experimental practice 
that embraces critical inquiry, internal 
reflection, and external inspiration.

•   Mindset, e.g. Leadership signals openness 
and offers permission to surface bottom-up 
insights, whatever they reveal.      

•   Eco-system, e.g. Designers and social sci-
entists recognize the opportunity to work 
alongside non-profits, and gain a language 
and proficiency to do so.

•   Organizational change, e.g. Staff, individu-
als and families increasingly see their orga-

nizations as places where bottom-up insights 
drive new practices. They have opportunities 
to participate in research and design sprints, 
and feel more they have ownership.

•   Understanding humans, e.g. Staff crews 
can describe some of the determinants 
of human behaviour,  and can use social 
science theory in a creative way. 

•   Design, e.g. Crews visualize ideas to test. 
They see ideas as journeys with front-stage 
& back-stage components, and can make 
touchpoints. They involve other disciplines 
and external designers as needed. 

•   Research, e.g. Staff can come up with 
hard-hitting research questions and use 
a range of methods (ethnographic & 
projective) to surface the perspectives of 
multiple stakeholder groups.

Experimental behaviour broken down for different user groups

IMPACT GROUNDED SPACE 
OUTCOMES

CONDITIONS FOR 
EXPERIMENTATION

GROUNDED SPACE 
ACTIVITIES 

Access to learning, 
inspiration, coaching, 
and talent brokering

Experimentation (all groups)

• Asking questions
• Understanding gaps 
• Designing alternatives
• Making & testing
• Spreading learning

Staff:
Staff are re-setting their 
roles, feeling greater agen-
cy, and experimenting  in 
the space between ‘what is’ 
and ‘what could be’

Leaders:
Leaders are actively listen-
ing, taking cues from the 
bottom-up, re-calibrating 
power, and modeling an 
inquiry-led culture.

Funders:
Funders are actively 
listening, taking cues from 
the bottom-up, re-calibrat-
ing power, and modeling 
an inquiry-led culture.

Individuals & families
Individuals and families are 
actively using their talents, 
engaging in purposeful pur-
suits, and feeling connected 
to self and others.

Managers:
Managers are embracing 
new ways of knowing and 
not knowing, have new 
ways of understanding 
what it is, and imagining 
would could be. 

Capability

Opportunity

Motivation

Flourishing 
individuals, 
groups & 
communities

The outcomes we’re after
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Understanding humans: 
Leadership, Staff &  
Influencers re-imagine 
boundaries between 
services, and look at human 
needs and aspirations dif-
ferently.

Understanding humans: 
Leadership, Staff &  
Influencers can see theory 
in a creative way, as a tool 
for coming up with ideas, 
not validating findings.

Research: Leadership, 
Staff & Influencers are able 
to compare ethnographic 
ways of knowing with their 
typical ones. They see how 
these contribute to social 
problem-solving.

Mindset: Leadership, Staff 
& Influencers see their 
context and users through 
new eyes. They are starting 
to see positive deviants 
and latent community 
resources.

Mindset: Leadership, Staff 
& Influencers gain new 
insights from thick data; 
they acknowledge other 
ways to look at challenges  
and are open to deeper 
knowledge bases.

Eco-system:  Grounded 
Space is growing their 
collective reference points, 
examples theories, and 
concepts - and advancing 
the intellectual underpin-
nings of the change work. 

Eco-system: Grounded 
Space is identifying new 
talent and finding ways to 
bring them into the fold.

 Eco-system: Designers, 
social scientists, etc. increas-
ingly recognize the oppor-
tunity to work alongside 
non-profits, and gain a 
language and proficiency 
to do so.

Eco-system:  Grounded 
Space sources cross-sector 
organizations and people 
who are not satisfied with 
the status quo. We swap 
examples and inspiration of 
a new kind of social contract 
and welfare state. 

Eco-system: Influencers are 
coming to the learning table 
and identify opportunities 
to experiment with their 
language & practice.

1. Open Events

1.1 1.1

1.2 2.2

1.3 2.3

1.4 2.4

1.5

2.6

2.5

2. Quick Dive
Eco-system: Funders agree 
to free up some resources 
to enable organizations to 
build design and research 
capacity.

Organizational change: 
Leadership is recognizing 
the power of visual & 
emotive storytelling to 
spark curiosity and energy.

3. Deep Dive Set-up
Mindset: Funders demon-
strate flexibility and help 
organizations overcome 
their barriers to partic-
ipation – or at least not 
standing in the way.

Mindset: Leadership is 
learning to articulate why 
they want to build deep ex-
perimentation capacity, and 
is signing-up aware of the 
commitments required and 
what they’ll have to say no to.

 Research: Staff crews 
& Leadership can name 
different ways of producing 
knowledge, and using eth-
nographic data. Research 
helps crews inform what to 
design.

Organizational change: 
Leadership sees the power 
of stories to link innovation 
to their origin story.

Organizational change: 
Leadership is finding and 
engaging usual and unusu-
al suspects: Staff who are 
open, curious, and wanting 
to see something different.

Mindset: Leadership signals 
openness and offers permis-
sion to surface bottom-up 
insights, whatever they 
reveal.

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews can describe 
some of the determinants of 
human behaviour,  and are 
gaining comfort working 
with theory in a creative way. 
      

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews recognize their 
own biases and values and 
how that shapes what they 
see and ask.

Team practice: Staff crews 
are setting-up a physical 
studio space to advance 
non-didactic ways of meet-
ing; reinforce visualizing, 
making, and collaborating.

Design:  Staff crews can see 
services as series of interac-
tions that can be designed 
for different outcomes. They 
try-out experience design 
and are able to work along-
side trained designers.

Team practice: Staff crews 
are explaining what they 
do, and why. Culture Cura-
tors advance the narrative.

2.1 2.7

3.2 3.8

3.3 3.9

3.4 3.10

3.6

3.5 3.11

3.1 3.7

Outcomes for each stage of Grounded Space, colour coded by user group:

Staff & Managers Leadership Individuals & families Others
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4. Deep Dive

Organizational change: 
Leadership & Staff crew find 
ways to embrace vulnera-
bility and are aware of how 
their limiting  beliefs, fear, 
and  cynicism gets in the 
way of interpreting & acting 
on data. 

Research: Staff crews 
can debate data ethics, 
and appreciate both 
the  sensitivities and 
possibilities of data. 
Leadership distinguishes 
data for accountability and 
data for learning. 

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews are gaining 
a language to talk about 
culture,  values, and beliefs 
and to identify where the 
disruptive influences might 
be. They see gaps between 
values & practices as oppor-
tunities. 

Research: Staff crews see a 
research question in terms 
of its multiple user groups, 
and can intentionally bal-
ance ‘end’ user needs from 
other user needs.

Design:  Staff crews can 
write, map, and draw their 
insights and learning. They 
can set-up environments 
for sharing back that invite 
staff & user curiosity. 

Design:  Staff and manag-
ers are using the conditions 
framework not only analyt-
ically, but generatively to 
name opportunity areas. 

Design: Staff crews make 
and prototype different 
kinds of research tools 
for multiple user groups. 
They surface and visualize 
patterns, segmentations 
and opportunity areas that 
emerge.

 Team practice: Staff crews 
start to set a rhythm that’s 
steady, builds momentum, 
and is demarcated by rou-
tines that enable critical 
inquiry, internal reflection, 
and external inspiration.
    

Team practice:  Staff crews 
are seeing value in their role, 
and they are feeling increas-
ingly confident to identify 
existing experimental prac-
tices and learn from them.

6. Grounding

Organizational change: 
Leadership & Staff crew 
(Culture Curators) identify 
barriers to implementation, 
and develop workarounds.  
They are building research 
and design sprints into their 
yearly cycles. 

Research: Staff crews have 
scope to test implementation 
factors like staff roles, proto-
cols, systems, and processes. 

Organizational change: 
Funders are shifting 
their usual practices to 
accommodate – or at least 
not shut down – fledgling 
models.
      

Organizational change: 
Staff crews are able to 
make a business case for 
the new interventions, and 
can identify the right model 
of spread for their inter-
ventions.

Organizational change: 
Leadership is cordoning 
off ongoing resources to 
support the work and/or 
doggedly pursuing other 
resource bases. They are 
making the case.

Organizational change: 
Staff, individuals and fam-
ilies increasingly see their 
organizations as places 
where bottom-up insights 
drive new practices. They 
have opportunities to partic-
ipate in research and design 
sprints and feel ownership 
and responsibility.

Organizational change: 
Staff crews (Culture Cu-
rators) steward fledgling 
inventions and they are 
encouraging co-creation with 
staff/users.

Design: Staff crews have 
frameworks to think about 
fidelity and adaptation - 
and how to codify designed 
interactions with iden-
tionality.

Team practice: Staff crews 
learn how to capture the 
intentionality behind their 
designs. Leadership is weav-
ing the new solutions into 
their broader narrative, and 
reinforcing / incentivizing 
more of this.

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews are aware of 
different measurement tra-
ditions, and try out metrics 
aligning with their values 
and philosophy. They use 
multiple modalities. They 
set-up feedback loops. 

Design: Staff crews know 
how to make system-facing 
touchpoints as needed. 
They see implementation 
as a part of a research & 
design process, and con-
tinue to take a prototyping 
approach. 

5. Make & Test

Organizational change: 
Leadership & Staff crew 
(Culture Curators) are 
holding off structuring or 
operationalizing ideas too 
early. They are creating 
space for exceptions.

Mindset: Staff, individuals 
and families are bought into 
ideas and opportunity ar-
eas. They participate along 
the way, and they recognize 
that pain points are being 
addressed. 

 Mindset: Leadership & 
Staff crews are OK not 
knowing what solutions 
will look like, not having a 
definitve plan, and allowing 
for emergence. They have 
examples of alternative 
ways to project manage. 

Organizational change: 
Leadership is holding space 
for risk and failure: for 
things to not work, and to 
learning how to communi-
cate the value of iterations. 
      

Eco-system: Staff crews are 
creatively leveraging infor-
mal and formal resources, 
community members, 
experts, designers, coders, 
whoever they need  to make 
their prototypes reality. 

Organizational change: 
Leadership is strategically  
bringing in stakeholders and 
key decision-makers into the 
prototype, to sensitize new 
ways of doing.

Design: Staff crews visualize 
ideas to test. They see ideas 
as journeys with frontstage 
& backstage components, 
and create touchpoints. They 
involve other disciplines and 
external designers if needed.

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews use mechanisms 
of change and behaviour 
change theory. They are 
moving from opportunituy 
areas into ideas. They con-
struct theories of change 
that can be tested. 

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews spend time 
thinking about how to bring 
values and intentional 
cultures into being; they are 
able to draw on history and 
international examples.

Team practice: Staff crews 
are documenting what 
they’ve tried and learned 
and are developing a new 
narrative around the solu-
tions. Leadership is rein-
forcing this narrative.

Research: Staff crews 
identify research questions, 
assumptions behind ideas, 
and develop tools to deepen 
their understanding. They 
Imagine possibilities and 
test with people impacted 
by change. 

Team practice:  Staff, in-
dividuals and families feel 
listened to, validated, and 
heard. They slowly offer 
perspective, pain points and 
hopes. They release fear, 
instead of being defensive 
or saying what they ‘should’.

4.1 4.7

4.84.2 5.2 5.8 6.2 6.8

4.9

4.104.4 5.4 5.10 6.4 6.10

4.114.5 5.5 5.11 6.5 6.11

4.6 5.6 6.6

5.1 5.7 6.1 6.7

Mindset: Leadership & Staff 
crews have opportunity to 
look at own work practices 
in fresh ways, ask critical 
questions, do research, and 
see opportunities. 

4.3 5.3 5.9 6.3 6.9
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The origin story

2014: A small team creating solutions 

We came to these questions after 10+ years of 
trial, error, small wins, and big frustrations.  
For all of the promise of social innovation, 
design thinking, hubs and labs, we had 
few examples in our portfolio of changing 
mainstream thinking and doing. 

A window of opportunity opened in 2014, 
when we were invited to Canada by 
three social service providers -- Burnaby 
Association for Community Inclusion, 
posAbilities, and Kinsight -- who, like us, were 
troubled by the gap between the rhetoric of 
innovation and the realities of its practice. 

That’s how we found ourselves boarding a 
plane from Amsterdam to Vancouver, and 
moving into a social housing complex in 
Burnaby, B.C.  In those early days, ‘we’ meant 

a team of six people. 
Three of us were 
designers; one was 
a social scientist; 
and the other two 
worked on the 
frontlines of disability 
services. We spent 
our time collecting 
stories, listening to 

the experiences of our neighbours, some of 
whom used services, and many of whom 
did not. And while we shadowed frontline 
workers, our goal was simply to observe, not 
to sign them up to a change process or build 
their capacity for different practice. We didn’t 
fully understand their organizational context, 
or some of the larger forces shaping their 
behaviours. 

Compartmentalization meant we were able 

to move fast. In two months, we went from 
deep research to ten visualized ideas – some 
big, some small, some disurptive, some incre-
mental. But, what we gained in early speed, 
we perhaps lost in deep support. It’s taken us 
three years to move one of those big ideas, 
Kudoz, into implementation and scale.

We always knew one new solution would not 
be enough. One solution wasn’t going to turn 
around lonely lives. One solution wasn’t going 
to raise staid expectations or shift relation-
ships. Plus, new always wears off. Without 
ongoing capacity to iterate, all new solutions 
will stagnate, resigned to the same fate as the 
current service system. 

2015 : Dedicated development time for 
cross-agency teams

That’s how we found ourselves in 2015 inside 
of existing services, with 30 staff, building 
cross-agency teams. Inspired by Google and 
other tech giants, we instituted 20 percent 
time. Teams of staff had 
one-day a week for six 
months to step outside 
their every day jobs, 
ask questions, gener-
ate ideas, and test new 
solutions. We called this 
HR experiment, Fifth 
Space.  

Again, we moved fast. Over six months, we 
transitioned from problem statements (e.g. 
too many adults with developmental disabil-
ities lack sexual health resources) to eth-
nographic research to six tested ideas. But 
allocating only one-fifth of the week to new 
solutions proved taxing. Participants found 
the pacing hard. They were burning out, try-

Grounded Space emerged from two meaty questions: What kind of solutions move 
us from safety nets to trampolines? And, how do we create the conditions for 
solutions to stick?
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ing to keep up with their day jobs and come 
up with solutions that might fundamentally 
change their day jobs. Just like before, only 
one of the six solutions progressed from 
ideation into implementation. Most of the 30 
staff returned to their delivery contexts; less 
than a 1/3 of them incorporated the thinking 
and the methods into their daily practices. 

2016: Zooming into smaller practices

In 2016, we worked with another 35 staff, 
across the social and public sectors. Rather 
than emphasize new solutions, we zoomed 
into smaller practices - for example, how 
services do intake, or onboard staff, or solicit 
feedback from users. We wondered if making 
ideas less big and less provocative would 
increase their likelihood of implementation. 

No, was mostly the answer. 

The dominant culture of the social service 
system was eating both whole solutions and 
small changes in practice for breakfast. This 

was largely a culture of 
risk aversion – not risk 
taking. This was largely 
a culture of careful 
planning – not quick 
prototyping. This was 
largely a a culture of 
resource scarcity – not 
resource generation. 

2017: Grounded Space, an ongoing 
process to build culture and capabilities

Out of this history grew Grounded Space. 
The big idea was that Grounded Space would 
be less about coming up with solutions to 
problems, and more about understanding 
the culture & capabilities that support new 
solutions to emerge and evolve. Rather than 
a time-limited team and short-term process, 
we intentionally talked about a permanent 
team and an ongoing process. We wouldn’t 
try to squish everything into a discrete six 
month period. Instead, we sought to build 

what we called infrastructure for research 
& development. By that, we meant the roles, 
the routines and the work processes required 
for repeated loops of inquiry, idea generation, 
prototyping and implementation. 

Again, we looked to 
the private sector 
for reference points. 
Bell Labs was one 
of the most prolific 
progenitors of new 
ideas in the 20th 
century. The fact 
we now have cell 
phones and computers has much to do 
with their foresight. They invested in early 
stage research. They turned much of that 
research into inventions. And they brought 
to life the most promising inventions, selling 
and scaling the profitable ones. They had 
dedicated teams for research, invention and 
implementation, recognizing that the people 
good at early stage inquiry were not the 
same people good at translating new ideas to 
the marketplace. They used bespoke methods, 
bringing together design and engineering. 
And they set-up distinct work flows and 
systems to keep track of their insights and 
results. 

All of this unfolded in a culture oriented 
towards creating a future that didn’t yet exist 
-- rather than managing the realities of the 
current day. And while the Bell Labs R&D 
model - which was organizationally focused 
and resource intensive - has given way to a 
more networked R&D model, the notion that 
you need distinct roles and ways of working in 
order to re-invent tomorrow still remains true. 

As we constructed Grounded Space, we 
wondered what a more networked version 
of Bell Labs could like for the social sector. 
That’s how we came to building R&D teams 
inside of social organizations, with a network 
between social organizations for learning 
and for sharing.
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Who is in Grounded Space?

InWithForward backbone team

PosAbilities crew

Maggie Vilvang
Relationship Manager

Anna Bond
Studio Manager

dr. Daniela Kraemer
Ethnography Lead

dr. Gayle Rice
Relationship Manager

dr. Jennifer 
Charlesworth

Relationship Manager

Scott Brown
Design Fellow

dr. Sarah Schulman
Impact Lead

Muryani
User Research Lead

Male Sandoval Avila 
Design Fellow

Natalie Napier
Coaching Lead

Vikas Maturi
Design Fellow

Valentina Branada
Senior Designer

Nick Chan
Design Fellow

Sherri Crane 
Embedded Researcher

Gord Tulloch
Culture Curator

Jonas Piet
Design Lead

Melanie Camman
Design Fellow

Marie-Eve Belanger
Senior Designer

Irena Flego
Embedded Researcher

Kavita Kamat
Embedded Researcher

Asia Hollingsworth
Embedded Researcher

Jessika Thickson
Embedded Researcher

Gina Rowan
Culture Curator

Vinita Prasad
Culture Curator

Gerry Fremming
Culture Curator

Peter Greenwood
Embedded Researcher

Amy Chang
Embedded Researcher

Meet the crews from the four organizations who moved through the Grounded Space 1.0 
journey, as well as the InWithForward team coaching and building Grounded Space.
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Michelle Mastrandrea
Embedded Researcher

Krista McGrath
Culture Curator

Julian Avelino
Embedded Researcher

Angela Kim
Embedded Researcher

Gareth Williams
Culture Curator

Diana De la Cruz
Embedded Researcher

Isabel Palmar 
Culture Curator

Ildiko Franyo
Embedded Researcher

Monica Nogueira
Embedded Researcher

Sabrina Santos
Embedded Researcher

Shamair Garib
Embedded Researcher

Lynne Woolcott 
Culture Curator

Kinsight crew

Burnaby Association for Communicty Inclusion (BACI) crew

West Neighbourhood House crew

Lisa Thomson
Culture Curator

Lisa-Joy Trick
Embedded Researcher

Matthew Theoret
Embedded Researcher

Micha Price
Embedded Researcher

Dean Renning
Embedded Researcher

Karey Degenova
Culture Curator

Heather Johnstone
Culture Curator

Kama Guezalova
Embedded Researcher

Breanne McDaniel 
Embedded Researcher

Charlotte Secheresse
Embedded Researcher

Shanna Kennedy 
Embedded Researcher

Ashlee Daidone
Embedded Researcher
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3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS

build an 
organization 

narrative

find Culture 
Curators (CC)

train
CCs & ERs

find Embedded Researchers (ER)

set up the 
work space

define user 
group

run 
interdisciplinary 
learning sessions

follow up 
on interest

IWF does field 
work

write up 
stories

playback
do synthesis

kick 
off 

event

We tested six stages 

GROUNDED SPACE EVENTS:

OTTAWA: OCT 10
  TORONTO: OCT 11-13

HOW TO MAKE SOCIAL CHANGE STICKY?

MOSTLY 
FREE & 

OPEN TO 
EVERYONE 

Design Data
 Social scienceSocial Service PracticeLeadership

Interest 

orgs & 
individuals 
curious for 

more

Crew 

team set 
up for 

research

Join? 

exposure to 
methods, 

decision on 
continuing

Moving towards embedded R&D sure isn’t 
easy. Social services weren’t designed for 
uncertainty and change. They were designed 
for safety, security, and predictability. That’s 
reflected in the way money flows, the way 
people are hired and managed, and the rules 
and procedures to which we’re bound.

We need not only a new space that allows 
for experimentation - but also a way to 
shuttle back and forth between ‘what is’ and 
‘would could be.’ Grounded Space enables 
organizations to build the foundation required 
for developing alternative practices, services, 
and systems. At the same time, we help 
organizations ground these solutions in every 
day realities.

To support ongoing experimentation, we help 
organizations build core infrastructure. By 
that we mean the staff roles, weekly routines, 
and data systems that enable research, 
design, and development - alongside delivery. 
Member organizations created two new roles: 

Culture Curators are leaders within 
organizations who hold the space for R&D. 
They guide internal teams to re-frame 
challenges, conduct research, generate ideas, 
test practices, grieve the loss of old practices, 
and embed change.

Embedded Researchers are staff of member 
organizations trained to ask questions, 
observe practice, identify opportunities, and 

2. Quick Dive 
A 3-week introduction to user-led research & 
design. Grounded Space’s team models data 
collection from the ground-up, alongside 
the organization’s staff team. Products 
include original data, reframed problem and 
opportunity areas, and hopefully momentum 
to move forward. We tested this with Options 
Community Services and Massey Theatre.

3. Deep Dive Setup
Over a 3-month period, an embedded 
research & design team is set up within a 
member organization. Teams consist of 
3-10 staff with dedicated time for research 
and co-design. We tested this stage, and the 
three following stages, with 4 organizations: 
BACI, posAbilities, Kinsight and West 
Neighbourhood House.

1. Open Events 

Open learning events are designed 
to amplify staff curiousity and 
exposure to new ideas. They 
are also a forum for connecting 
with likeminded professionals 
and organizations serious about 
change. We tested the Open Events 
in Vancouver, Toronto and Ottawa.
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5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING
VALUES & BELIEFS ROLES & ID

ENTI
TY

SYSTEMS & PROCESSES

RO
UTI

NES POW
ER

Scaled practice 
&  practiced crew

all touchpoints  
to embed new 

concepts  
& practices

develop metrics

evaluate 
success

define roles
create 

training

interviewing 
& observing 

staff

engaging org. 

stakeholders

interviewing 
& observing 

users

one-on-one playbacks

writing stories 
& analysis on 

framework
synthesis 

sprint

of a two year journey

Sweet spots 

opportunities 
around user, staff 
& org pain points

Tested &  
refined concepts

user-facing 
touchpoints & 

theory of change

prototyping 
sprint: paper 

prototypes

ideation 
sprint: first 

concepts

defining & 
iterating

testing ideas

playback playback

further the conditions for R&D.

Community organizations and social 
services join a cohort of other members 
engaged in mutual learning and practice 
sharing. As members of Grounded Space, 
they are supported to build embedded teams 
who can do user-led research, generate 
ideas, rigorously test and scale ideas. 

With their membership fee, each 
organization receives 1:1 coaching, access 
to learning modules & field trips, and 
engages with our network of designers, 
social scientists, and organizational change 
experts. 

We were designing the process as we went 
along, prototyping elements in real time. We 
didn’t know how long it would take crews to 
find meaningful insights, or to share back 
results with their organizations.

That meant that while the Grounded Space 
journey was designed at a high level in 
the spring of 2017, actual activities and 
sprints were detailed only weeks before they 
happened. On the plus side, this allowed us 
to be responsive. But, for some crews, the 
ambiguity was a challenge. Staff in structured 
roles found the transition to such fluidity 
difficult. Scheduling became a barrier to 
consistent engagement. 

5. Make & Test 
Promising ideas are taken forward as 
prototypes. Embedded research teams 
are coached to rapidly build out concepts, 
practices and models, learning how to test 
their desirability, feasibility and impact. Four 
concepts emerged: Meraki, KEA, New Bee and 
Your Blueprint. Teams tap into the Grounded 
Space network of designers; evaluators; and 
social scientists.

6. Grounding 
This is an ongoing process to embed 
new inventions within organizations, 
and create fit-for-purpose structures 
and policies to support iteration. 
Embedded research teams are 
supported to continue using their 
skills and are encouraged to tell the 
story of the lessons gleaned along 
the way.

4. Deep Dive 
Embedded research teams are trained 
to conduct bottom-up research in their 
organizations and identify starting points 
for change. Research results in sweet spots: 
pain points shared by end users, staff and 
managers. Sweet spots are played back to 
the organization to secure a mandate for 
change. Teams generate big and small ideas 
to address shared pain points.
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26 
open events 

6 
Quick 
Dives

12 
culture 

curators

400+ 
hrs of observation

40+
pain points surfaced

150+ 
ideas generated

344 
people engaged

 130+ 
ethnographies

100+ 
stakeholders engaged

4 
Deep 
Dives

85+ 
ethnographies

4 
Crews 
set-up

24 
embedded 
researchers
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2) Process:  
What did we do?

Written by InWithForward
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1. Open Events

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

Social change requires
behaviour change - at
scale. How do we enable
people to shift what
they think, say, and do?
Learn about and apply
our favorite theories to
real life scenarios. For
policymakers, funders
and designers.

Wed, June 21 2017
9:00am-10:30pm
and Sarah Schulman

What makes a space or
an interaction beautiful
or shameful? Why does
it matter? Come with
us for a stroll as we
look at and discuss the
intersection between
form, finctionality, and
aesthetics. 

Monday, June 19, 2017
2:30-4:30pm
by Sarah Schulman, 
Jennifer
Charlesworth

BEAUTY &
SHAME WALK

BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 
BREAKFAST 
CLUB

DesignData Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

June 14, 2017

BIG, SMALL
& OPEN

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

Wed, June 21, 2017
LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
WALK / 2pm-3:30pm
by: Jennifer Charlesworth

You can’t get to new ideas
without new insights.
Spend a day learning
how ethnographic
methods lead to fresh
insights. Find out
how to pronounce the
word, read & watch
ethnographic stories,
practice observing &
listening, and get a taste
of moving from insights
to ideas.

Tuesday, June 20, 2017
9:30am-4pm
by Daniela Kraemer and
Sarah Schulman

ETHNOGRAPHY
101

Data Design Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

BEAUTY &
SHAME WALK

June 19, 2017

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

Data Design Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

August 15, 2017

Subscribing to stay updated for more learn-
ing experiences at:

ww.facebook.com/Inwithforward/
twitter.com/inwithforward

www.instagram.com/inwithforward/

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

Social change requires
behaviour change - at
scale. How do we enable
people to shift what
they think, say, and do?
Learn about and apply
our favorite theories to
real life scenarios. For
policymakers, funders
and designers.

Wed, June 21 2017
9:00am-10:30pm
and Sarah Schulman

What makes a space or
an interaction beautiful
or shameful? Why does
it matter? Come with
us for a stroll as we
look at and discuss the
intersection between
form, finctionality, and
aesthetics. 

Monday, June 19, 2017
2:30-4:30pm
by Sarah Schulman, 
Jennifer
Charlesworth

BEAUTY &
SHAME WALK

BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 
BREAKFAST 
CLUB

Data Design Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

June 15, 2017

HUMAN
INTERACTION

DESIGN

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

Wed, June 21, 2017
LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
WALK / 2pm-3:30pm
by: Jennifer Charlesworth

Social change requires
behaviour change - at
scale. How do we enable
people to shift what
they think, say, and do?
Learn about and apply
our favorite theories to
real life scenarios. For
policymakers, funders
and designers.

Wednesday, June 21, 2017
9:00am-10:30am
by Sarah Schulman

BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 
BREAKFAST 
CLUBLIMIT-LESS

Data Design Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

ETHNOGRAPHY
101

June 20, 2017

LIMIT-LESS

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

Wed, June 21, 2017
LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
WALK / 2pm-3:30pm
by: Jennifer Charlesworth

You can’t get to new ideas
without new insights.
Spend a day learning
how ethnographic
methods lead to fresh
insights. Find out
how to pronounce the
word, read & watch
ethnographic stories,
practice observing &
listening, and get a taste
of moving from insights
to ideas.

Tuesday, June 20, 2017
9:30am-4pm
by Daniela Kraemer and
Sarah Schulman

ETHNOGRAPHY
101

LIMIT-LESS

Data Design Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

October 2017

SOCIAL R&D ???

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

Social change requires
behaviour change - at
scale. How do we enable
people to shift what
they think, say, and do?
Learn about and apply
our favorite theories to
real life scenarios. For
policymakers, funders
and designers.

Wed, June 21 2017
9:00am-10:30pm
and Sarah Schulman

What makes a space or
an interaction beautiful
or shameful? Why does
it matter? Come with
us for a stroll as we
look at and discuss the
intersection between
form, finctionality, and
aesthetics. 

Monday, June 19, 2017
2:30-4:30pm
by Sarah Schulman, 
Jennifer
Charlesworth

BEAUTY &
SHAME WALK

BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 
BREAKFAST 
CLUB

Data Design Humanities & Social science Social Service Practice Leadership

June 15, 2017

FIVE PEOPLE
WALK INTO
A BAR

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

Wed, June 21, 2017
LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
WALK / 2pm-3:30pm
by: Jennifer Charlesworth
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BEHAVIOR 
CHANGE 
BREAKFAST 
CLUB

June 21, 2017

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...
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June 16, 2017

MAKE-A- THON

If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
WALK / 2pm-3:30pm
by: Jennifer Charlesworth

Special parallel sessions
for the community living
sector and child & family
sector to explore how
user-centred design is
similar and different to
existing frameworks and
approaches. Especially
frontline workers,
managers, families.

Monday, June 19, 2017
10:30am-12:30pm
by Maggie Vilvang 
and Jennifer Charlesworth

SIMILAR OR
DIFFERENT

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...

Subscribing to stay updated for more 
learning experiences at:

www.facebook.com/Inwithforward/
twitter.com/inwithforward

www.instagram.com/inwithforward/
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If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
WALK / 2pm-3:30pm
by: Jennifer Charlesworth

Special parallel sessions
for the community living
sector and child & family
sector to explore how
user-centred design is
similar and different to
existing frameworks and
approaches. Especially
frontline workers,
managers, families.

Monday, June 19, 2017
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by Maggie Vilvang 
and Jennifer Charlesworth
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TIME & 
SPACE

June 16, 2017

LEARNING BILL

www.inwithforward.com
hello@inwithforward.com

790 E 14th Ave, 
Vancouver, BC V5T 2N4

IF YOU LIKE THIS EVENT, 
YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN...
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If we want to disrupt the
status quo, what kind of
leadership is called for?
What are our scripts,
beliefs, and fears? Join
us for a brown bag lunch
and conversation. Stay or
join us for a post-lunch
reflective walk, where
we’ll contemplate when
it is time to let go of old
practices to make room
for new ones. For leaders
at all levels.

Wed, June 21, 2017
LUNCH / 12:30-2pm
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by: Jennifer Charlesworth

You can’t get to new ideas
without new insights.
Spend a day learning
how ethnographic
methods lead to fresh
insights. Find out
how to pronounce the
word, read & watch
ethnographic stories,
practice observing &
listening, and get a taste
of moving from insights
to ideas.

Tuesday, June 20, 2017
9:30am-4pm
by Daniela Kraemer and
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6 THINKING
HATS

GROUNDED SPACE EVENTS:

OTTAWA: OCT 10
  TORONTO: OCT 11-13

Made possible by:

HOW TO MAKE SOCIAL CHANGE STICKY?

MOSTLY 
FREE & 

OPEN TO 
EVERYONE 

Design Data
 Social scienceSocial Service PracticeLeadership

What is this?

We aim to inspire front-line staff, managers, 
policymakers, designers, researchers and 
anyone serious about social change. Our 
goals? To find new member organizations and 
grow a diverse network. We recognize that we 
need all hands on deck to make change hap-
pen. We ran event series in Toronto, Vancouver 
and Ottawa around 5 themes: Leadership, So-
cial service practice, Social science, Design and 
Data. All open events are held in-person. Most 
are free, some ask for a contribution. 

Not another workshop

We are not a fan of workshops held out of con-
text, talking about concepts in the abstract, 
rather than getting out and experiencing 

them. Our core principles include: ‘Starting 
with people’ and ‘Going out.’ Rather than just 
bring lived experience into the room, as to-
kens, we send people out of the room and out 
of their comfort zones.  The challenge is: how 
to do that in the time frame of a few hours?

We teach all concepts using a blend of empir-
ical literature, firsthand experience, and par-
ticipant’s know-how. Without grounding new 
ideas in daily practice, it is really hard to own 
them. For design sessions, we asked people to 
be an end user themselves, before zooming 
into an interaction they had experienced. For 
social science events, we used ethnographic 
stories and short observational exercises 
drawn from our body of work. 

Curious? Check out the learning bills.

Open learning events offer bite-sized introductions to the mindsets and methods 
behind Social R&D. They are meant to attract curious individuals and intrigued 
organizations -- all with the intent of curating a community of practice, and enabling 
social organizations to contemplate joining the collective. 

3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS 5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING

Scaled 
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Sweet 
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Interest CrewJoin? Tested &  
refined 

concepts
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From June to November 2017, we ran a total of 
28 learning events between Toronto, Vancouver 
and Ottawa. Online, 344 people registered, 
that’s an average of 13 people per event. Most 
popular were Five people walk into a bar (25 
and 26 registrations), and Human interaction 
design (25 registrations). The least popular was 
Put your thinking caps on (4 registrations). 
Nearly, half of the registrations were from 
social sector participants, about 50% of whom 
were from organizations already in Grounded 
Space. A handful of leaders from other social 
sector organizations signed-up. In Ottawa, 
there was appetite from senior civil servants 
from IRCC, ESDC, Privy Council, as well as 

from the Canadian School of Public Service. 
The most well attended event was ‘Research & 
Development: What do we mean?’

These events did expand our network. We met 
a designer and an evaluator who later joined 
our team. We also met two organizations who 
have partnered with us to do Quick Dives 
-- but who have been unable to pull together 
resources to join Grounded Space.  While 
Open Events did not serve as recruitment for 
Grounded Space, then, they did help us hone 
our messages and shape some of the broader 
discourse around experimentation. 

Some reactions 
on social media:

Which sectors do people come from?

     business

    creative

      funder

       government

social sector        
(member  
organization)

    health

    university

social sector       

344 people 
registered

Which professional roles do people have?

      student

      researcher

          analyst

        policy analyst

         senior manager 
/ director

manager    

frontline staff    

      consultant
        founder / enterpreneur

       designer / writer 
 / producer

344 people 
registered
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2. Quick Dive 

Structure: Key activities Frameworks & tools Product

Sprint #1: 
Planning & Kick-off
(2 days)

• event organizing
• explaining ethnography
•  literature search for 

constructs

Fieldwork 
(10 days)

•  community mobilization
• design research tools
• ethnographic research

Look, Listen, Engage*
Prompt cards

• Visual research update 
• 15-20 profiles of people

Sprint #2:
Synthesis and Playback
(4 days)

• synthesis
• story return
• idea generation

Segmentation 
Stages of Change

•  Segments, pain points,  
themes, opportunity areas

• International examples
• 2-page summary 

What is a Quick Dive for?
Quick Dives offer a hands-on demonstration 
of social R&D values and methods. The goal 
is to:
1)  Give organizational leaders, staff, and 

stakeholders a taste of thick data and 
human-centered design. 

2)  Surface useful insights about people to re-
frame problems.

3)    Generate data to make the case for co-
designing new practices and interventions. 

4)   Inform decisions on joining Grounded 
Space. 

Our team (made up of a designer, anthropol-
ogist, and community mobilizer) spends 10 
days on-the-ground collecting ethnographic 
stories in communities. The potential mem-

ber organization chooses the population 
group and neighbourhood to start with, and 
frees up staff to bear witness to the process.

This data helps elucidate the gap between 
flourishing outcomes and every day realities. 
It is collected in the contexts in which people 
live and work. Such data comes in story 
form, and is visualized to unearth trends 
and patterns. It’s different to service usage, 
financial, or performance data. It’s data that 
can help us hone in on what questions to ask, 
and the opportunities for action. We have 
found that the way organizations respond 
to this kind of data reflects their desire and 
readiness for change. Do people shut down 
results that do not feel true to them? Or 
are they cautiously curious, and willing to 
entertain multiple perspectives? 

Quick Dives are immersive orientations to social R&D. Over a two to three week 
period, we do original research: modeling new ways of collecting data, using theory 
to analyze insights, and generating opportunities. The intent is to test the appetite 
for longer-term change and build momentum for further inquiry and exploration.  

3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS 5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING
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Interest CrewJoin? Tested &  
refined 
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Quick Dive structure

Sprint #1: Planning & Kick-off
Quick Dives start with the organization 
setting a research question about how a 
population group in a particular community 
is faring: Who is doing well? Who isn’t? Where 
are the emergent & unknown needs? Because 
Grounded Space is about better lives, not just 
better services, we  try to capture the every 
day experiences of people and frame things 
from their perspective. 
We gather stakeholders from the organiza-
tion to tap into their expertise: what do they 
already know about the people who access 
their supports, and those who do not? Where 
are their curiosities? Where might we go to 
meet people on their terms?
At the same time, we do a literature search 
to unearth concepts to explore with people. 
These might be concepts like emotional lone-
liness and gerotranscendence.

Fieldwork
We recruit people at grocery stores, bingo 
halls and malls -- anywhere people go. Then, 
we follow-up to collect people’s stories, 
extract themes, and generate ideas. Our 
goal is to find the unusual suspects. That 
is, people on the extremes of the spectrum: 
those with poor outcomes, or those doing 
surprisingly well despite similar challenges. 

We want to learn what shapes outcomes.
We dive deeper with about 10 people, literally 
‘hanging out’ with them, and where possible, 
shadowing them for a day. Along the way, 
we combine different research methods 
from our Look, Listen, Engage framework. 
We’ll accompany people to a service or sit 
on the couch watching TV. We’ll have a 
conversation about their perceptions of 
what helps or hinders change. And we might 
bring in a card set with prompts to gauge 
their reactions to future ideas. All along 
the way, we offer professional development 
opportunities for staff of the organization to 
sample the methodology. 

Sprint #2:  Synthesis and Playback
From our field work, we write up profiles of 
everyone we’ve met. Using segmentation, we 
try grouping people in many different ways,
based on demographics (e.g. age, gender), 
behaviours (e.g. early riser, late riser) 
and psycho-social characteristics (e.g. 
motivations, needs). Doing this, we’ll 
find clusters of people with similar 
characteristics, for whom we can brainstorm 
a distinct opportunity space. 

The Quick Dive ends with a multi-stakeholder 
event in which we share back stories and 
reflect on our mutual learning. Inviting staff 
and partners to this playback event can 
help build momentum for a Grounded Space 
journey.

Kick-off event to start research 
on long-term unemployment An excerpt of a profile 

(people are anonymized) 

3

“It feels sad to be 
alone,”

Fern frequently feels alone, and lonely. She calls us twice a day to take 
Robbie for a walk (even though Robbie has already been walked), and 
has requested ice-cream for a bad day. “It feels sad to be alone,” she 
says. Fern is lonely despite (or because of?) the constant stream of 
people coming and going from her apartment. 

It’s not just her life skills worker and support worker. She has 
additional home health help right now, since she got of the hospital. 
Twice a day a home health aide from St. Elizabeths comes by to get 
her up from bed, heat-up her food, and put her to bed. It’s generally a 

different person each time. Tonight, Salima has 
the evening shift. She knocks on the door at 
5pm. And does not introduce herself. Fern has 
clearly been in this type of interaction, many, 
many times before. She immediately instructs 
Salima to take the frozen chicken dinner out of 

the fridge and put in the microwave. Salima has been a home health aide 
for 10 years, she sees 8 to 9 people in a day, in 45 minute increments. Food 
is for survival. Not pleasure, or connectedness.

Fern’s also got 3 or 4 different dog walkers who drop-by over the course of 
a week. Including Jan, who is the mother of the girl working the register 
at the local Pet Store. And a number of international students from Simon 
Fraser, coordinated by another resident in the building. Fern is bold in 
approaching people to help with Robbie. She pays them $20 a week. And 
clearly differentiates between ‘dog walkers’ and ‘friends.’

But Fern isn’t just on the receiving end of help. She enjoys giving help. 
She’s connected to Burnaby’s Citizen Support Services, where she 
volunteers to call “older people on the phone and talk about whatever 
they want to talk about.” With a big smile on her face, Fern talks about 
how when she went to the hospital, some of the older people were 

Meet Fern & Robbie
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We tried the Quick Dive with two organizations: 
Options Community Services and Massey 
Theatre. We engaged more than 200 staff 
and end users, spent over 300 hours doing 
fieldwork, and created 50 profiles of people 
and places, but this wasn’t new to our team. 
What was new was using the research as a 
taster for the deeper Grounded Space journey. 

Options focused on the daily experiences of 
people living in and around a social housing 
complex. With Massey Theatre, we focused on 
the relationship between the arts and mental 
health for young people and families. 
With Options we were able to demonstrate 
our methods, but the resource scarce context 
didn’t allow for continuing the Grounded 

Using different ways to open up conversations and 
recruit unusual suspects as participants

Using prompt cards to talk about life 
patterns over a coffee in a mall

Kick-off session with staff to figure out what 
we already know about the population

Quick Dive activities
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Space journey. After a year of continued 
conversations, we found a way forward 
with another part of their organization. In 
September 2018, Options joined Grounded 
Space, zooming into a different population 
-- older newcomers -- as part of a two year 
project funded by Immigration, Refugees and 
Citizenship Canada. We’ll do a new Quick Dive. 

With Massey Theatre, we’ve come up with 

8 opportunity areas that were presented to 
their board and to the city. Massey Theatre is 
seeking funding to take two of the opportunity 
areas to the Make & Test stage. 

Neither organization paid for the Quick Dive 
-- but moving forward, both organizations 
are leading the fundraising efforts to join 
Grounded Space. 

Posters used at the playback event, showing segmentations of 
service users and staff, top themes, and opportunities

Segmenting people we met in the research: 
each sticker represents a person

Staff looking at the posters with opportunity 
areas during the playback session

Returning people’s profiles creates a moment for reflection, 
and a possibility to test if early ideas resonate
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What people say

What people do Look  
tools

Listen 
tools

Engage 
tools

What people 
fear, hope, 

dream

e.g. shadowing a service 
user and their staff

e.g. an interview 
at Tim Horton’s

e.g. choosing cards with 
words describing how 
you see yourself now 
and in future 

Quick Dive frameworks & tools

Segmentation

Segmentation is the process of re-organizing a 
population into clusters with similar needs, wants, 
and motivations. By segmenting, we can identify 
subgroups that reveal something about how to attract 
and engage people within that grouping.  

Projective prompts

One of our favorite engage tools are cards with various 
unusual services offers, including reflection trips, home 
decoration, and pet therapy. Some of the services exist; 
others do not. We ask participants to choose which 
ones appeal to them. The reasons why they choose 
certain cards over others can open up new parts of the 
conversation. Many people find it hard to articulate latent 
needs, so a deck of cards can help to surface them.

Listen, Look and Engage

We collect data in three ways: by listening, looking and 
engaging. Listening includes interviews and conversations 
to hear what people say, and what’s left unspoken. Looking 

is about what people do: how they use a space, how they 
organize their time, the people they interact with, etc. 
Engaging is probing deeper into people’s hopes, fears and 
dreams. We get the best results when we combine all three 
research methods. 
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Ted Khun TowersSurrey Urban MissionNightshift135A StreetNEX Safe HavenSafePointSurrey LibraryMcDonald’sDell LanesPolice StationCommon Exchange Ltd.Valley Oak ClinicBell PharmacyLondon DrugsGas stationsSurrey Central StationBurger King

Downtown Surrey

We’ve met people in over 15 places.

The Whalley area in Surrey has attracted a large number of people 
with challenges around housing, addiction & mental health. Through 

a 2-week Dive, we hope to bring fresh views into a tough reality.

In 2017, the Metro Vancouver homeless count 
identified 602 homeless individuals in Surrey. That’s 
a 49% increase in only one year. Many homeless 
people concentrate on a single street, 135A Street. 

Meanwhile, Options Community Services took over 
the management of a social housing complex nearby. 
They are pressured to ‘clean up the strip’. Housing 
First and Harm reduction are common approaches. 

But residents and staff already have their hands full 
with other challenges, including drug and alcohol 
addiction, health and mental heath issues, and bed 
bug investations, to name only a few.

The current approach and thinking are not suf-
ficient to address the growing problem. Around 
Christmas 2017, we spent a month to open up alter-
native ways of looking.

We started with the people living on/off the street, 
and social service staff. What are their experiences, 
motivations, unmet needs, and aspirations? What 
opportunities and untapped resource may there be?

This dive is not a comprehensive research. It aims 
to spark fresh conversations between people and 
organizations in Surrey, by showing what ‘could be’. 
This leaflet illustrates the process we took.

In eleven days, we met fifty people:
31 living on  &  off the street + 19 frontline staff.

Monday 9am: we hit the 
road to recruit people

Tuesday 8pm: showing up 
at services to talk to staff

Kate (62) has lived in the 
complex for 7 years. Her 
addiction to crack, which 
she started using for pain 
relief, is worsening. Her 
daughter is falling into 
addiction and prostitution. 
Kate wishes she knew 
how break the cycle. The 
normalcy in her days are 
the calls with her mom, 
who lives a ‘normal’ life in 
Victoria. But the last time 
she asked help herself, she 
ended up in handcuffs.

Security staff like Alex see 
themselves more as keen 
observers and listeners than 
fierce protectors. “We’re all 
human, underneath it all.” 
In post for longer each day 
than social work staff, Alex 
and his team keep track of 
far more than who comes 
and goes from the building. 
They know who is feeling 
down, and how to make 
someone’s day. With more 
training, Alex wonders 
what else he could do.

Scott (50) Traveling light is 
a strategy Scott has gained 
over 20 years on & off 
the streets. “Eight months 
was my longest stretch of 
doing well. I was clean and 
sober on my own. But, I 
screwed that up with one 
beer.” Scott tried treatment 
centres, recovery houses, 
and AA programs. Few 
have been helpful. Their 
structures rubbed against 
his needs for “adventure”, 
and “respect.” 

Taylor (23) Despite 
sleeping on the floor last 
night, he could pass as a 
college student. Instead, 
he spends his days at the 
library creating his own 
curriculum, and his nights 
at a shelter. For months, 
he has bounced between 
shelters, couches, and the 
back of a van. The drugs, 
drinking, and partying took 
over. Taylor is tired He’s 
applying for benefits and 
“looking for bigger things.”

Cleaning staff have seen it 
all - and more. Sure, they 
are technically there to 
clean up ‘messes’ but they 
often bear witness to the 
most human of moments. 
Like the security staff, 
cleaning staff take on a kind 
of therapeutic role, offering 
an ear and a smile. Rather 
than offer judgement, they 
provide acknowledgement. 
With more training, they 
also wonder how else they 
could contribute. 

* Of these, 399 were sheltered and 203 were living on the streets. These numbers are widely accepted as an undercount.

Saturday 10pm: hanging 
out in the housing complex

Friday 1pm: shadowing  
staff doing outreach work

602
Homeless people 
in Surrey in 2017*

49%
increase in 2017

context

research

Monday 1pm: conversations 
in the mall using prompts

We grouped these 50 people in many new ways, for examply by 
aspiration. New segmentations help to spot new opportunity areas.

And we found that many supports address basic needs.
While there are big pain points higher up in the hierarchy.

In the same time, we found staff unsatisfied with 
the status quo, interested to try new approaches.

Lonely & Idle Individuals for who spending 
time alone sparks anxiety. They are bored & 
want to use their skills. But with few outlets, 
they are drawn back into the same drama.

Lone warriors Individuals who take 100% 
responsibility for their present and future 
lives. They believe they are ‘unworthy’ of 
support and that services cannot help.

Staff who are dissatisfactied with the status 
quo. They want change, but find themselves 
stuck in planning mode, without the 
support, capabilities or authority to act.

The Relaters Individuals who find meaning 
& purpose in familial roles. However, they 
are separated, or fear separation, and they 
have few ways to navigate that loss. 

synthesis

self-
actualization

esteem

love / belonging

safety

physiological
shelter

housing
meals

drop-in centre

Maslow’s hierarchy of needspain pointsexisting services & supports

money 
(18%)

relationships & 
family (18%)

addiction, mental 
& physical health  

(27%)

housing 
(14%)

Low aspiration

External locus 
of control: 

“It’s on them”

Pro-actively 
Experimenting

Internal locus 
of control: 
“It’s on me”

Maintaining 
Status Quo

High aspiration

Lonely & Idle 
e.g. Scott 

The Relaters 
e.g. Kate

Lone warriors  
e.g. Taylor & Scott

Wannabe 
Experimenters  

e.g. Security

“At case planning meetings with the youth 
they say, ‘we talk about the same things every 
month and nothing shifts’ and they are right! 
We are trying new things but most of it isn’t 
working. We have to do things differently.”

Quick Dive products

Research by:
March, 2018 Supported by:

On & Off the street in Surrey

A Quick Dive into the realities of people living & working 

on the ground, to bring fresh views into a tough reality.

Surrey 

Stories
- DECEMBER 11 - 14TH 2017 - 

Self responsibility and reliance.

“Quote from Scott”

“I’m independent, I have always been in a 
good shape. I used to work a lot, I used to 
know a lot of people. I’d like to work more...” 

“I’m not a follower, even if I have to stand 
alone. Standing alone is so draining. Trying 
to keep going, it’s so tiring”

Distrusting the system.
“I get a negative feeling around them, feels 
like they aren’t being genuine with me. 
Genuineness is very important for me. I 
stay by myself.”

“If you open up, they flag it. It’s not worth 
it. You can’t trust the repercussion of mis-
entry of a bias entry. It will bite you in the 
ass”

“Social services 
abducted the kids. It 
went down. I couldn’t 
do anything about 
it. What could have 
helped didn’t get 
offered, I had to 
intervene. I can’t stop 
their narrative. The 
system perpetuates it, 
no accountability, no 
ethics clause, system 
fucked it up.”

Early themes & opportunities

Howdy! The past four days we’ve been busy meeting people, 
shadowing staff and services, and talking to small business owners 
in the community. We’ve been in and out of shelters, food lines, a 
safe injection site, library, McDonalds, and Ted Kuhn towers. We do 
this to get a grounded understanding of the every day realities of 

Who are we? We’re InWithForward, a team that spends time with folks on the margins. 
All so we can understand where they are at, and where the opportunities lie.

Get in touch: 
sarah@inwithforward.com
jennifer@inwithforward.com

muryani@inwithforward.com
melanie@inwithforward.com

10:30am Monday: Introducing ourselves 
to the staff team at Ted Kuhn and what 
we’ll be doing in the next 2 weeks. 

5pm Monday: Visiting the library and 
talking to the staff to see what’s on offer. 
We interviewed the program director a 
few days later.

4pm Monday: Visiting 135A street to get 
a sense of the strip.

8pm Tuesday: Interviewing Tricia at 
McDonald’s.

11am Wednesday: Shadowing a meeting 
between the police and social service 
agencies.

12.30pm Wednesday: Visiting SafePoint 
injection site to talk to staff and get 
statistics and numbers of people using 
the service.

1pm Wednesday: Interviewing a woman 
about her experience living in shelters, 
and what services were attractive for 
her and what not.

7pm Wednesday: Visiting Safe Haven on 
135A street to hear stories of people and 
what’s being measured. 

9am Thursday: Interviewing Samantha, 
a young mother who recently became 
homeless.  

11:30am Monday: Learning from the 
staff team about places to go and 
people to meet.

9am Tuesday: Making and testing some 
recruitment flyers and offers.

10am Tuesday: Shadowing Ginu at 
work.

8:00am Wednesday: Joining the 
breakfast program at SUM to meet and 
talk to more folks not using services.

2pm Thursday: Interviewing a 
contentious resident in Ted Kuhn about 
his challenges and aspiration.

people  using services, and those who don’t. Also to understand 
the realities of social service personnel in providing support for 
people. We do this to learn what’s working, and what’s not, in 
order to develop new systems, services and supports that don’t 
just help people to survive, but enable people to thrive.

3pm Tuesday: Shadowing Shannon as 
she interacts with a resident.

5pm Tuesday: Hanging out in front of 
Ted Kuhn towers to recruit residents.

7pm Tuesday: Meeting more folks at 
Nightshift evening meals.

12pm Tuesday: Shadowing volunteers 
and people at Surrey Urban Mission 
food kitchen.

3:00pm Monday: Talking to small 
business owners about folks that 
frequent their businesses.

MIND, BODY AND SOUL
Opportunity 2:

When given an array of atypical services and 
asked to choose which ones would support 
their well-being, most people selected calming, 
comforting or restorative options. Mindfulness 
meditation, floating, being with animals, yoga, 
time in nature, or going to a rural retreat held 
the promise of respite from the daily chaos and 
complexity. Some wistfully recalled restorative 

times like canoeing, camping, or being in a 
sweat lodge or other healing ceremony.

Given the multi-faceted and deep level of 
trauma, grief, loss and sadness experienced 
by people on the streets, in shelters and social 
housing, what if there was an array of non-
clinical experiences on offer? 

What if traditional healing practices 

and ceremonies were more widely 

available in  communities, and 

recognized as a key part of healing 

work?

What if there was a ‘street 
philosopher’ role comprised of street 

folks, librarians, students from SFU, 

etc?

What if shelter spaces had dedicated 
areas for quiet, peace, ceremonies, 
rituals, etc.? What if staff, who often carry the 

weight of the grief and trauma 
they witness, had opportunities to 
participate in healing practices?

What if healing practices that are available to people 
with some resources - such as yoga, mindfulness, hiking 
- were also offered to people with few resources. What 
if mind-body-soul work was a consistent offering in the 
service array?

What if residents and community 

members could subscribe to bibliotherapy 

packages, with curated content, 

and opportunities to join facilitated 

conversations in person, over the phone, 

etc?

Self acceptanceFAMILIAL 
(RE)CONNECTION

Opportunity 3:

Familial loss is a strong motif in most 
people’s stories. Whether it was being taken 
into care as a child, losing their own child, 
divorce,  or the  death of a loved one, most 
people are harboring tremendous (and often 
unacknowledged) grief and loss. Despite the 

losses, many continued to hold on to the 
identity and role of parent, grandparent, son, 
daughter, or sibling. They hoped for familial 
reconnection in the future, with little sense of 
how to approach reconciliation.

What if there were a range of new 

roles - from Family Mediators to Dad 

Coaches - who could work with people 

to re-establish family roles and broach 

conversation after years of separation?

If reconnection ore reconciliation with biological family members isn’t possible, in what other ways can people sustain their familial identities, roles and sense of purpose? 

Strong 
interpersonal 
relationships

MEANINGFUL ROLES
Opportunity 4:

Chef, ironworker, firefighter, accountant, bank 
manager, photographer, cleaner, fisherman, a 
mall-Santa’s helper, entrepreneur. These were 
just some of the roles that held meaning for 
people in their past lives. Many talked about 
the skills they had - to create art, write poetry, 

make omelettes, refinish/make furniture, 
repair rugs, trap, fish, live off the land, or build 
computers. Through these past roles, skills and 
interests, there were more ways they could 
belong and be connected in community, as well 
as have self efficacy and dignity. 

What if food wasn’t simply about 

survival? What if there were outlets for 

cooking and  sharing meals on the streets, 

etc?

What if there was a peer run network of 

peer roles - from system navigators, to 

furniture makers, to beauty technicians 

- that you could tap into and gain 

incentives for taking on?

What if there were super clubs and 
interest-based groups you could join at TK 
or through shelters? What if shelters and 
supported housing felt more like a Meet-
Up platform around interests - not just 
drugs and transactions?

Purpose in Life

Personal Growth

OUT OF PLACE
Opportunity 5:

“Every day is kinda the same” 
“I feel like I am living on repeat”

Living in poverty, living with a physical 
disability or mobility challenge, or being 
disconnected from friends and family, 
contributes to a poverty of experience. While a 
few people said that they could “leave anytime” 
and go where they wanted, most felt that they 
had few options and they were stuck in place. 
They people aspired to see other places, spend 
time in nature, return home to visit family 

and friends in other communities/provinces.  
Sometimes all they wanted was a change of 
scenery, a different vista, a different kind of 
day. 

We also heard stories of people going through 
detox, treatment or hospitalization, only to be 
returned to the same environment they were 
at prior to the intervention - and familiar 
patterns, behaviours and relationships were 
quickly re-established 

What if there were more outlets for people 
switching contexts and spending time in 
nature? What if this was timed for cheque 
days so that people were could pre-book 
retreats and leave before the chaos?

What if there was a holiday program? 
Ways to enable people to save money and 
have retreats and therapeutic moments 
outside of the building - and a new 
support network for when you return?

What if there were relocation packages for people finishing detox and 
eager to leave the same old context? What if there was a network of 
volunteers in communities paired to people leaving detox to bridge 
people to other things to do besides falling back into old habits?

Environmental 
Mastery

IN PLACE
Opportunity 6:

“Shelters are not great places to find a 
roommate or a boyfriend.”

The housing situation is downright tough. 
Services make heaps of effort to help people 
leave the street. And yet, they find there are 
too few landlords willing to rent to people who 
have been homeless,, precariously housed or 
who don’t have references. To make housing 

more affordable, people in shelters often pair 
up as roommates, without really knowing 
much about each other’s living preferences. 
Women and youth, eager not to go into 
shelters, are very quickly pegged by predators, 
who move in to offer ‘help’ to get them settled. 
Bus shelters, malls, and fast food joints are 
attracting many of these folks - but aren’t 
seeing the role they could play.

What if there was a broader range of different 
kinds of housing - staffed co-ops, etc?

What if there was a better platform for 
roommate matching with matching 
algorithms more akin to data websites?

What if there was a ‘friendly landlord’ 
initiative to recruit and support landlords 
and tenants?  What if landlords who 
signed-up got access to free maintenance 
services (provided by peers), etc? What if there was a small business network of 

the more supportive owners of pharmacies, 
restaurants, etc. who wanted to find a 
different, compassionate response? What if 
they were promoted and received preferential 
buying by non-profits?

What if there were narratives and a new 
kind of badging system to help landlords 
rent to people without much history?

What if there were network of safe rooms for 
women new to town, rather than meeting 
predators at bus stops and McDonalds?

Environmental 
MasterySERVICE STRENGTHS

Opportunity 7:

Many people’s current circumstances look 
the same from the outside - living in a tent 
on 135A, rolling out a mat at the shelter each 
night, or passing time in a small social housing 
suite. But each person’s unique journey 
influences how they experience and see the 

world, and what is more likely to stick and 
make a difference. Services also have a rich 
resource base in their security staff, cooks, and 
cleaners that they could further leverage for 
making a difference. 

What if there wasn’t just a vulnerability 
score but a strengths score?

What if there was a shared database, 
and a way for people to track their own 
progress, rather than data only facing each 
organization separately?

What if the cleaning cleaning/ security/ 
cooking staff were given tools to enable 
change?

What if services & supports looked different 
based on your “trigger event” and motivation 
for change? What if we could differentiate 
between people at contemplation and 
preparation stages?

Opportunity 8:

STAFF EXPERIENCE
Maintaining energy for change work is so hard. 
When faced with such continual human need, 
extreme circumstances, and administrative 
burdens, it’s only natural that staff can lose 
a bit of the spark and their belief in change. 
There are so many demands, that few new 
staff get more than on-the-job orientations. 
Many staff new to the sector feel they lack 

the relationships required to really make a 
difference to people. What if all frontline staff 
working with this population group were 
part of a practitioner network, where there 
were regular staff rotations, exchanges, and 
fellowship opportunities to learn from other 
contexts?

What if there was a common orientation 
for everyone in the sector? What if the positive deviants were the 

trainers - and helped staff learn what 
worked for them?

What if there was a common text 
messaging app that staff used to 
exchange ideas?

What if there were fellowship 
programs for staff on topics like 
trauma, motivational interviewing, 
and narrative therapy? 

Anxiety, sadness, and boredom can strike at any time. And yet most services still operate on a 9 to 5 schedule. How might moments of distress serve as windows of opportunity rather than doors of habit? 

A sizeable chunk of residents come down to the lobby upwards of 10-15 times a night seeking solace. Many more wander the mall during the day to pass the time.  Substances are frequent companions - particularly as the night wears on and sleep feels evasive.

JUST IN TIME
Opportunity 1:

What if a listening ear was available on 
demand? What if security guards were 
trained to serve as mental health concierges 
- able to broker people to supports and to a 
network of peers trained to listen at night 
and on weekends?

What if night times and weekends 
were more vibrant spaces for peer-led 
programming? What if there was a small 
grants program with 1:1 support for resident 
grantees to create and run programming 
that builds on latent interests and skills?

What if the commercial places residents 
and folks go to pass the time - the mall, the 
library, Tim Horton’s - had volunteers based 
there to engage in conversation and broker 
to more fulfilling things to do- a walk, a jam 
session, a movie, a pass for a free workout?

On Demand Listening Ear 

Learning

Autonomy, 
Independence

Segment 1:

The Lone Warriors 
People with a high internal locus of control - 
so high they take 100% responsibility for their 
present and future lives. Having internalized 
messages like ‘you are responsible for your own 
destiny’ and ‘you have to want to help yourself’ 
they believe they are ‘unworthy’ of support and 
that services cannot help. 
> People like Scott, Mitch, Darren and Samantha. 

Segment 3:

The Advocates 
People with both a strong sense of social justice 
and an impassioned voice. They challenge 
perceived inequity and are, in turn, perceived as 
a challenge by services and institutions. 
> People like Robert, George, Bill and Zoey.

Segment 5:

The Stabilizers
People  surrounded by volatility and chaos, but 
with a strong need for rootedness and calmness. 
When that need isn’t met, anger, fear, self-
protective behaviour or apathy often manifests.
> People like Darren and Dave.

Segment 2:

The Intelligentsia
People with high formal or informal education, 
who now struggle to fit within existing categories 
of service. Their passion for lifelong learning isn’t 
often met by their transactional service interactions, 
and their need for reciprocal interactions often goes 
unmet.
> People like Taylor, Bill and Dave.

Segment 4:

The Paused 
People who have taken steps to access help, and are 
waiting for a response. They aren’t sure how to push 
the system and articulate what they need. They might 
be feeling agitated, frustrated, anxious, dispirited or 
vulnerable - or resigned to the waiting and wondering 
what could be. 
 
> People like Roger, Dorothy, Vera, Karen.

Segment 6:

The Relaters
People who find meaning and purpose in their familial 
roles, but are either separated from their family 
members (through removal, death, or prison) or who 
fear impending separation and have few ways to 
navigate the losses. 
> People like Karen, Samantha, Tony, Carrie, Christine, Lorrie, and Dorothy. 

Segment 8:

The Idle Hands
People who want to utilize their skills and draw 
on their interests, but with few regular outlets and 
opportunities, end up drawn back into the drama of 
their current contexts.
> People like Chief, Roger, Ronnie, Brian, Lorrie. 

Segment 7:

The Aspirants
People with some ambition and change talk , but 
because they aren’t in crisis, find themselves with 
few supports, nudges, or reinforcements.  
> People like Alex, Tony, Roger, Lorrie.

Segment 9:

The Lonely
People who feel lonely, bored and stir crazy, and 
even when housed, prefer to be outside of their 
units, in the company of people. Spending time 
alone sparks anxiety and feels less safe than 
being with others.  
> People like Karen, Ronnie, Lorrie, George.

Segment 10:

The Adventurers
People with a strong independent streak 
who define well-being in terms of novelty, 
movement,and adventure - not rootedness in one 
place. Their conception of the good life is often in 
tension with current policy and service provision. 
What workers can provide isn’t what they want. 
> People like Melissa, George, Bryan.

Segment 11:

The Actively Engaged
People taking steps on the path to greater well-being, 
with a vision of where they want to go. They have found 
clever workarounds - sometimes through many trials 
and without a lot of help, and other times, with timely 
and helpful help. This group can be a resource for both 
folks in similar situations and service systems. 
> People like Christine, Roger.

SEGMENTATIONS
SERVICE USERS

Segment 1:

The Questioners 
Staff with high motivation for change and high 
willingness to try new things, who see the bigger 
picture, ask questions, and wonder what might 
be. They are making changes within their scope 
of influence and capacities.

Segment 3:

The Wannabe Experimenters 
Staff who express low satisfaction with the 
context and who have time to implement 
changes, but who lack authority to act.

Segment 5:

The Followers
Staff who see that service users and 
organizations must change first before they can 
act. Change becomes a waiting game.

Segment 6:

On the Edge
Staff who are feeling worn down, tired, 
frustrated or unsure. They are doubting their 
choice to be in this work and not sure if they can 
or should stay on, or if they can hold onto hope 
for the people they support … or for themselves.

Segment 2:

The Enthusiasts
Staff with high motivation for change and high 
willingness to try new things, but who might find 
themselves stuck in planning mode, without the 
support or capabilities to move into action. 

Segment 4:

The Contemplators
Staff who vascilitate between wanting to see change 
in their work, and not believing change is possible 
now. They are waiting for things to stabilize before 
they entertain the notion of change - but will they 
ever? 

SEGMENTATIONS
SOCIAL SERVICE STAFF

Pain point 1:

Over Responsibility 
Too many of the non help seekers have imbibed a 
message that change is wholly up to them. They’ve 
chalked up their situations to personal faults or 
unworthiness. If they were in control of their downfall, 
then only they can be in control of their upswing. This 
matches some of the rhetoric of services: namely, “You 
have to want to help yourself for us to help you.” 

> Lone Warriors
> Opportunity 2 

Pain point 3:

Unresolved Trauma 
Too many people have experienced multiple, 
intersectional and recurring trauma and lack access to 
longer-term and multifaceted therapeutic experiences 
and bridging  relationships. Their current relationships 
are often tense.  

> Across all segments
> Opportunity 2 

Pain point 5:

Purpolessness
Most people highlighted purpose as a desired outcome, 
and yet too few had access to supports or opportunities 
to build a meaningful self narrative and sense of 
purpose. Indeed, few services encouraged thinking 
beyond their mandate and scope (e.g housing or detox).   

> Across all segments
> Opportunity 4 

Pain point 2:

Lonely nights & idle weekends
With little to do after dark or on weekends, too many 
people self-medicate their sadness and fears with 
substances, and seek out drama to replace their boredom.

> The Lonely
> Opportunity 1 

Pain point 4:

On Verge
Too many people teetering on the edge of addiction and 
mental illness are in physical environments that reinforce 
and enable it. There are too few opportunities for people to 
remove themselves from triggering contexts. 

> The Idle Hands
> Opportunity 5 

Pain point 6:

Self Protection
Too many people, by virtue of their living context, 
are lashing out as as form of self protection. They are 
purchasing weapons, taking martial arts classes, and 
developing a more fierce persona as a coping strategy. 

> The Stabilizers
> Opportunity 5 

TOP PAIN POINTS
FOR SERVICE USERS

“I  f***ed up. Let’s just say this  is what I deserve.” (strip 
resident)

“Coming here (to the TK1 lobby) at night is like going to the zoo; it is 
entertainment.” (TK resident)

“I have to work so hard every day to not get dragged in…” (TK resident)

“I’m signing up for martial arts because of living here. I’ve never been in 
a fight in my life before moving in here.” (TK resident) 

“I’ve done so much thinking. I’ve been in and out of recovery houses and 
treatment. But it’s not just about addiction and mental health. It’s about 
feeling you belong somewhere.” (individual sleeping rough)  

“Logically, I know this is my coffin. Emotionally, I still want to do 
something more in life. But it’s not going to happen. I think the biggest 
thing for people is lack of purpose. Services don’t address this. We’re 
terrible at healing the soul. Terrible.” (TK resident)

Pain point 2:

Burnout 
Too many staff are on the verge of burnout, particularly 
in winter. They are carrying the weight of staff vacancies, 
extra shifts, client pain and loss, and they are losing energy, 
hope and appetite for change.  

> On the edge
> Opportunity 8

Pain point 1:

Nimbleness 
Too many services are less nimble and agile 
than drug dealers, exploiters and predators. 
Staff feel on the back foot and want to 
know how to keep up.   

> The Enthusiasts
> Opportunity 7 & 8

Pain point 3:

Narrowness 
Too many of the staff with the greatest appetite for 
change have the least power, and the most narrowly 
construed jobs: security staff, cooks, cleaners, etc.    

> The Wannabe Experimenters
> Opportunity 8

Pain point 4:

Closed Windows 
Too many people ready for change in a moment, lose the 
will because of the waitlist for services, especially detox and 
rehab. Even if they do make it to detox, too many recovery 
houses have poor conditions, are exploitative,  and don’t build 
strong transitional bridges to new communities.  

> The precontemplators and contemplators 
> Opportunity 2

Pain point 5:

Us Vs Them
Too few businesses see the role they could play in the 
community, and are increasingly frustrated and unable 
to express empathy for the street involved crowd. There 
isn’t a narrative of collective responsibility, leaving too 
many individuals sleeping rough feeling under siege and 
disrespected. 

> SoKap, Pharmacies, Pawn Shops, etc. 
> Opportunity 6

TOP PAIN POINTS
FOR STAFF

PAIN POINT FOR THE COMMUNITY

“The majority of us are burned out. You should have seen us over the 
summer, we were always out. Now, you begin to think what’s the point?” 
(staff)

“Things have changed so much in the last 5 years. 
The predators are way ahead of us...we can’t keep 
up.” (staff) 

“We don’t often feel our work is appreciated. They see 
us doing one particular thing, and there is more to it.” 

“Too often, when they are ready, I have nothing to 
offer them. The window is open for a moment, and 
then it shuts and I have let them down” (staff)

“I see that as their [the shelter’s] problem, not mine. 
If they don’t clean up their act I will make their life 
miserable.” (business owner)

Theme 1:
Convergence 
Many services offer variants of the same things at the 
same times - meals, case management, emergency 
shelters. Might there be space for creative and more 
‘soulful’ programming during the evenings, weekends, 
and between meal times catered to different segments?

Theme 3:
Pain
Emotional, spiritual, relational, and physical pain 
was never far from the surface. Yet few services 
differentiated their responses based on the types and 
sources of those pains (e.g relationship breakdown, loss 
of employment, an injury, a mental health diagnosis). 
What might supports look like if they understood the 
sources of trauma? 

Theme 5:
Compassion
Cleaners, cooks, and security guards’ compassion and 
understanding of people’s plights stands out, and is an 
untapped resource. Where outreach, housing, and mental 
health workers are operating in increasingly pressured 
environments, cleaners, cooks, and security guards 
seem to have a valuable commodity: time. They are also 
well liked. What might it look like to better leverage this 
resource base - particularly on evenings and weekends? 

Theme 7:
Listening
Many told us that they were grateful for someone to 
listen to their stories in a non-clinical way, over a coffee 
or meal. “Thanks for taking the time to talk to me.” “This 
feels different. I haven’t had a normal conversation like 
this for a long time!” People are hungry for a normative 
conversation that is isn’t transactional or problem-
solution focussed. What if there were more people in 
listening (not even intervening) roles?

Theme 9:
Nowhere
The mall and the library are the de-facto hang out spots 
for folks during the day. There are very few places to 
go that make people feel normal and non-stigmatized.  
What would more intentional and welcoming third 
spaces look like? How might they feel more beautiful and 
dignified?

TOP THEMES

Theme 2:  
Judgement
Acceptance is in high demand, but in short supply - except 
for on the streets. “Drug addicts are the least judgemental 
people you’ll find.”  Given that most services have limited 
resources and place conditions on people’s engagement, 
there is a sizeable segment that long for a kind of 
unconditional support they’ve never known. What would 
support based on attachment theory look like for the most 
stuck adults?

Theme 4:  
Enough
Success is hard to measure. Thinking big can be 
disillusioning. So staff increasingly conceptualize good 
work in more micro, individualized  terms.  “If I can change 
one person’s life, it’s enough”.  What might it look like to 
conceptualize success in terms of changing conditions 
versus behaviours?

Theme 6:  
Tasks
Bugs, maintenance, tenant conflicts, bins and food pick-ups 
take a large amount of staff time every day, leaving less 
space for the relational, developmental, and meaningful 
things they want to do. What would it look like to develop 
a peer-based work program to address these everyday 
tasks?

Theme 8:  
Data
Service providers enter data into the same BC Housing 
database. While Surrey Outreach Team morning meetings  
allow for verbal information sharing, there is little 
systematic shared intelligence. Paper log sheets are 
manually entered. And each organization’s data is held 
separately. What would a common data system looked like, 
that also tracked things people cared about?

Theme 10:  
Passivity
To get help, you must show prove your vulnerability. And 
once you’re in the shelter system, your helplessness can 
be reinforced in small (inadvertent) ways - you’re not able 
to cook, choose your food, control your schedule, etc. A 
surprisingly large number of people described how much 
they miss using their skills. They longed for a more active 
role. How could there be more roles and even a badging 
system on offer?

BRIGHT LIGHTS
IDEAS FROM OTHER PLACES

Many people seek out refuge within the 
library. It is warm, dry, and offers things to 
do that can stimulate the mind. David, the 
community librarian, was was receptive, 
curious and eager to do more. 

This old fashioned cafe has old fashioned hospitality. 
They are known to offer meals to those in need. One of 
the servers has two sons who are street involved, and 
lots of sympathy for the people living at 135A. Who 
else is out there? How could sympathy be leverage into 
action?

Meet Sammy, owner of a 24hr convenience 
store who provides food and shelter and 
absolute respect and kindness to street 
people. He’s not alone. The owner of the 
local liquor store does too.

This place has a housing worker, 
medicinal cannabis educator, pay it 
forward coffee station, is a stop for 
free horse drawn carriage rides...and 
employees with a super interesting 
philosophy about their role as pharmacy 
workers.

Partnership of organizations including law 
enforcement, found to be helpful addressing 
emergent issues and  urgency on the ground 
support. What if there could be a similar 
partnership meeting regularly to provide 
upstream support, pre-empt the crisis.

This is a bus that is deployed at an opportune 
time in an opportune place, going to people, 
rather than expecting them to come to medical 
care. It avoids the challenges around booking and 
compliance that impacts most healthcare for this 
population group. 

STADIUM MINI MART, 
EDMONTON

SURREY OUTREACH TEAM, 
SURREY

HEAD LIBRARIAN,
SURREY

ROUND-UP CAFE,
SURREY

NIGHTSHIFT NURSE BUS, 
SURREY

MINT PHARMACY,
EDMONTON

2 page summary of the research, including 
methods, segments and opportunity areas

Visual update of the research Profile cards of some of the people we met
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Ronnie

“Are you a counsellor? I asked the staff 
for a counsellor a few weeks ago, but I 
haven’t heard anything,” Ronnie asks 
me in the lobby of Ted Kuhn. He’s one 
of the residents living in the tower 
after being on the streets 15 years ago. 
He’s in a relationship with a woman 
who used to sleep in the shelters, but 
their relationship has been rocky. “I 
try to protect her because she can’t 
take care of herself. But she gets mad, 
she yells at me. We get into fights, and 
I don’t like it.” Ronnie’s story is full of 
“used to”: I used to work as a roofer, 
I used to know a lot of people, I used 
to travel, I used to be strong, I used to 
be in control, I used to have a family. 
Everything changed when he hurt 

his spine 20 years ago. Now he’s on 
disability, and he feels bored, isolated 
and lonely. He doesn’t have any idea 
how to get back all of the things 
that made him proud, strong, and 
happy. He tries to be useful, such as 
volunteering to set up the Christmas 
tree in the lounge: “I’m a nice guy. 
But nobody thinks so. Everyone’s an 
asshole, they like to get into fights with 
me.” When it comes to other people, 
he often feels misunderstood. Ronnie 
realizes that he’s not what he used to 
be  anymore, “I’m getting older, and I’m 
forgetting things. These days I come 
home, throw the keys down, and sit on 
the couch to watch TV”. 

“I’d like to work more, I want to work as long as 
I can.”

#disability   #housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Bernie

Bernie never expected that one day 
he’d be living in a social housing 
complex. “I used to be like you, I worked 
in TD Bank as a supervisor. I set up an 
entire computer system on my own.” 
After a car accident took away his 
mobility 4 years ago, he was placed 
in supportive housing, but he  finds 
it very depressing. His social worker 
finally moved him to Ted Kuhn where 
he’s now trying to adapt to the new 
life, “I’m new here, my life is up and 
down.” But he insists that he’s moving 
on because he’s  resourceful and he 
can survive in all sorts of situations. 
Like when he managed to save a few 
hundred dollars, or when he made an 
old table look new again by working 

on it from his scooter, or when he 
made friends with a few residents and  
exchanged  skills. “Social contact is 
two ways, when you contact someone, 
you need to have something to offer. 
For some of the people here, I’m useful, 
because I’m a techie.” He feels less 
connected with most people living in 
the building, “I’m pretty much alone 
here. I spend time avoiding people. I’m 
different among them, and they know 
it” He finds comfort in his suite alone, 
and spends time on his hobbies. When 
I ask him about the future and where 
he wants to get to, he says with a smile 
“I don’t know, I’m still figuring things 
out”. 

“I spent my whole life avoiding places like this. 
I’m different among them. I’m still new to this 
lifestyle, I’m still figuring things out.”

#addiction  #housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Tony

“He’ll be here around this time with 
his coffee,” Kell the security guy at 
Ted Kuhn tower told us. We’ve been 
hanging out in the lobby in the 
evenings to meet people, and Kell 
wanted to introduce us to Tony, a 
resident in the building who comes 
down to chat with him every evening. 
Tony has been living in the tower since 
1988. His sister sometimes came to 
visit and they would go to the mall 
to pay the bills. One time, her niece 
came to stay with him for two months, 
but she “went wacky, using heroin, 

we couldn’t get along.” He’d love to 
reconnect with his family again, these 
days he doesn’t see them as much 
as he wants to. “We’ve missed two 
Christmases now, nobody has the 
time, or wants to go.”. Tony says he’s 
worried about his mental health when 
it’s the same old thing everyday. He 
often wonders about his purpose or 
the lack thereof, having little sense 
of how to find it. “Why am I here? It’s 
so hard to find out, I can’t depend on 
literature, without it, you don’t go far.”

“The machine in Star Trek woke up and said ‘Is 
it all I am? Is there anything else?’ This machine 
is alive, it wants to know its purpose.”

#addiction  #temp_housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Samantha

Yesterday afternoon Samantha went 
to visit her grandparents who live 
nearby; her Nana brushed the tangles 
out of her hair. She looks more alert 
today, but she is still laden with two 
big bags filled with warm clothes, food, 
and a few books. Her eyes have been 
bothering her lately, making it difficult 
to read, but she likes having the books 
with her. She describes herself as quiet, 
like her papa. “I tend to ruminate a 
lot.” She’s a mother and her family is 
very important to her. Things were 
going OK for a few years. She was 
clean and she was parenting her 
daughter, with support from Maxine 
Wright housing. But then fears took 

over her life. She was afraid for her 
daughter’s, her family’s and her own 
safety. She says her fears weren’t taken 
seriously by the service providers 
around her, so she did what she 
thought was the right thing to do. By 
moving onto the streets and isolating 
herself, Samantha hopes to keep her 
family safe from the nasty people in 
her life. She misses her daughter but 
isn’t clear what else she can do to keep 
her safe. Other than going to get her 
daily methadone, Samantha seems 
at a loss about what to do. She wants 
something different, but is having 
trouble envisioning anything beyond 
her current situation. 

“I feel like I’m going around in circles. It’s the 
same thing over and over again, but it just 
keeps getting worse.”

#addiction  #housed   #Canada   #Surrey

George

George has an affable personality. He 
uses the library to do legal research. 
At night, when insomnia hits, he does 
research on the internet. He prefers 
the full articles but when access is 
restricted he still reads the abstracts.  
On average he walks 10km a day, 
heading to the DTES to socialize, sell 
cigarettes, get out of Surrey, and get 
out of the house. He’s lived in the 
same home for the past 12 years. He 
moved there when he took custody of 
his son and daughter as it was close 
to the Friendship Centre, and the 
landlord has never raised the rent. 
He was both mother and father to his 
children, creating a home for them. 

Their names are preserved in cement 
stepping stones, a swing still hangs 
in the front yard, and there is a small 
garden with a low fence. George cares 
deeply about the well being of young 
people. He is a reluctant advocate - 
willing to speak on behalf of others, 
but has doubts that the  system 
can do anything but perpetuate the 
problems. Mistakes were made with 
his own kids. He speaks with sadness 
and anger, placing the blame on 
service providers, “My advice, if you 
open up, they flag it, it’s not worth it, 
you can’t trust the repercussions of a 
mis-entry or a biased entry. It’ll bite 
you in the ass.” 

“You have to have a few things in place before 
you can even think about recovery. It’s hard to 
mix when you are coming off drugs.” 

#addiction  #temp_housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Bryan

Bryan’s life is all about being a lone 
wolf since he left home at 13. He’s 
been on the streets for 13 years, and 
he recently moved to Surrey from 
Edmonton to be closer to his best 
friend, Tanya. “She’s my angel. If it 
wasn’t for her, I’d be dead”. He prides 
himself on his abilities to survive on 
the streets, “You live on the streets, 
you learn to survive. You fight or 
you die”. He was in and out of jail 
for robbery and assault. A few times 
he felt part of something bigger: 
a drug dealing gang, a romantic 
relationship, a family. But nothing 

worked, he felt betrayed, abused and 
judged. These days, he spends his 
days roaming the streets and the 
mall with his buddy Brian, they’re 
together 24/7.  When the income 
assistance cheque comes in, he goes 
to the casino and gambles. But he’s 
looking forward to the day he can 
hop on a bus and leave for another 
adventure. “I like to move. I don’t like 
to stay. I get sick of people, seeing 
the same faces everyday, the drug 
addicts. It gets depressing. I’ll move 
on from Surrey. Who knows?”

“People call me the devil, I like that. At one 
time, I was very good hearted. I still am. But 
when you cross me, that’s wrong. I’ve got no 
family, nobody, but that’s the way I like it.”

#temp_housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Carrie

Carrie points to two plastic bags 
filled with clothes and said “This is 
all I have.” She’s newly homeless, 
she used to live with her twin sister 
and her partner, until her twin 
sister passed away recently. Now she 
spends the night sleeping in Surrey 
Urban Mission and Nightshift. But 
the hardest thing is not sleeping 
rough;  it’s the grief from losing her 
twin sister who was very close to 
her, and having her kids taken away 
from her three years ago. As we’re 
speaking, Carrie often breaks down. 
Her purpose of life has always been 

about being a mother, protector and 
provider for her kids. Now that she 
doesn’t have a house and money, 
she can’t have them live with her. 
“I talk to them everyday. Right now 
they’re too young to support me.” 
In Surrey, she has her street buddy, 
Bonnie,  “But she’s got her own 
issues. I don’t ask her for everything.” 
She tries to stay away from the drug 
addicts and negative people. “I have 
nobody really. And I don’t go to social 
services, because I don’t want to tell 
them my story over and over again. 
It’s private, I want to keep it private.”

“I want to be there for my kids, I want to get my 
kids back.”

#addiction  #housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Larry

Larry spent the earlier part of his life 
on work, alcohol and relationships, 
and then he assumed the role of a 
father. “I got involved with a woman 
with two daughters, and they called 
me ‘Dad’. I felt needed, I had a role.” 
He insisted that he kept his drinking 
under control, but that wasn’t enough 
to convince his ex-partner and MCFD.  
“I’m an alcoholic, but I have double 
standards. I’ve seen what I could 
become, I won’t become that.” He’s 
been fighting MCFD for a year for the 
custody of his three kids after a fall-
out with his ex-partner. Now in Surrey, 
he tries to do what MCFD requires him 

to do. He goes to a temp agency for 
day work. “I could make $80/ day and 
could spend it all on drinks. I try not 
to have money in my pocket. It would 
piss me off to spend a day for a beer.” 
Unlike the other people who go to the 
soup kitchen, he’s  got a place to live 
now. “It’s all about priorities. Pay your 
damn rent. It’s not hard.” He spends a 
lot of time at the library, reading books 
on philosophy and poetry “Maybe I 
should write about my life story, to 
help people and tell them what not to 
do, so they don’t go through the same 
shit the way I do.”

“MCFD is against my drinking, and they’re 
stereotyping because I’m indigenous. But I do 
it responsibly. Drinking is a choice, nobody can 
understand why I drink the way I drink.”

#disability   #housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Christine

Christine grew up in an alcoholic 
home where she never knew what 
might happen next. It could be abuse, 
hunger, molestation, displacement 
and attacks on her self-esteem. After 
leaving at 13 and ending up in the 
foster care system, she ran from 
homes and headed to the streets - 
“I tried to get my Mom’s attention 
mostly.” The people on the street 
“felt like family; they weren’t going 
anywhere.” There she, “earned my 
colours by not ratting out someone 
in trouble.” She continues to live this 
principle of ‘looking out for others’ 
and ‘being helpful’ through her peer 
support work in community, volunteer 
political work and learning. She took 
Naloxone training because she knows 

that overdose is an ever-present risk 
in the apartment. Her journey has 
had many losses, hurts, risks, highs 
and lows. But under her generous 
and thoughtful way is a deep well 
of persistence and resilience. When 
things have fallen apart for her, she 
has found her way back. Sometimes 
she has had help along the way. 
Sometimes she has had to figure 
things out alone – like the time she 
weaned herself off methadone so 
she could access other resources. 
Although she has significant health 
issues that diminish opportunities, 
she sees possibilities and aspires to 
have time in the natural world, restore 
family connections, and to “just be.” 

“People in recovery are getting a life and will 
laugh, have fun, dance and want to participate 
in functions.”

#addiction  #temp_housed   #Canada   #Surrey

Scott

Scott travels lightly. His duffle bag 
is discrete, containing a toothbrush, 
underwear, and a clean shirt. That’s all 
Scott needs. Twice a week, he replaces 
his wears with free clothing. Traveling 
light is one of many strategies he’s 
gained over 20 years on and off the 
streets. “Eight months was my longest 
stretch of doing well. I was clean and 
sober on my own. Had a new TV, a new 
stereo, my own place. But, I screwed 
that up with one beer.” What Scott 
misses most is preparing a good meal. 
“I can make you an omelette that 
would make your eyes bulge. The key 
is steaming.” Cleanliness matters to 

Scott. He chooses to go to a sobering 
centre to sleep rather than brave the 
bed bugs at the other spots around 
town. Some nights, he drinks just to 
get in the doors of the centre. Alcohol 
is a trusty companion.  He’s tried to 
change his relationship to alcohol 
- with treatment centres, recovery 
houses,and AA programs. Few have 
been helpful. Their structures and 
“hypocrisy” have rubbed against his 
needs for “adventure” “self-sufficiency” 
and “respect.” Most ideas for the 
future do not resonate to Scott, except 
the idea of living in the woods.

“I don’t give a fuck what’s going to happen an 
hour from now. I am very self reliant and I will 
get my shit straightened out.”
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 Tanya & Bob

cooking working with animals being street smart needlepoint

Health “The cancer came back. I don’t 
want to get surgery, I saw what it did to 
my mother, it’s not pretty. I’m just going 
to do only chemo, I’ll take my chances. ”

Power & Respect “People fear me, I don’t 
have to worry. I earned my reputation. 
Nobody can cross me.”

Connections “I told Tanya [friend] I don’t 
want that reputation because I want 
people to like me, not fear me.”

Health “The cancer came back. I don’t 
want to get  surgery, I saw what it did to 
my mother, it’s not pretty. I’m just going 
to do only chemo, I’ll take my chances. ”

Housing “I put my name down in BC 
Housing, I haven’t heard anything back.”

  Bryan

Using skills & interests. 
Bryan enjoys cooking and 
sewing. What if there was a 
comfortable  place that he 
could drop in to during the 
day to  cook a meal or do his 
artwork? 

Validating & tapping into 
street-smartness. 
Bryan knows a lot about street 
survival. What if we used this 
skill as intelligence-gathering 
for social services to better 
understand where opportunities 
lie on the ground?

Bridging network.  
Bryan’s relationship with 
Tanya is a big motivation. 
How do we piggy back 
on this and co-design 
alternatives with Tanya 
being involved in the 
process?

Prides himself on being self-sufficient and 
independent, often refuses help.

“I don’t plan for the future, I live for the day. If I’m 
here today, I’m happy. If I’m not here tomorrow, so 
be it, I’m not gonna worry about it.”

Not wanting change.

Surrey Urban Mission shelter
Fraser Health
Benefits, gambling

Surrey Urban Mission
Mall

Prison, 13+ years on street
Temporary shelter
Cancer treatment, addiction

Security, construction

Male
57
Caucasian
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Brian

Brian recalls the days when he travelled the world for his job: building a big tower in Dubai, the Ironworkers bridge in Vancouver, and 
BC Hydro dams. “Most of my life I’ve 
spent working on two jobs.” He didn’t 
have an easy beginning. He survived 
residential school, and was once in a 
solitary confinement for 3 months for 
putting a guy into a coma. Now in his 
70s, he spends his days on the streets, 
doing crosswords and speed-reading 
thick books. He goes from the shelters 
to the soup kitchens to the mall. “You 
get a small circle of friends on the streets; 90% of the time, all they want 

is smokes, booze, sex and drugs.” His 
only way out is his ‘barley sandwich’: “I 
abuse alcohol, but that’s the only thing 
to keep my sanity.” His wife, Sheryl, is living in an assisted group home. She’s now in a wheelchair because her 

legs were  amputated, and he can’t afford to pay for her diapers. He wants 
to be close to her, although he’s now 
barred from visiting her because they 
suspected him of bringing drugs to her. But he’s staying on, “I take care of 

her, she takes care of me”. He’s put his 
name down to live in Ted Kuhn, but hasn’t heard anything for a year now.

“I’ve never been homeless before. It’s 
depressing to live on the streets, you get tired 
all the time. I try to uplift somebody else, and 
they lift me back up.”
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3. Deep Dive Setup
With organizations ready to become a member of Grounded Space, we start building 
their R&D infrastructure. We help the organization set-up a team with new roles 
and routines, rallying leadership at all levels of the organization, and spreading a 
narrative for change. Why Grounded Space? Why now?

What’s the Deep Dive Setup for?

In this stage, we are working with member 
organizations to form an embedded research 
& design team. The role of InWithForward 
changes from doers to coaches. A 
Memorandum of Understanding is signed to 
outline the relationship of the new member to 
the collective. This is also the point where an 
organization starts paying, or sources funding 
to cover the costs of their Grounded Space 

membership. This stage has five big parts:

Commitment ceremony
The commitment ceremony is where we 
introduce Grounded Space to the leadership 
of an organization, and see who in the 
organization wants to take part. We work 
with organizations to create a timeline that 
connects Grounded Space to their history and 
frames experimentation over time. 

3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS 5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING

Scaled 
practice &  
practiced 

crew

Sweet 
spots

Interest CrewJoin? Tested &  
refined 

concepts

Structure: Key activities Frameworks & tools Product

Commitment ceremony • timelines & narrative    
   building

Memorandum of 
understanding

Narrative building •  coaching leaders to  
produce a narrative

Video prompt cards, dice, etc.

Inviting & training  
Culture Curators 

•  internal recruitment 
• training and onboarding
• choose research modules

Three voices framework
Behaviour change wheel

Tools for each module

Inviting & training  
Embedded Researchers

•  internal recruitment 
• training and onboarding
• space set-up

Double diamond Fit-for-purpose space 
Team routines & slack channel
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Narrative building
At the same time, we work with the leadership 
to craft a narrative for change, and  articulate 
how Grounded Space links to the mission and 
history of the organization. The literature 
(and our experience) tells us that spreading 
a compelling rationale for experimentation 
is critical to reduce skepticism and increase 
buy-in. Our intention was to support leaders 
to create a video to share with staff. Most 
chief executives disliked video as the medium 
for their narrative. 

Inviting & training Culture Curators 
Culture Curators were chosen by the leader-
ship team. Their role was to hold the space in 
their organization for people to experiment 
and learn  by doing. Over 3 days, we offered 
training in choreographing creativity, conflict 
resolution,  and communication. We intro-
duced the Three voices framework from Otto 
Scharmer. At the end of the training, Culture 

Curators came together to select a focus for 
the Deep Dive: two research modules and a 
user group within the organization. 

Inviting & training Embedded Researchers
Frontline staff and managers within each or-
ganization applied to be Embedded research-
ers. Embedded researchers received training 
in observation, interviewing and generative 
research. Over the course of a week, they did 
research, analyzed results, and received feed-
back, using the Behaviour change frame-
work. To learn the framework we put it on a 
big carpet, mapping the factors that enable 
or prevent experimentation.  We introduced 
the Double Diamond framework to explain 
a design processes, and used it to shape the 
sprint itself. By the end of the week, emerging 
findings had been visualized in a dashboard 
and used to reframe questions going forward. 

Partnerships 
Better understand relationships and the 
formal & informal resources to leverage for 
bigger change. This includes stakeholder 
interviews and eco-systems mapping.

Users 
Make visible the daily experiences of an end 
user group to understand motivations and 
appetite for change. Research tools combine 
look, listen and engage tools.

Data 
Find out what data is available, what it 
says, and what it could look like to measure 
what matters to end users. Research in-
cludes mapping data flows and case notes.

Human Resources 
Get to know staff’s journeys, and identify 
where there is space for unleashing team 
motivations and passions. Tools include 
practice interviews and journey mapping.

Leadership 
How does leadership show up in the organi-
zation, and help or hinder experimentation? 
This module takes a closer look at interac-
tions between leaders, managers and staff.

Team Practices 
Get a feel for different team cultures that 
make up the organization, and document 
the helpful/unhelpful routines for creativity, 
curiosity, and bottom-up change.

Research modules

To help focus the research in the Deep Dive with an inexperienced team, and to be able to 
compare research findings across organizations, we created highly structured modules 
with templated research tools. In this stage, we asked organizations to choose two 
modules. We later replaced the six modules with three lenses and self-made tools.
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Deep Dive Setup 
activities

Recording a video narrative with 
leaders, linking experimentation 
to their agency’s mission

Embedded researchers setting 
up their ‘Spaceship ‘, their new 
work space in their agency

Welcoming a new member organization & framing Grounded Space 
in connection to the agency’s rich history of pioneering work

What happened?

This stage, as its name suggests, sets the 
stage for deeper research and co-design, giv-
ing us clues about the organization’s read-
iness for experimentation and disruption. 
Where are the most promising places to start 
experimenting? 

Although each organization chose two mod-
ules and a population group to start with, 
choices felt arbitrary. The process became 
overly structured and technocratic, losing 
some of the opportunism that characterizes 
this work. We took an overly analytic lens, 
separating research training from design 
too much, and losing some of the value of a 
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Planning and choosing research modules for 
the Deep Dive

Researcher training: using a carpet with a person in the 
middle to explain the behaviour change framework

blended and interdisciplinary approach. 

Modules were interlinked, and so we created 
some false boundaries through the selection 
process. As much as we wanted to use the deep 
dive set-up to gauge organizational readiness, 
what became clear is no organization was 
ready, and yet, leadership still wanted to act. 

Despite that commitment from leadership, 
few leaders wanted to front a narrative 

video. Using a deck of question cards and 
a dice, we worked with leaders to develop 
a storyline to explain their engagement. 
We recorded and transcribed our conver-
sations, before returning with a film crew. 
But, leaders were skeptical about the story 
being told from their perspective. While they 
wanted more voices in their narrative, staff 
and stakeholders wanted more clarity from 
the top about why their organization was 
engaging in Grounded Space.
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Deep Dive Setup frameworks & tools

Behaviour Change framework
(after Dr. Susan Michie)

The Behaviour Change Wheel is a practical framework for 
designing and evaluating behaviour change interventions 
and policies, developed by Dr. Susan Michie. It describes the 
three sources needed for any behaviour change: capability, 
opportunity and motivation. We placed ‘experimental 
behaviour’ in the centre, which is the behaviour shift 
we want to see in Grounded Space. Based on a literature 
search, we added a ring with ‘organizational conditions’ 
for experimental behaviour: Power, Systems & processes, 
Routines, Values & beliefs and Roles & identity. We used this 
framework as we collect data, to help us explore where the 
conditions are ripe for developing alternatives to the status 
quo.

Three Voices framework  
(Dr. Otto Scharmer)

Based on 20 years of research, Otto Scharmer developed 
a model to understand why many of our attempts 
to address the challenges of our time fail - and what 
we could do differently. Within his model, Theory U, 
he described three voices: the Voice of Judgment, the 
Voice of Cynicism, and the Voice of Fear. Each of these 
are responses that may give the impression of being 
‘reasonable’ and ‘pragmatic’ but in practice will act to 
shut down our minds, hearts and capacity to act. They 
help to sustain the status quo (the familiar being better 
than the unfamiliar) and ensure that the responsibility 
for change is shifted away from self to others. We have 
further developed the concept of the three voices to better 
understand communication dynamics and options.

Double Diamond framework  
(after the British Design Council)

The Double Diamond describes the design process as a se-
ries of stages of divergence and convergence. Divergence 
is where lots of different insights and ideas are thrown 
up, before refining and narrowing down (converging). 

When going from a problem to a solution, this cycle of 
divergence and convergence happens at least twice - once 
to better define the problem and the other to generate 
the solution. Realistically, you’ll likely go through cycles 
within each research or design activity. We changed the 
language to reflect that we develop practices rather than 
(stand alone) products, and to include social impact.

“We don’t have 
the capacity and 

resources to do this”

“I’m not a cynic, 
I am just being a 

realist”

“If I ask my team to 
participate, they will 

be upset with me”

Discover insight 
into the context

Define which 
gap(s) to solve

starting 
points

named 
gaps

understand 
experiences 
& preferences

make 
insights 
visible

reframe 
problem

map who 
is involved

identify 
gaps

 refined 
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tested 
practice

seek feedback 
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identify 
impact

test new 
practices 

test value 
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generate 
ideas 

Develop & 
prototype ideas

Deliver &  
spread practices

tell the 
story

design 
brief
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Deep Dive Setup products

Springboard: 
a call to 
action

Communicating 
brand

Sharing a 
vision of the 

future

Transmitting 
values

Sharing 
Knowledge

Story 
Pattern

How will you capture reactions to your 

story?

How will you share the emerging 

narrative?

How will you position ‘conflicting’ 

aspects of the narrative?

How will you engage them in story 

telling – how will you use your story to 

inspire others to tell their own?

How will you invite others to add their 

voices to the story?

Who’s voices/story will you capture 

first?

Is the emerging narrative 

conformational, aspirational, or the 

good, the bad and the ugly?

What kind of an event might be 

planned to encourage this?
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Add Voices
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Add Voices

Add Voices

Add Voices
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How will you engage them in story 

telling – how will you use your story to 

inspire others to tell their own?

How will you invite others to add their 

voices to the story?

Who’s voices/story will you capture 

first?

Is the emerging narrative 
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good, the bad and the ugly?

What kind of an event might be 

planned to encourage this?
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How will you capture reactions to your 
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"The object of architecture isn’t concrete and steel. It’s about 
creating spaces for interactions."          [Gerrit Rietveld]

Some theories

Curious to learn more?

A space to allow team to use 
visual language for faster 
learning and sharing of ideas.

A place to store papers, 
supplies, books, etc. 

A place for each team 
member to do individual 
work, reading, or research/ 
design.

A space to allow team to use 
visual language for faster 
learning and sharing of ideas.

A space to support the 
creation of artifacts, 
prototypes, touch points, and 
communications.  

A space to build relationship 
and comradery.

A space to generate what 
could be and "what if"...

A space to have team 
meetings and store your 
research tools and results.

Download this paper from 
the wiki.

Check out examples of other 
spaceships in the wiki.

Grab this book from a 
library/ bookstore.

Read this article about Philips Home 
Lab: www.noldus.com/default/
philips-homelab

Innovation Spaces: Towards a

Framework for Understanding the

Role of the Physical Environment

in Innovation

James Moultrie, Mikael Nilsson, Marcel Dissel,

Udo-Ernst Haner, Sebastiaan Janssen and

Remko Van der Lugt

Firms are paying increasing attention to the physical environments in which creative and

innovative activities take place. These environments reflect the firm’s strategic intentions

towards innovation and provide a physical embodiment of their desired modes of working. To

date, this new phenomenon has received little academic attention. Based on both literature and

also the authors’ combined experiences through observing firms in Europe, this paper pro-

poses a simple framework to aid practitioners and academics to better understand the design,

role and goals of such spaces.

Introduction

There is significant evidence of the impor-

tance of innovation to a firm’s ongoing

commercial success. The need to maintain

current market position and gain new markets

places innovation as a fundamental strategic

issue in most companies (Christensen, 1997).

Innovation demands intertwined processes of

ideation, creation, design and delivery, sup-

ported by an appropriate managerial infra-

structure to balance risks against rewards.

New challenges in implementing these

processes rapidly, often across organizational

boundaries have resulted from continual

developments in global economies, technol-

ogy, and information and communication

systems.
This paper takes the perspective that the

spaces in which creative and innovative activi-

ties take place are an important part of the

innovation process in an organization. Design-

ing effective workspaces to create desirable

spatial interactions is becoming the focus of

organizational efforts in many firms. It is also

apparent that companies are paying close atten-

tion to the design of the physical environments

in which innovative activities takes place.

For example, design consultancy IDEO make

strong claims about the way in which their

environment and infrastructure enhances their

creativity and innovation performance (Kelley

& Littman, 2001); their whole workspace not

only reinforces their corporate values, but sup-

ports innovative activity through the provision

of appropriate resources, visualization and

model making facilities and the ability to recon-

figure for new projects. Some of the larger con-

sumer goods companies have created spaces for

encouraging consumer input (Bitner, 1992) into

new concept development (e.g. Kodak, British

Telecom and Nokia). In addition, many compa-

nies are beginning to consider how the work

infrastructure supports effective group work

and communication, for both distributed

design teams and also the day-to-day activities

of product development teams (e.g. Cisco).

Other companies have developed dedicated

spaces to support group creativity and encour-

age creativity as a key component of innovation

INNOVATION SPACES
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Your team's 
spaceship

Mission Control

Storage Area 

Making Space

Team building

Collaboration

Individual 
Workspace 

Visualization Space

Inspiration space
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Now, let's talk about the details first...

We've seen a huge effect in 
having the space located in a 
place in a close proximity with 
the people you're going to do 
the research with. Not only it 
makes the team more visibly 
(thus more approachable and 
easier to build relationships 
and trust), it gives you a 
huge advantage in knowing 
what's happening (a.k.a. 
unstructured observation).

If you have two yes-es out of these three questions, you're on the right track!

If you have two yes-es out of these three questions, you're on the right track!

If you have two yes-es out of these three questions, you're on the right track!

Ideally, the space will be big 
enough for all of your Culture 
Curators and Embedded 
Researchers, and at least 2-3 
more people to come in from 
the InWithForward team.

You will be doing a lot of 
making, prototyping, and 
visualizing. The space needs 
to have a relax rule around 
hammering nails on the wall, 
taping posters, hanging items 
from the ceiling, etc. 

Where's this space 
located?

How big is it?

How much hacking 
can you do?

Other things that could be a challenge... Your tactics to solve the challenges...

Is this inside a 
program/ service?

Can you have a sizeable 
table, chairs, and a few 
small shelves in it?

Can you hang things on 
the walls/ windows/ 
doors with tapes or 
nails?

Can all of the Culture 
Curators and Embedded 
Researchers & 3 people from 
InWithForward sit in it?

Can you paint the wall?

Is there some extra space 
to fit medium/ large size 
Rubbermaid boxes?

Does this space already have 
things you can re-use (e.g. 
white/ chalk boards, TV)? 

Do you have access to a 
printer?

Is this close to the people 
you're going to do research 
with?
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Let's do some brain-storming!
Think about all of these eight functions. How would you 
design your space? Sketch it out below, or build it using 
lego pieces, sticky notes, play-doh, or other props!

Mission Control

Storage Area Making Space

Team buildingCollaboration

Individual 
Workspace Visualization Space

Inspiration space

Check out examples of other 
spaceships in the wiki.

Need inspirations?
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Pacon® Kraft Paper Roll, Natural, 36" x 100' 
Item #: 1919398 

1

Quartet® Newsprint Flip Chart Easel Pad, 24" x
36", 50 Sheets 
Item #: 975147 

1

Staples® Stickies Brights Pop Up Notes, 3" x 3" 
Item #: 860854 

1

Staples® Cork Tiles, 12" x 12", 4/Pack 
Item #: 457619 

1

Staples® Binder Clips, Small 3/4", Black, 40/Tub 
Item #: 43454 

1

Staples® Soft Dome Push Pins, Assorted Colours 
Item #: 681404 

1

LePage Fun Tak Adhesive Putty, 56 g, Blue 
Item #: 486341 

1

Check out all 16 items on the list

VIEW LIST

 Yani (hello@inwithforward.com) sent this email using Staples® List Share, your email will not be
subscribed to marketing from Staples® if you have questions or concerns, please Visit our Help Centre   

 

Getting hands-on!
Lucky for you, we've got these covered! (well, some...)

Furniture

Paint & boards

Supplies

We are a big fan of an iterative prototyping process and creating 
efficieny. Sounds contradictory? Read on! 

From working with many organizations in the past, we've got a 
pretty good idea about what works and what doesn't. Including   
when it comes to designing the spaces for collaboration, research 
and design. With this knowledge, we set up some perimeters of 
what a great spaceship could look/ feel like, so we don't need 
to create everything from zero again every single time. The 
following list of items is one of the things we created based on 

what we know worked for organizations. But we're also aware 
that every organization is unique, and we want to let teams to 
have space for customization that would work for them. 

>> There might be changes to this list, make sure you 
check out the wiki page for the updated list!

>> InWithForward has an account for online shopping 
at each of this store, check it with your rleationship 
manager/ design coach.

From IKEA (online shopping available for most items)

From Staples (online shopping available for most items)

From Opus (online shopping available for some items) 

Product

Product

Product

Where to get

Where to get

Where to get

Qty

Qty

Qty

Price

Price

Price

What we know worked  (costs covered by InWithForward)

What we know worked  (costs covered by InWithForward)

What we know worked  (costs covered by InWithForward)

Some customization your team would like  (costs covered 
by your organization)

Additional supplies your team would like  (costs covered 
by your organization)

Additional supplies your team would like (costs covered 
by your organization), your organization will be 
responsible to replenish the supplies when they're out too.

Muryani Kasdani <muryani@inwithforward.com>

Yani shared a favorites list with you 
1 message

Staples <bd.website@orders.staples.com> Mon, Oct 16, 2017 at 5:46 PM
To: muryani@inwithforward.com

 

Hello Yani, 
 
Yani (hello@inwithforward.com) thought you'd be interested
in the following items on Staples.com. 

 

 

  

 
Gs Studio Supply List

 
 Item Qty

 Staples® 8" Scissors Value Pack, 3-Pack 
Item #: 450482 

1

Crayola® Colourex Chalk, Assorted Colours,
12/Pack 
Item #: 26450 

1

Staples® Glue Stick, 9 g, 6/Pack 
Item #: 395706 

1

Staples® Invisible Tape with Dispenser, 19 mm x
21.5 m, 3/Pack 
Item #: 646947 

1

Staples® Brights, 65lb. Coloured Letter Cover
Paper, Assorted, 400/Pack 
Item #: 578342 

1

Staples® Snap-Off Light-Duty Retractable Utility
Cutter 
Item #: 39941 

1

Sharpie® Fine Permanent Markers, Black,
12/Pack 
Item #: 11520 

1

Crownhill Jute Twine, 600', Natural 
Item #: 998033 

1

Avery® Assorted Removable Round Colour-
Coding Labels, 1/4", 1152/Pack, (14021) 
Item #: 12887 

1
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SPACESHIP 
PLANNING 
& SET UP 

2017_11_22 Spaceship planning & set up

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
5-8 hours

MATERIALS 
Cars
Building/ painting tools
Budget to shop items

METHODOLOGY 
Prototyping & Making

WHO 
The Grounded Space team

WHERE 
At your chosen space

work sheet

Why?
As Culture Curators and Embedded Researchers, your responsibilities and day to day activities will look vastly different from your current job in the organization. Because of this, you would also need a physical space that is condusive to support your team work and meeting, learning and the researh & design process. We call this space: the Spaceship. 

Why a physical space? Research says the physical environment we are in affects us emotionally and cognitively. It can even shape our behaviours and mindsets, and create norms in our interaction with each other. The Spaceship you're building could enable collaboration, curiosity mindset, visualization and generation of ideas. 

How?
This tool will give you a step-by-step guidance in choosing your spaceship, designing and building it. 
 
Tactics
It’s helpful to get together as a team on a given day to work on this together. Not only because it will make the work goes faster and smoother, it is also a great team building exercise. Set aside 5-8 hours to do planning, buying of materials, and building of the space. Dress appropriately because you might be climbing on ladders or putting a fresh paint on the wall! Don't forget to also check the wiki page on Grounded Space Wiki to see other examples of the Spaceship in different organizations.

Instruction:

I see myself as someone who ... Disagree 
strongly

Agree 
strongly

...  is original, comes up with new ideas 

...  is curious about many different 
things 

... is  a deep thinker

... is inventive

... values aesthetic experiences

... prefers work that is routine

...  likes to reflect, play with ideas 

... has few artistic interests

Open Sesame

How open do you see yourself as? Remember there are no right or wrong 
answers ! Use this to introduce the elements of curiosity, and to brainstorm 
activities and strategies for increasing the component parts!
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Growing curiosity

What are strategies and activities for increasing each element of curiosity?

I see myself as someone who ... Disagree 
strongly

Agree 
strongly

...  is original, comes up with new ideas 

...  is curious about many different 
things 

... is  a deep thinker

... is inventive

... values aesthetic experiences

... prefers work that is routine

...  likes to reflect, play with ideas 

... has few artistic interests
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Culture 
Curator 
ROLE BOOK

2017_10_03 Culture Curator Role Book.pdf

Embedded 
Researcher
ROLE BOOK

2017_11_04 Embedded Researcher Role Book.pdf

entrenched in the current social safety net (but of course we want to hear everyone’s story 
if they’re willing to share). Specifically, we’re seeking a deep understanding of what would 
make a difference in the experience of adolescent and adult men who are Syrian refugees, 
and Filipino parents and children (mostly youth) who are being reunified after years of 
separation, where parents have been in Canada on caregiver visas as well as older 
refugees and immigrants who live with a disability. Our explorations will seek out 
underutilized resources - individuals, businesses, organizations, physical and 
communication infrastructure, and capital that could be mobilized towards achieving 
better outcomes. 

Going on a Journey – in Five Parts. 

Options Community Services and North York Community House and their communities 
will travel through Grounded Space as a cohort supported by InWithForward.  It’s a 
journey in five parts: 
  
Quick Dive – To discover the population group’s lived experiences and scout talent for 
Grounded Space Apprenticeships. This element will result in a number of emergent 
themes, worthy of deeper exploration. Cohorts will select a common theme to move 
forward and explore more deeply. 
  
Deep Dive – To deepen research in three dimensions: by diving further into community, 
gaining awareness of international practice, and exploring theory, through literature 
review.  In this stage we’ll map local assets, find sweet spots between pain points and 
resources, and generate and test early ideas for interventions. 
  
Ideate & Mock-up  - A shortlist of intervention ideas will be prototyped for desirability with 
potential users and other stakeholders. The prototype(s) with the best mix of potential, 
momentum, and resources will move forward to Service Prototyping. 
  
Refine & Prototype  - We’ll do an end-to-end prototype of the selected intention(s) and 
develop a blueprint and business case, in concert with the community resources we have 
mobilized. This new intervention may or may not live in the organization.  
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 Memorandum of Understanding 
 between InWithForward and Grounded Space 1.0 members 

The Reason. 
This document exists to honour and memorialize the understanding shared by three 
organizations InWithForward, Options Community Services and North York Community 
House.  This isn’t a contract; we already have one (or two) of those.  This is a declaration of 
our intentions and commitments to our shared work, our organizations, our communities 
and each other. Its aspirational, like us. But it also contains a few nuts and bolts- technical 
things – not because they’re cast in stone – but because we strive to be clear and 
transparent, while always leaving space for complexity and shades of grey. 

Our Bond. 
Grounded Space is occupied by brave visionaries, listeners, connectors, storytellers, and 
makers who are driven by a deeply held belief that lives flourish when things like a sense 
of beauty, agency, purpose, connection, and hope are every day and commonplace. We 
believe these things are not the spice of life, but daily essential nourishment. We are 
determined to help make our communities places where this nourishment is found, 
grown, shared and celebrated. 

The Spirit of the Union. 
The road we are on is one of shared inquiry, to help us understand what will make a 
significant difference for people currently experiencing less than flourishing lives. While 
we may not yet have the answers, we’re convinced that they lie out there, in the larger 
community, beyond the expertise and best practice of our current social service delivery 
organizations. Therefore, it is not our aim to build up organizational capacity alone, but to 
build community and sectoral capacity to get to the next practices. As a start, we’re 
organizing ourselves as a cohort of inquirers, setting out to discover the lived experience 
of the population groups on which we’re respectively focused.  

The Focus. 
We want to anticipate what it will take to create communities of deep human connection 
and purpose in the future so we’re focusing on populations with emergent needs, not yet 

  1

Teaching materials for Culture Curators 
and Embedded Researchers

Cards & dice used to develop change 
narratives with organizational leaders

Guide for creating a fit-for-purpose 
team space under $500 with materials 
sourced at common stores across Canada

Overview of the activities and deliverables 
of the Grounded Space journey

A version of the Memorandum of 
Understanding with organizations

posAbilities’ change narrative: 
https://youtu.be/RiTJnOVKpC4

Change narrative of Kinsight: 
https://youtu.be/P0eWR5UC504

West Neighbourhood House’s change narrative: 
https://youtu.be/j9XxVjpR2so
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4. Deep Dive

3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS 5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING

Scaled 
practice &  
practiced 

crew

Sweet 
spots

Interest CrewJoin? Tested &  
refined 

concepts

Structure: Key activities Frameworks & tools Products

Sprint #1:  Kick-off • event organizing

Fieldwork
(3 months)

• user outreach
• profile writing
• story return
• staff survey
• staff shadowing

Look, listen, engage 

Sprint #2: User sprint
(4 days)

• synthesis
• story return
• idea generation
• tool making
• interviews

Information design - Pain points
- Opportunity areas, incl 3-4 
   top ‘mission possibles’

Sprint #3: Synthesis
(2 days)

• segmentation Sweet spots 

Sprint #4:  Playback ‘Yes and’ mash-ups

Over a four to six month period, Embedded Researchers spend time in the field, 
using ethnographic research methods, to find starting points for change. This results 
in sweet spots: opportunities that addressed needs of three concurrent user groups: 
end users, staff and managers. Research findings and sweet spots are shared back to 
organizations to choose a ‘mission’ to take forward.

What’s the Deep Dive for?

In this stage, Embedded Researchers spend 
their time shadowing and interviewing staff 
and service users. 

Structure of this stage

Sprint #1: Kick-off
The idea of the kick-off was to share the big 
idea of Grounded Space with colleagues and 
invite staff to participate in the research. We 
wanted to find allies and resources.

For the first  time, Embedded researchers 

presented the work and served as the spokes-
persons, branding themselves as their agen-
cy’s Grounded Space crew. Each crew created 
an installation with posters and artifacts to 
support the story. While the building of this 
took more time and effort than we’d allocate 
in future, this activity worked well for building 
team camaraderie. 

Fieldwork
After practicing ethnography on each other, 
Embedded researchers went out and started 
interviewing and observing staff. As none of 
the organizations had chosen the user mod-
ule, all four organizations did research that 
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interviewing & observing staff

engaging org. 

stakeholders

interviewing & 
observing users

writing stories 
& analysis on 

framework

kick off

 opportunities that 
respond to pain 
points and gaps 

from the 3 lenses

result

one-on-one playbacks

was heavily weighted towards understand-
ing the experience of other staff and leader-
ship. This was a missed opportunity.

Sprint #2: User Sprint 
After three months of fieldwork, we refo-
cused our research. The lack of a user per-
spective rubbed against our core values. We 
added a user research sprint. By this time, 
we had also concluded that our structured 
modules & tools were too prescriptive and 
that a concentrated sprint of 3-5 days was 
a better way to sustain crew momentum. 
Crews learned about constructs and de-
signed bespoke research tools. But, the four 
day sprint was not enough time to create 
particularly sophisticated tools -- and with 
the end user group, people with developmen-
tal disabilities, multiple iterations of tools are 
required for quality insights. Each crew met 
3-4 users, a small number compared to their 
staff ethnographies.  To harvest as much as 
we could, we ran a joint analysis session be-
tween crews, doing segmentation exercises 
and extracting opportunities. 

Sprint #3:Synthesis
In this sprint, we combined research findings 
from the lenses of staff, users and organiza-
tional stakeholders. Crews identified every 
experimental behaviour they witnessed or 
heard. Many behaviours were incredibly in-
cremental, like staff at a group home exper-
imenting with buying cream instead of milk. 
Crews used information design techniques 
to draw up dashboards visualizing findings. 
We segmented everyone we met. We linked 

pain points and opportunities between user 
groups to find Sweet Spots. By the end of 
the sprint, each crew produced a summa-
ry board with their top research findings, 
including a distilled set of barriers and en-
ablers for experimenting. 
 
Sprint #4: Playback
Here, crews came together for a three day 
sprint to conceptualize and produce an 
exhibition for the organization. The goal was 
to make the research findings concrete and 
shareable, and to test which opportunity 
areas (which we called, missions) resonated. 
Staff across all organizations affirmed the 
research results, saying the pain points felt 
true. Mid-level managers reacted differently. 
Some rejected the findings as ‘untrue;’ they 
conflicted with their point of view. Interest-
ingly, this sentiment reflected a research 
finding: power and hierarchy plays out in 
which information and ideas are acted on, 
and which are ignored or dismissed. These 
tensions exposed some of the core epistemo-
logical beliefs of Grounded Space: namely, 
that there is no one truth, only different ver-
sions of a story, and that understanding those 
discrepancies is constructive and generative. 
Indeed, they can help us slay sacred cows and 
ask bigger questions, like: “What if teams were 
self-organizing?” Through the playback, we set 
out to (1) acknowledge  the different realities in 
an organization, without judgment; (2) create 
a space for dialogue and creativity; (3) involve 
more people in sense-making, so as to prompt 
curiosity and (4) Gauge the energy: Which mis-
sions are people talking about?  
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Deep Dive activities

The Kinsight crew introduced Grounded Space 
with a roaming kick-off, visiting four locations

Using interview & observational tools 
from the team practice module. These 
tools were overly structured, and lost 
some of the magic of ethnography

Teams producing their own tools during 
the user sprint to be used the next day
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Making segmentations of service users 
and staff at the West Neighbourhood 
House synthesis sprint

Staff listen to research insights at 
BACI’s Deep Dive playback

The posAbilities crew shares 
opportunity areas at the Deep Dive 
playback, and asks colleagues to 
vote on pain points that resonate 
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staff

organization & 

stakeholders

user

Sweet Spot

 opportunity that brings 
together pain points & 

resources from multiple 
perspectives

Deep Dive frameworks & tools

Sweet spot

A sweet spot is an opportunity that brings together pain 
points and resources from multiple user groups. That’s 
the thing about the social sector -- there are multiple, 
sometimes competing user groups: staff, users, managers, 
funders. If we can design interventions that respond to 
the needs and wants of multiple groups, the likelihood of 
adoption grows. For example: we found segments of users 
and staff who are bored (shared pain point). We also found 
staff with hidden talents and passions (resource). The sweet 
spot is finding a way for staff tap into their passion at work, 
to liven up interactions with people they work with.

Information design

A picture can really be worth a thousand words. Combining 
pictures, symbols, and colors often tells a powerful story, 
and cut through the imprecision and ambiguity of lots of 
words. Infographics are a form of visual storytelling, which 
use shapes, sizes, patterns, and color to communicate 
overarching ideas.  They can help illustrate relationships 
between things and provide a snapshot of changing 
systems. Intentionally choosing hierarchy, types of 
representation, and structure are techniques that convey 
complex meanings in more elegant ways.

The two loops model

This framework explains a transition from one social 
system to the next.  For example, take institutions as a 
system of care for people with disabilities. At the height of 
a dominant system, isolated alternatives slowly emerge 
based on different values and logics.  Like any living 
system, the dominant system responds: trying to rid itself 
of beliefs and practices that at odds. But, as originators of 
the alternative models band together and gain legitimacy, 
they are hard to ignore. In our example, self advocates 
and families originated new models of community living. 
Over a thirty year period, those new models gave rise to 
the community living system. The question is, what are 
the alternatives to the now dominant community living 
system?  We see Grounded Space as creating the conditions 
for alternatives to arise. Embedded Researchers act as 
originators, experimenting and pioneering next practices. 
Culture Curators have undoubtedly the trickiest role: trying 
to keep the dominant system going, whilst creating space 
for the transition between old and new. They are also the 
‘hospice’ providers,  showing care and compassion to 
systems that are dying. And so the cycle continues.

ALTERNATIVE 
PRACTICES, LEADING 

TO A NEW SYSTEM

DOMINANT 
SYSTEM

originator

stabilizer

hospice

protector

  TRANSITION
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LEADER 
SHADOWING

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script.

Instruction:

Deep Dive products

are from across BACI 
& trained in research 
methods. They’ll spend 
time with you, listening 
to your experiences & 
understanding your day 
to day reality. We think 
the best ideas for change 
will come from the botom-
up, not the top-down.

Get in touch! karey.degenova@gobaci.com

guide BACI’s journey in 
Grounded Space. They act 
as coordinators, ensuring 
good communication and 
that all people involved 
are brought in to the 
conversation to share 
their experiences, learning 
and knowledge.

Heather
Kama

Dean
Karey

Lisa JoyLisa Matt
CharlotteBre

2 roles in Grounded Space:
Embedded 
Researchers 

What’s different?
* This isn’t just talk. We’re committed to 
action and we’re using design methods 
to make & test ideas, just like Google and 
Facebook use to develop new products & 
services.

* This is staff-to-staff. We’re your peers. 
We’re working with and for you without 
judgement or a hidden agenda. 

* What comes out of this won’t be a 
workplan that gathers dust on the shelf 
but actual workable practices.

Culture 
Curators

We are your 
Grounded 
Space team!
And we want 
to hear from 
you!

See you soon!

Feel like your job 
search is going 
nowhere?

TELL US ABOUT IT AND WE’LL GIVE YOU 
$20 GIFT CARD TO SHOPPER’S DRUG 
MART FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.

Unemployed?

Looking for work?

Text or call us at 647-518-8376
or email us at dianade@westnh.org before April 16, between 8am - 8pm to sign up.

We’re Diana and Shamair. We love connecting with people. We’re looking forward to 
hearing from you.

This initiative is run by social enterprise InWithForward and West 
Neighbourhood House. 
To learn more: www.inwithforward.com

InWithForward
790 E 14th Ave
Vancouver
BC V5T 2N3, Canada

READY FOR A 
NEW BEGINNING?

Call or Text us at 416.839.4527
To register before April 16th!

We’re Diana and Shamair. We love connecting with people. 
We’re looking forward to hearing from you.

Get a $2
0 

gift card
 to 

shopper’s 

drug mart

unemployed?

looking for work?

This initiative is run by social enterprise InWith-
Forward and West Neighbourhood House. 
To learn more: www.inwithforward.com

InWithForward
790 E 14th Ave
Vancouver
BC V5T 2N3, Canada

TEAM  MEETING 
OBSERVATION

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script.

Instruction:

PRACTICES
INTERVIEW

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

WHAT IF THERE ARE OPEN & TRANSPARENT 
WAYS FOR STAFF & PERSONS SERVED TO 
SHARE AND TRACK IDEAS FOR CHANGE? 

The Unheard Herd
“it will fall on deaf ears”
This segment is highly motivated, person 
centred, and capable of experimentation 
behaviour - but feel that opportunities to try 
new things are limited by the power structure 
(e.g not getting follow-up on their ideas). This 
leads to frustration, and doubting the system.

The Broke Waiters

This segment is comfortable with routine, and 
sees resource scarcity as a block to spontaneity 
and trying new things with PS. Without explic-
it resources & messaging around doing new 
things, they’ll stick to established activities. 

Fearfully Wanting 
More-ers
People who feel forced to choose between 
two undesired options. They have an idea 
of the change they want, but fearful of los-
ing what they currently have.

TEAM MEMBERS TEAM MEMBERS PERSON SERVED

Dragon’s Den Open 
Innovation Platform

MISSION
POSSIBLE #1

FOR WHOM?

WHAT IT COULD LOOK LIKE...

(e.g Ideo.org) where PS and staff can submit 
ideas, vote on each other’s, and get support.

Fed-ex style ideas 
tracking

An Idea Liaison 

A website or channel where you can go to 
see the status of a new idea.

A new role within our organization: 
someone whose job it is to advocate for 
bottom-up ideas, and get them un-stuck.

OUR RESEARCH
IN NUMBERS
OUR RESEARCH
IN NUMBERS

51
hrs. with 

staff

32
hrs. with 

persons served

61
survey 

responses

6
people doing 2 
journey maps

6 days2 sessions of 
concentrated 
research over

17
conversations with 

team members

programs

alternatives

broadway

aegis
rosemont4

BOARD 
MEETING 

SHADOWING

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script.

Instruction:

LEADERSHIP 
MEETING 

OBSERVATION

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script.

Instruction:

SHOP

Survey

 GROUNDED SPACE

Core Module 

DURATION 
20 minutes

MATERIALS
survey link: 
https://kudoz.typeform.com/
to/EU0DDi

METHODOLOGY 
Digital survey

WHO 
At least 40 staff at all levels 
of the org

WHERE 
Via email 

ENGAGEMENT 
Low

2

What are you following?

Where is it?

Which organization?

Today's date

Draw the layout of 
the room and mark 
where people sit.

As the meeting unfolds, 
note down what is said.

Time Write down key quotes and words Who is speaking? What about?

(p) Process, procedure, logistics
(r) Risks, challenges, problems
(i)  Inspiration, ideas, plans
(s) Scarcity of resources
(g) Generation of resources
(e)  End users: needs, successes
(o) Other: .......................................

Time log

Space

TEAM  
SHADOWING

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

unstructured observation 
work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script.

Instruction:

Family

Memory

LonelinessGetting around

Education
& Learning

Mental health

Relationships

Money

Work

Physical health

Friends

Food

Addiction

Too much /
 too little time

Pets

Housing

Expectations

Purpose

Storage

Status

Certain places

Grief & loss
Desth & Dying

Services

Isolation

What stresses you out?

stressor sheet / notebook p.8

THU FRI WEEKEND

errands appointments hobbies eating socializing resting

MON TUE WED

What do you do in a week? Mark the activities you’re doing 
this week and with whom

Think 
about:

STORY STATION 
Instructions

Why this station?

How will it work?

The story station is inteded to: 
(1) Gather stories of the organization’s staff and 
participants.
(2) Understand what success looks like in the workplace.
(3) Understand where, when, and how often people feel 
proud.
(4) Elicit a sense of optimism in the workplace.
(5) Provide a moment of reflection to staff and 
participants/ members.
(6) To encourage new connections, cross-department 
mingling, and strengthenn relationships between staff 
and participants/ members
(7) To share with the organization our process as we go 
through it. 
(8) To elicit an approachable sensibility of Grounded 
Space. 

The story stand will be up 2 weeks. Staff and users can 
choose the missions and so can spend however long they 
want on this activity. They can also choose to participate 
multiple times throughout the 2 weeks.

YOUR ROLE:
CO-FACILITATOR & CURATOR

Imagine
Coordinate
Host
Curate

PREPARATION
-Choose the types of activities for the station.
-Decide the location.
-Get permission to use the space.
-Create a good consent form.
-Design the posters to advertise event.
-Design the invitation.
-Design the postcards with missions.
-Assign roles - who is doing what.
-Publicize the event.
-Assemble story station parts off site.

WEEK 1
-Gather stories, media, photos.
-Collect the submitted stories a few times 
throughout a week.

STEPS

01

02

WEEK 2
-Collect the submitted stories a few times 
throughout the week.
-Start to analyze stories, media, photos, and cre-
ate a method for synthesizing the stories (i.e. 
create categories of types of stories). 
-Share stories/ photos back with the organiza-
tion.

CAPTURE SHEET
-Analyze and capture the learnings.

DISMANTLE THE STATION

03

05
04

SHOP

STORY
STATION 

 GROUNDED SPACE

Core Module 

DURATION 
2 weeks

MATERIALS 
Card stock papers
Stickers
Markers
Stationeries

METHODOLOGY 
Interactive exhibit

WHO 
Organization/agency wide

WHERE 
Open, communal 
area for interaction

ENGAGEMENT 
High

Space walk station

TROFAST 
storage box (white)
$9

MORUM
Rug flatwoven 
$29.99

SEKOND
cord set 
$10

HEJNE shelving
30 3/4 x 12 1/4 x 67 3/8“

$35

Note:
As much as possible, tell about Grounded Space through the voice of Embedded Researcher and 
Culture Curator. Use max. 60 words, the poster is a teaser for the audio story, not to get all infor-
mation across. We can use existing brochures for information for people who want to know more.

Design for furniture for an exhibition for Grounded Space agencies. To tell their story about what 
Grounded Space is, what it’s for, and who is involved. This item can be made using a minimum of tools: 
(screw driver and screws) to connect the box to the frame. Click on images to go to the IKEA catalogue.

The suite of templated research tools 
for the six different modules

Posters with research numbers & opportunity 
areas for the playback event

Written up stories 
from staff interviews

Flyers used to recruit 
end users 

A guide to build an interactive 
installation at kick-off events

Poster to introduce Grounded Space 
within organizations at kick-off event

DATA 
MAPPING

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
2.5 hours

MATERIALS 
Roll of paper, Highlighters, 
Tape Sharpies, Post-it, 
notes, Sticky dots 

METHODOLOGY 
engagement

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Systems & processes, 
Routines, Values

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool designed to understand what people 
within a program & organization know about an 
end user. It uses a case study approach - taking 
one person served, and surfacing the types of 
information collected about that person.

We want to better understand a few things: (1) what 
does the existing data tell us is deemed important 
by the organization and the funder (i.e its values)?  
(2) what does this data reveal about where new 
things are being tried? (3) what does this data tell us 
about outcomes for the person and therefore where 
there may be opportunities for trying new things? 
and (4) the processes and routines around the 
collection versus actual usage of data. We’re curious 
about whether the data getting collected is analyzed 
or acted upon, by whom, and how. Acting on data is 
one of the experimental behaviours!

How?

This tool unfolds as part of an interactive 
workshop. To get started, collect the following 
materials and get the room set-up! See directions 
for facilitating this workshop below.

 
Tactics

It’s helpful to give workshop participants a heads 
up beforehand with the types of materials we’d like 
them to bring. This will speed things up!

Plan on doing this workshop with at least 2 
Embedded Researchers. Divie roles: one as the 
documenter and time master, and the other 
as the facilitator.  

The more photos you can take, the better! Ask 
if there is anything too confidential or sensitive 
to take a photo of.

Instruction:

PARTNERSHIPS 
LISTEN TOOL

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script.

Instruction:

PARTICIPANT 
LISTEN TOOL

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool meant to unpack the relationships 
between key partners and the organization. 
A key partner can be another service 
provider, community group, funder/regulator, 
or even a family. 

Relationships can be a resource base for the 
organization and/or a pressure point - they 
can shape the values & beliefs and the roles & 
identity of the organization. That’s why we want 
to understand where partners see alignment 
and disconnection with the organization: where 
do they see an overlap in values, how do they 
perceive power, and how do they define their 
role? We’re curious whether partners see a 
need or want change, and where they see the 
opportunity space for trying new and different 
things. Is experimentation / improving outcomes 
important to them or not?

How?

1)  This tool is an informal interview. It’s not meant 
to feel like a very structured process, more 

like a chat in a place where the person feels 
most comfortable. 

2)  Arrange to meet the partner in their own 
context - that might be their home, or a coffee 
shop, or wherever they typically go. 

3)  Explain that this is a conversation to hear their 
perspective, and understand where there are 
opportunities to improve the relationship with 
the organization. Assure them that you will be 
anonymizing the quotes, and that you hope it 
can be as honest a chat as possible. Go over the 
consent form with them!

 
Tactics

It can be helpful to bring something to break the 
ice - if you are going to their house, some treats or 
flowers can be nice. If you are meeting at a coffee 
place, buying a coffee is nice.

Start informally - ask about their day, and what 
they have been up to. Ask follow-up questions. 
We want to be able to gather some rich stories 
and insights so don't feel you have to only 
stick to the script. 

Instruction:

DAY IN A LIFE
NOTEBOOK

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
1-2 hours

MATERIALS 
pen

METHODOLOGY 
Interview

WHERE 
Quiet 
space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Values, Roles, Power

SERVICE USER
SHADOWING

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
60-120 minutes

MATERIALS 
Pen, mini notebook

METHODOLOGY 
observation

WHERE 
Quiet space to talk

CONDITIONS 
Power & Routines

work sheet

Why?

This tool is focused on observing language, 
including body language. You'll record a snippet of 
a conversation to look at how every day routines 
unfold, and where there might be openings for 
choice and experimentation. 

What individuals & staff communicate to each 
other and how they communicate gives us clues 
about people’s perceived power: 

What do they have agency, choice, and control 
about? How are decisions about time usage made? 
Where might the individual have opportunity for 
expressing preferences, shaping moments, and 
trying new things? 

This tool is not about judging whether individual-
staff relationships are good or bad. We are not 
making any normative claims. 

How?

If the folks you are observing are staying in place, 
find an unobtrusive spot to look and listen. You 
want to be a bit out of the way, and not the centre 
of attention. If the folks you are observing are out 
& about, be a silent shadow (as much as you can). 

Tactics

Go for a very small notebook that can fit into the 
palm of your hand and doesn’t draw much notice.

Let individuals and staff know you’re there to get 
a feel for their day-to-day. You are not assessing 
them. If they are worried, let them know they are 
welcome to read your notes, and that you will play 
back observations afterwards.

If it’s too hard to write, ask permission to sound 
record. Assure them you will destroy the recording 
once you’ve listened back. Use a consent form if 
needed.

Instruction:

2

What are you 
observing? Where? Place, program?

Who are you shadowing?

Today's date

What’s said or communicated?Time Anything to note?

Note taking
Over the next half a day you'll be observing and taking notes. In your notebook, 
copy the questions from the image above and start note taking...

Try as much as possible to jot down observations and quotes (left pages) and notes 
(right pages). This is to be able to distinguish between factual observations and 
interpretations later.

HR 
ARTEFACT 
ANALYSIS 

 GROUNDED SPACE

DURATION 
2.5 hours

MATERIALS 
Roll of paper, Scissors, Tape, 
Sharpies, Highlighters, Post-it 
notes, Sticky dots.

METHODOLOGY 
engagement

WHERE 
With an 
HR person

CONDITIONS 
Systems & processes, 
Identity, Values

work sheet

Why?

This is a tool designed to understand the 
organization’s hiring process using the last 
frontline worker hired as an example. The more 
specific we can get with a particular case example, 
the better. You’ll use this case example to identify 
each step of the hiring process, and pull out 
the materials used. 

We are seeking to understand the values the 
organization communicates to new hires, and 
the ways in which roles are constructed. Why? 
All hiring processes seek out people with certain 
motivations and capabilities over others. They 
also directly shape motivations, capabilities, and 
opportunities. We’re interested in whether or how 
experimental behaviour is understood, sought out, 
and enabled (or dis-enabled). 

Again, we’re not here to judge the hiring process, 
but to surface the relationship between hiring and 
experimental practice. 

How?

This tool unfolds as part of an interactive 
workshop. To get started, collect the 
following materials and get the room 
set-up! See directions for facilitating this 
workshop below.

Tactics

1)  It’s helpful to give workshop participants 
a heads up beforehand with the types of 
materials we’d like them to bring. This will 
speed things up!

2)  Plan on doing this workshop with at least 2 
Embedded Researchers. Divie roles: one as the 
documenter and time master, and the other 
as the facilitator.  

Instruction:

2

Which HR process 
are you mapping? Which organization?

What kind of role?

Today's date

1)  Put 2 tables together, or clear a long 
wall space. Cover the table or wall 
with rows of a paper roll. 

2)  On the paper, copy the journeymap 
framework from above. Have fi ve 
diff erent color post-it notes ready, 
one for each row of the journey 
map.

3)  Cut the last sheet of this set of 
papers into value cards.

4)   (20 min) Recount the last frontline staff  
member hired, and start at the top row. 
What happened stage by stage? How 
was the open position identifi ed? What 
happened next? After that? And then…?

5)  (20 min) Next, fi nd and print the 
touchpoint that users (in this case, 
candidates for the position) would have 
come into contact with at each stage (if 
anything). Post these below each stage.

6)  (20 minutes) Now, fi nd and print the 
touchpoint that faces the organization or 
system for each step. It might be an email, 
or a form, or a screenshot from a database 
or information management system, etc. 

7)   (20 min) Once you have all steps and 
materials affi  xed to the wall, read through 
them and highlight important information 
that's asked for, or recorded in the system. 
Write each piece of information on a 
separate post-it note. (e.g: number of years 
of experience OR education level, or etc.)

8)  (20 min) Next, place the value cards 
on the table and ask the workshop 
participants to affi  x the top 2-3 values 
they think are communicated by the 
touch points at each stage.

9)  (15 min) Have a conversation. How do 
the selected values compare to values 
around experimentation (e.g challenge, 
creativity, innovation, courage)? 
What do the HR routines, systems and 
processes say about the what’s deemed 
as important in a workforce, and in a 
role?  

10)  (15 min) Lastly, give each workshop 
participant 2 dots. If the organization 
wanted a workforce that could be 
more experimental, where are the 2 
biggest opportunities to shift the HR 
journey? Ask workshop participants 
to edit or mock-up new touchpoints 
if experimental behaviour was 
particularly emphasized. They can use 
the Inspiration Wall. 

Identifying Advertising Screening Interviewing Deciding Onboarding
What happened? 
Who was involved?

Which materials 
did the new staff  
member interact 
with?

What are the 
system facing 
touchpoints?

What information 
is deemed most 
important?

What values does 
this communicate?

collection

analysis

post-its

DuringSet-up

On a side conversation, a participant, the one who tends to speaks the most, 
tells me “I love the group and I know I talk too much so not everyone likes it, 
but I love to come here”

It seems that the motivation of participants is to get together, to have 
interpersonal interaction, to eat lunch together, to share food, to laugh with 
jokes and to articulate their ideas. The workshop provides them with that 
space. This eagerness to be together could be an opportunity to create other 
activities where they can share ideas, express feelings, and make jokes in 
an environment where they feel accepted, empowered, and have a sense of 
belonging. 

Diana De la Cruz
Diana is a Collaborative Researcher in the Grounded Space 
Project. She currently works for the West Employment Service 
and Training program at West Neighbourhood House in the 
capacity of Employment Specialist and Job Developer. She is 
committed to guiding individuals towards finding meaningful 
employment opportunities, and to connecting employers with 
talented and motivated candidates. Diana is enthusiastic both 
about learning and collaborating with other WNH programs, 
while acquiring research skills from the Grounded Space team.

Monica works for the Assault Women Program at West 
Neighbourhood House, in the capacity of Women Support 
Counselor. She believes in positive change, and the empowering of 
participants through access to information, advocacy and support. 
Her motivation to work with women victims of abuse is to witness 
them taking control of their life and strive for better.  As Monica 
expresses, “Part of my motivation to do my work is to be able to work 
in Canada in the field I studied back home, psychology. To be part of 
a change in the life of participants, to be part of their discovery that 
there is more in life to explore and learn than what they experienced 
(abuse/hardship)” 

Part of Monica’s responsibilities as a Women Support Counselor is to 
deliver a workshop to a group of women that has experienced abuse. 
The workshops are scheduled twice per month. Today is a workshop 
day, and that is where we are heading.

The Women
As we enter the Morwood Room, a small, cozy, turquoise-coloured space, 
voices are easily heard. There are seven enthusiastic women, a mix of 
adults and senior participants sitting around an oval table. They are talking 
to each other with laughter and familiarity, while enjoying food that is 
available at this meeting. 

Once Monica is inside the room, participants give her space to talk. Monica 
speaks to them in their native tongue, Portuguese. She introduces me, and 
shares with them why I am there. She also explains that I do not speak their 
language. All participants are very welcoming, they made eye contact, smile 
at me and show immediate disposition of accepting a stranger into their 
space. The atmosphere at that room is amicable and full of inclusiveness 
initiated by Monica and embraced by her participants. 

As I sat a bit far from their table, one participant looks at me and shows 
me her ring, a big red heart shape ring. She says, “It is a very expensive 
ring”. I look at her ring with curiosity. She adds, “It is expensive from 
Dollarama”. We both laugh. The rest of the women look at her ring and 
start commenting on it, after all, it is Valentine’s Day. Meanwhile, Monica is 
organizing and distributing binders to each participant.

Participants seem to welcome the presence of a visitor who does not 

necessarily belong to their culture or speaks the same language. This 
could be an opportunity to explore if some workshops can be run using the 
English language, so participant can practice.

The Workshop Dynamics
It’s 11:10 am. Once everyone finished their brunch, Monica claps softly as a 
signal that the workshop is starting. Participants switched their attention to 
Monica as today she is presenting one of the topics that they chose, that is  
“Self-love and Self-esteem”. The workshop is delivered in Portuguese. 

Monica enjoys hosting these workshops. She appreciates that she has the 
freedom to suggest and get suggestions of any topic. This freedom and 
power to choose is translated to Monica’s participants, who are the ones 
who propose what topics they want to explore.

As Monica delivers the workshop, she seems very comfortable. Her tone of 
voice denotes confidence and is accompanied with a lot of hand gestures. 
Monica encourages attendees to participate. Her audience is engaged. Yet, 
the level of participations differs in each attendee. There is one person who 
speaks more than others, and there is another attendee who is a bit hesitant 
to bring forward her ideas. As a way to balance the conversation, Monica 
stands next to the participant who speaks more, touching her shoulder, and 
making eye contact with others, as to give a voice to the rest of participants, 
so everyone is able to participate.

Its 11:47am. Monica distributes coloured cards with quotes written on 
them.  Each participant reads the coloured card taking turns in a clockwise 
direction. They repeat it three times. The usage of the coloured cards 
gives everyone equal opportunity to participate. Some participants don’t 
understand the meaning of what they are reading, so others participants 
explain by providing examples. The fact that everyone is able to participate 
with the coloured cards might open a door to explore other types of 
interactive materials to include them in future workshops. There is a lot of 
interaction, touching of shoulders and hands. One participant says out loud, 
“I adore to be here, I love love to be here”. They really enjoy being close and 
connected.

By 12:00pm the workshop ended. Participants help to clean the room. They 
also hug, kiss each other and display the same level of affection to Monica. 

Shamair
By Ildiko Franyo  – February 2018

Setting the scene

Wednesday morning and I am getting closer to Shamair’s work 
place. She works at the 248 location of West NEighbourhood House, 
on the Dundas west side, at the very end of the building. We set the 
time ahead, when I am going to do the shadowing exercise, so she 
expected me. As I am entering to the area through a closed door, I 
see Shamair ’s coworker, Beryl, who is the only full time worker in 
the Meals on Wheels program. She puts full plastic bags on the floor 
and label them. I am entering to another office from this place and 
Shamair is on the phone. After she finishes the call, she welcomes me 
with a big smile and a warm hug.     

The place of the 2 programs and the work area for 3 and a half (3 
full time and 1 part time)  program workers is small. Angie, the 
coordinator, Beryl who is running the Meals on Wheels program 
and Shamair,  who is responsible for the Transportation program. 
Rita is in a part time driver position, but she is able to help in pretty 
much everything. In the Meals on Wheels program place there are 

This initiative is run by social enterprise InWithForward and West 
Neighbourhood House. 
To learn more: www.inwithforward.com

InWithForward
790 E 14th Ave
Vancouver
BC V5T 2N3, Canada

We’re Diana and Shamair. We love connecting with people. We’re looking forward to 
hearing from you. Give us a few hours of your time to understand you better!

Call or Text us at 647-518-8376
or email us at dianade@westnh.org before April 16, between 8am - 8pm to sign up.

NEED TO 
CATCH A 
BREAK?

Unemployed?

Using Employment Services?

HOW’S YOUR JOB SEARCH GOING? ARE 
YOU FRUSTRATED, STRESSED? WE WANT 
TO HEAR FROM YOU!

Get a $20 Shopper’s Drug Mart gift certificate for your participation

FREE!
GET a GIFT 
CaRD TO  
SHOPPER’S  

DRuG maRT! 

We’re Diana and Shamair. We love connecting with people. 
We’re looking forward to hearing from you.

UNEMPLOYED?
USING WEST NEIGHBOURHOOD 

HOUSE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES?

we want to hear about your  
job search experience

CONTACT US before APRIL 16th AT:  416-839-4527
OR  shamairga@westnh.org

This initiative is run by social enterprise InWith-
Forward and West Neighbourhood House. 
To learn more: www.inwithforward.com

InWithForward
790 E 14th Ave
Vancouver
BC V5T 2N3, Canada
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5. Make & Test
In the Make & Test stage, crews start their design mission. Using an iterative process 
of researching, designing, making and testing, they develop solutions for the 
challenge identified in the Deep Dive.

What’s Make & Test for?
This point in the Grounded Space journey 
marks the transition from research to design, 
or from identifying what is to developing 
what could be. Starting with the broad 
mission or opportunity area chosen after the 
Deep Dive, one of the first things crews do is 
to articulate desired outcomes for end users 
& frontline staff. We then work backwards to 
refine missions and come up with ideas for 
new roles, tools, and support models with 
elements of next practice. Crews go through 
multiple rounds of making and testing their 
concepts with end users and staff, developing 
a theory of change and blueprint to capture 
what works, for whom, when. 

What does it look like?

The work in this stage is organized in design 
sprints: intensive work sessions of 2-5 days 
in which crews mock-up and iterate their 
solution. Sprints are make-fests, not talk- 
fests. Coaching in this stage focuses on idea 
generation, story boarding,  prototyping, 
and packaging ideas as new products or 
practices. Grounded Space supports the 
work with access to expert designers. Crews 
also add members to the team with skills 
related to the mission such as data analysis 
or HR. Each crew is out of the room, testing 
with users regularly, to make sure what they 
design is feasible, attractive, and actually 
addressing the identified problem. 

3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS 5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING

Scaled 
practice &  
practiced 

crew

Sweet 
spots

Interest CrewJoin? Tested &  
refined 

concepts

Structure: Key activities Frameworks & tools Product

Refueling •  transition from research 
to design

• crew member recruitment 

Calendar with sprints
Self-assessment tool

Sprint #1: Ideas
(3 days)

• ideation
• visioning
• storyboarding 
• preparing prototyping

Diamonds in the Rough
Prototyping cycle
Logic models

Ideas
Journey maps
Theory of change

Sprint #2:  
Key interactions
(2 days)

• writing a design brief
• storytelling
• role playing
• field trips 

Prototyping dimensions
Interaction framework

Design brief
Name and logo
Prototyping plan

Sprint #3: Testing
(3 days)

Explanation documents
Physical touchpoints / props
Instructions / scripts
Roles 
Prototyping learnings
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REFUELING
ideating sprint 

first concepts

prototyping 

sprint to make
defining & 
iterating

testing ideas Tested &                
refined concepts

- user-facing 
touchpoints & 

theory of change

result

playback

Refueling

At the start of the Make & Test stage crews 
took a few days to reflect on their outcomes 
and key learning. They self-assessed the skills 
they gained. They explored adding crew mem-
bers to their team with specific skills.

Sprint #1: Ideas

On reflection, we felt many of the missions 
articulated at the end of the Deep Dive 
pointed to best practice more than next 
practice. In other words, they improved 
the dominant service system, rather than 
helped build the alternative. In hindsight, 
this was not so surprising as missions 
originated from research heavily weighted 
towards staff. People are less likely to gen-
erate paradigm-shattering ideas within the 
dominant system. To shift our focus towards 
next practice, we ran a visioning exercise, 
creating dioramas from the year 2030 based 
on fresh values and logics. We then extract-
ed elements from the dioramas to flesh out 
each mission. For instance, in 2030, one crew 
imagined a world without day programs 
in buildings, and not wedded to prescribed 
structure.

To move from big concepts to concrete ideas,  
we played a game called Diamonds in the 
Rough. In this game, crews link a chosen 
outcome with a randomly chosen Mecha-
nism of Change card and a modality card 
(e.g online, book, event) to develop mash-up 

ideas in a short amount of time. Ideas were 
selected based on their potential impact, 
feasibility, and appeal to users. For example, 
one of the ideas that came up was a new 
role called Maestro: a person driving around 
in a van to support staff and end user to be 
creative. For each idea brainstormed, we 
sketched a rough logic model. Crews made 
outcomes explicit by writing a story about 
what people would be doing, saying and 
thinking if the idea were real.

Sprint #2: Key interactions

Every idea can be unpacked as a journey with 
multiple interactions for end users and staff.  
How do people find out about the idea? What 
happens next? After that? During this sprint, 
crews crafted a believable story of their top 
ideas. They articulated the core value propo-
sitions for users as well as the ‘make or break’ 
interactions. Using the dimensions of pro-
totyping framework, crews wrote research 
questions. Prototypes, after all, are another 
form of research. 

Crews reformulated their missions into design 
briefs, naming the problem to be addressed 
(pain point),  the user groups feeling the pain 
(segments), and what they needed to see 
to know their idea addressed the challenge 
(outcomes / metrics)? During the sprint, crews 
learned how to gain actionable feedback from 
their prototypes. They role played with each 
other, and honed their testing techniques. 
For outside inspiration, we organized field 
trips for crews to see how a core interaction 
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Make & Test activities

played out in another (lateral) setting. One 
crew went to a toy store to learn how to pack-
age a delightful experience. Another went to 
Vancouver Water Adventures to see how they 
support people of different ages and abilities to 
learn together. Still another went to a hair-
dresser to see how they prompted people to 
make changes to their look.

Sprint #3: Testing

During this sprint, crews were mostly out test-
ing interactions on location in group homes, 
day programs, and employment services. 
Before going out, each Embedded Researcher 
filled in a permission slip to give themselves 
explicit permission to suspend disbelief.  When 

First sketch of a user journey 
through a designed intervention

Playing back a 
future scenario to 
pull out principles

Using role play 
to explore ideas
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crews returned, we documented learning 
against their research questions and split into 
pairs to produce the next versions of touch-
points. This means that crew members got 
their laptops and felt tips out to write copy for 
signs, flyers, and brochures. They also built 
sets, found costumes,  and wrote scripts.  

By the end of the third day, we brought all 
crews together for beer in the park. Most crews 
had completed at least two rounds of testing. 
Some ideas were promising; others flopped. We 
normalized failure. That’s why we test!

Testing early versions of interventions 
in context with with end users in a day 
program

Collecting user feedback on Meraki 
boxes, mocking up the cover of boxes 
to test the value proposition for users

Making the physical touchpoints of 
the service before testing in context
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Make & Test frameworks & tools

 Bridging Relationships

 Reciprocity & Contribution
 Barrier Busting

 Modeling & Rehearsal
 Taster Experiences

   Feedback
  Story Editing

Capabilities

Motivations Opportunities

Diamonds in the Rough:
generating relevant ideas

This exercise helps teams of inexperienced designers 
generate relevant ideas, working backwards from desired 
outcomes (the ‘why’). Participants pull two cards: a 
mechanism card (the ‘how’, see the mechanisms below), 
and a modality card (the ‘what’, e.g. a platform, a rule, a 
game, etc ) and then rapidly brainstorm interventions. We 
call these ideas diamonds in the rough. 

7 Mechanisms of Change

There are 7 types of interactions that contribute to a change 
in outcomes. We call these interactions ‘mechanisms 
of change’ and categorize them using the sources of 
behaviour change from Susan Michie’s Behaviour Change 
Wheel. Source: An argument for Grounded Change, Sarah 
Schulman (2015)

Prototyping cycle

The only way to know if an idea is worth pursuing is to 
test it out. Prototyping is bringing to life an early version 
of an idea to collect feedback from (potential) users. It is a 
mindset as much as a method: you can prototype every-
thing from a poster to a policy. In an early stage, you can 
test aspects of ideas to find out if it appeals to users, if it’s 
feasible, and if it’s likely to lead to impact. You can proto-
type by role playing interactions, asking users to respond 
to flyers with alternative propositions, and delivering a 
small-scale version of the service. The whole point is to  
learn as much as possible, as early on as possible, before 
investing too many resources. Rejecting ideas is very 
much part of the process.

Logic Model

We use logic models to show the link between what we 
make and the change we are after. In the design stage, we 
work backwards from desired outcomes (teal circles) to 
designed interventions (white squares). In the evaluation 
stage, we test if these interventions indeed lead to desired 
outcomes, and if our determinants (gray arrows) are the 
right ones. The way we present logic models is distinct in 
two ways: (1) we disaggregate interventions into interac-
tions, while usually an entire program is listed, and (2) we 
identify the determinants or factors that lead to change.

seven 
mechanisms 

of changeoutcomes

       Prepare your deck of outcome 
cards. Write as many outcome cards 
as possible before the timer starts.

       When the timer starts, take one 
card from Seven Mechanisms pile 
and one card from What Is pile. 

Brainstorm how the mechanism 
and activity/ object can help you 
achieve the outcome. 

       Write down the result of your brainstorm on the Idea 
card. Collect a diamond everytime you fi nish a card. Put the 
Mechanisms & What Is cards back into the piles, and move on 
to the next Outcome card. Try to collect as many diamonds as 
possible, the team with the most diamonds win the game! 

what 
is

1 2 3

DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH

step 1 step 2 step 3 

7 Mechanisms 
of Change

Outcomes

Volunteer 
server role

LOGIC MODEL FOR MEAL SERVICE

Security 
guard role

Standard 
meals

Wait list

  Big enough space

  Awareness

  Traffic control

  Quantity of food

  Clear rules

Increased 
#people 

fed

Ensure 
safety & 
security

Generate 
ideas

 Iterate

Build it quickly

Test in context 
with people

Get feedback

Reject / refine
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Journey maps

Journey maps show the sequence of interactions a user 
experiences when going through a service or intervention. 
In the Make & Test stage, we use these maps as a tool to 
visualize a future state (but they can also be used as a 
research tool to visualize a current state). On this map, 
every interaction is described step-by-step from the 
perspective of the person using the service or intervention. 
For each interaction, we outline settings, props, roles and 
scripts. 

Interaction framework:  
roles, setting, script, props

Practices and services are a lot less tangible than websites 
or products so it can be hard to see which elements are 
designed. We use the theatre as a metaphor to illustrate 
what can be made. Just like a play, a service takes place 
in a specific place (setting), actors have named roles, each 
with their own script (codifying what an actor says and 
does) and props (physical items they use on stage). For each 
interaction, we specify setting, roles, script and props and 
we iterate these components multiple times. 

Improvisation techniques

“Yes, and...” is one example of a technique in 
improvisational comedy we use. It asks that a participant 
accept what another participant has stated (“yes”) and 
then expand on that line of thinking (“and”). It is used to 
improve the effectiveness of brainstorming by fostering 
the free sharing of ideas. Saying “yes” encourages people to 
listen and be receptive to the ideas of others. Rather than 
immediately judging the idea, we help crews go wacky 
and expand on each other’s idea without limitations. Later 
in the process, we’ll add a hefty dose of discernment and 
assess the value of each idea. During the initial generative 
phase, we’re going for quantity over quality. 

Dimensions of prototyping: desirability, 
feasibility, impact
(adapted from IDEO’s Human Centered Design framework)

A social design intervention has to fulfill multiple 
criteria. The value proposition, look and feel have to be 
attractive to users (desirability). It has to be technically 
and economically feasible to run (feasibility). And it has 
to contribute to the desired outcomes (impact). Only 
interventions that satisfy all three criteria can work. 
A great place to start is desirability: there’s no point 
implementing something nobody wants. 

Desirability

Feasibility

Impact

start here

  prop

  role

  scriptsetting
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Make & Test products

Journey map depicting all interactions for 
before, during and after the KEA team runs an 
adventure

Storyboard for Meraki, showing settings, roles 
and props for three key scenes of the concept

First description of an idea from the 
Diamonds in the Rough game

Diorama illustrating the vision for a future world 
in 2030 to distill elements of next practice 
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One at a time. Draw a card each time you go 
out and complete it.

HACK!

Ask friends or family members to come 
with you.HACK!

HACK!

HACK!

Create your own card; we will pack some  
blank cards in 

Split up into two or more teams and see 
who can complete the most cards

Create a new game around the use of the 
cards

Choose, create and/or adapt cards for the 
other team

HACK!

HACK!

Ways to use your Meraki 
Community Cards

1.
You did it! You found the instructions. Time 
to dive in. 

3.
If the card has a blue triangle on it, you’ll 
find a matching item in the knapsack, which 
will help you complete the task.

4.
Head out!!  We packed water and snacks to 
keep you fuled on your community crawl. 

5.
Complete and Treat. Set aside some time at 
the end, 10 min or so, to treat the body and 
mind with a soulful sweet! 

Start by randomly selecting a number of 
cards to complete on your community 
crawl. Five, seven or ten, your choice. 2.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Ways to use your Meraki 
Community Cards

1.
You did it! You found the instructions. Time 
to dive in. 

3.
If the card has a blue triangle on it, you’ll 
find a matching item in the knapsack, which 
will help you complete the task.

4.
Head out!!  We packed water and snacks to 
keep you fuled on your community crawl. 

5.
Complete and Treat. Set aside some time at 
the end, 10 min or so, to treat the body and 
mind with a soulful sweet! 

Start by randomly selecting a number of 
cards to complete on your community 
crawl. Five, seven or ten, your choice. 2.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Pour SOUL, CREATIVITY and LOVE into w
hat you do. 

Pour SOUL, CREATIVITY and LOVE into what you do. 

Pour SOUL, CREATIVITY and LOVE into what you do. 

Pour SOUL, CREATIVITY and LOVE into what you do. 

kinsight events & adventures

how does it work?
1.

3.

5.

4.

2.Get your KEA. Choose your 
adventure.

Check the date of 
your advendute.

Adventure Day!!

Get another KEA 
for a new adventure!

Hang your KEA

Rate it.

come back to check your 
adventure update 
on the board!

Go enjoy your adventure with 
more people that want ti try it.

Let us know how your 
adventure went :)

JULY 28, it’s happening!

Adventure 
Unlocked!!!

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

Failure Permission Slip

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

I , ___________, hereby give 
myself permission to fail in 

the following ways:

Testing choosing and booking of experiences through 
a physical ‘key board’ that comes to day programs

Poster to explain the KEA concept 
and test clarity and appeal with users

Cards for staff and users to 
test usability of instructions 
on a Meraki box

Normalizing ideas not working and 
helping to articulate assumptions

Each concept is brought to life with a 
name, a logo and simple branding

2nd version of a logic model, linking elements 
of a designed intervention to desired outcomes

Meraki boxes that were used to test desirability 
and feasibility with users and staff in programs

Maestro models 
excitement, curiosity 
and being comfortable 
with the unknown

Distupts routine and 
offers new and novel 
experiences

staff and person 
served colalnorate 
on choosing Meraki 
experience

Meraki contains 
resources and tools to 
complee experience

Through repetition > 
comfort increased

Built in community 
engagement pronts in 
each experience

Staff & person served 
are given resources 
and to create and 
share their own 
meraki Coaching and 
working with Maestro

Primer experience 
community crawl, 

Experience library, 
and Maestro giving 
permission (direction?)

Opening and 
interacting with 
Meraki

Do It Yourself box 
making

Community 
engagement within 
the Meraki experience

Maestro picks up the 
box, does reflection 
and reinforces 
experience

Staff + person-served 
experience more 
meaning through 
moments of joy, pride, 
curiosity (and maybe 
humility)

Staff and person 
served have 
permission and 
agency to decide how 
and what dp pn a 
given day

Staff and person-
served are are 
going beyond their 
comfort zones and 
are confident in 
navigating associated 
challenges

Staff + person-served 
feel motivated and 
confident engaging 
with comunity aroudn 
them.

Staff and person 
served feel they have 
somethig worth 
contributing and are 
contributing  to their 
context

Interactions

Theory of Change
Determinants Outcomes

Interactions

LOGIC MODEL

Determinants Desired 
outcomes
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6. Grounding
Too often promising new solutions end up on the shelf. Embedding and internalizing 
new practices is an ongoing process taking continued time and effort. And it’s not 
just the practice we’re seeking to spread, but also the learning.

What’s Grounding for?

Arguably this is the most important stage of 
Grounded Space. If a new solution is not ad-
opted, we are no closer to improving people’s 
lives. Crews look for ways to help colleagues 
incorporate newly developed practices. 
They apply lessons about the organizational 
conditions for experimentation. HR is often 
a leverage point: shaping hiring and train-
ing. Data may be another leverage point: 
introducing a new metric or documentation 
system. Team practice is yet another lever-
age point: transforming team meetings and 
communication routines. Although we time 
bound this stage to a few months (because 
of our own resources), in reality, grounding 
new practice will take years. Our assumption 

has been that because crews are drawn from 
the organization, we will have ready-made 
champions able to keep up the fight.

What’s does it look like?

Crews codify and document the solutions 
they develop. What happens step by step? 
What’s the delivery model? What resources 
are needed? What are the desired outcomes 
and how do they link to the solution? What 
are the design principles? Grounded Space 
supports crews to package solutions and 
connect with future funders and resources. 
Grounded Space members can try out each 
other’s solutions, and in doing so help to find 
ways to spread and scale them.

3. DEEP DIVE SET UP2. QUICK DIVE1. OPEN EVENTS 5. MAKE & TEST4. DEEP DIVE 6. GROUNDING

Scaled 
practice &  
practiced 

crew

Sweet 
spots

Interest CrewJoin? Tested &  
refined 

concepts

Structure: Key activities Frameworks & tools Product

Sprint #1: 
Codifying

Codifying of user journey Blueprint
Design principles

Sprint #2:  
Codifying continued

•  Codifying of staff roles, 
support processes and 
systems

Prototyping dimensions
MVP

Social business plan v1.0
Logic Model v2.0

Sprint #3: 
Narrative

• Writing
• Reflecting
• Consolidating

Guided reflection Social business plan v1.1
Role descriptions
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VALUES & BELIEFS ROLES & ID

ENTI
TY

SYSTEMS & PROCESSES

RO
UTI

NES POW
ER

develop metrics

evaluate 
success

define roles

create 
training

playback

result

Deep scale & re-
deployment of crews  

- operational touchpoints  
to embed new concepts  

& practices into  
every day 

Sprint #1: Codifying

In this first sprint, crews started 
documenting their tested solutions. They 
looked critically at the lessons from 
prototyping and summarized them in 
a narrative.  What did they learn about 
desirability, feasibility, and impact? And how 
do we know that -- what did crews see and 
hear as evidence?  

Crews also shifted from describing their 
concept as a journey of user-facing 
interactions, to a journey with back-stage 
interactions. Backstage interactions are 
those required for implementation. They 
worked on large sheets of paper to identify 
staff roles, protocols, systems, and processes 
needed to deliver the front-end experience. 
We call these blueprints.

We see implementation as a part of a 
research and design process, and we 
continue to prototype throughout the 
Grounding stage. In their blueprints, crews 
flagged magical moments  (highlights in 
the user’s experience), critical moments 
(critical to achieve intended outcomes), and 
barriers. The goal was to start to assemble 
an implementation strategy. 

It is during implementation that new 
concepts risk being watered down to make 
them more manageable. Intentionality can 

be quickly lost. Using examples of design 
principles of Disney, Green Homes and 
Reggio Emilia schools, crews articulated 
design principles to anchor the intent of 
their solution in writing.

Sprint #2: Codifying continued

Documenting and codifying takes longer 
than a few days. This second sprint started 
with writing elements of a social business 
plan: what the ‘product’ is, the underlying 
research, how it works, intended impact, and 
feasibility requirements. 

We looked at the current conditions enabling 
or threatening the adoption of the idea and 
applied dr. Susan Michie’s behaviour change 
wheel. Are the conditions that are needed to 
implement the solution present? 

A crucial part of the business plan is the 
revenue and costing model. We looked at 
the resources needed for a minimum viable 
product (MVP), with just enough features to 
satisfy early users and to provide feedback 
for future development. We also looked at 
resourcing strategies including reallocating 
current staff, attracting new human 
resources such as volunteers, generating 
revenue from sales, and finding external 
funding.
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Grounding activities

Presenting the next version of the Theory of Change: how 
the designed intervention is to lead to desired outcomes

Documenting the design and learnings 
of the intervention in a portfolio

Elements of the journey 
map explained

Sprint #3: Narrative

In the last sprint of Grounded Space 1.0, we 
took stock of our social business plans. Crews 
spent a full day adding sections describing 
the product, target groups, key insights from 
the research, the resourcing model and an 
improved theory of change. 

We then asked crews to look back at their 
Grounded Space experience, using guid-
ed reflection. Drawing on artifacts from 
throughout the two years, like the original  
video narratives and communication tools, 
we tried to jog people’s memory. Crew mem-
bers talked about big and small moments 
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A dinner with the B.C cohort to mark 
the end of the first cycle

Summarizing a guided reflection 
exercise, looking back over a year

Reflection meets humour: a puppet show to 
show what helped/hindered a team process

Teams reflecting at the end of a sprint day; 
the giant ball works as a talking stick

they remembered, and annotated a big post-
er. They then looked for patterns, currents, 
findings and learnings between it all. What 
have we learned about what is the ground 
for experimentation? What are the condi-
tions helping or hindering Grounded Space? 

On the last day of the sprint we collectively 

brainstormed titles for stories worth writing 
about Grounded Space. After voting, peo-
ple pitched their favorites, and wrote six of 
them. For a list of all possible stories, flick 
through the last page of this section. To read 
the six individual stories and summaries of 
the Guided Reflection, skip to section four.
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Grounding frameworks & tools

Guided Reflection

Guided Reflection is a group reflection exercise. In the 
first part, the group remembers what happened. Who was 
involved in the process? Which moments stand out? We 
show photos and video to jog people’s thought process.  
Everything is written down on a big poster. After this, 
the team identifies currents, recurring themes, patterns, 
learnings and core findings. The poster is an important 
artefact as the visual notes of the shared conversation.

Blueprint

The blueprint is an operational tool that gives an overview 
of a solution in enough detail to verify, implement 
and maintain it. Blueprints display the interactions 
experienced by users and align them with the invisible 
back stage processes, systems and roles needed to deliver 
the user experience. 

characters

themes

Guided Reflection

patterns
currents

learnings fin
dings
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G�OUNDED 
SPACE 
2017  2018

PORTFOLIOKinsight events & adventures

a solution from

an idea made by

Grounding products

17

Research summary

KEY INSIGHTS MERAKI IS BASED ON:

• Support workers felt skilled and motivated to try new things, but had little 
opportunity to do so.

• Support workers described bringing forward ideas but not knowing their 
wherabouts - whether they were nixed, disappeared into the ether, or were 
claimed by others.

• Persons served felt they had to stick with routines; some were not aware of 
other options and had limited exposure to novel things.

• Persons served and support workers operated in a permission-seeking 
environment, where not having explicit permission to do things functioned as 
a deterrent. 

• Fear around trying something new, failing, facing questions, or worse, 
punishment. 

24

PROMPTS HUMAN CONNECTION
Meraki enables meaningful and 
surprising moments between staff, 
people, families, strangers, and 
neighbours.

POSITIVELY DISRUPTS
Meraki cuts through the mundane with 
small and novel acts.

PROGRESSIVELY CHALLENGES 
Meraki builds roads for people to move 
beyond their comfort zones by layering 
experiences and challenges.

FOR EVERYONE
Meraki recognizes that everyone 
learns in different ways and strives for 
something for everyone to engage with in 
every box. 

MAKES POSSIBLE
Meraki feels like a gift coming to you, 
taking away the barriers to doing new 
things and inspiring you to fearlessly 
step out of the every day.

SPARKS JOY
Meraki is made with soul, creativity, love 
(and some sweat and tears) and inspires 
people to do things with soul, creativity, 
love, some sweat and tears, and hopefully 
not too much blood. 

INVITES INITIATIVE
Meraki isn’t another prescriptive task. 
You're invited to invent your own use 
by #hacking, #wrecking, #creating, 
#building, #making and #adapting.

Meraki  design principles
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Are you the kind of person that when you wake up in the morning, 
you know what you have to do, and when finish at end of day, you 

know you’ve achieved it? Do you thrive in routine and structure? Do 
you love checklists? Then look no further, seriously don’t look any 

further, this job is not for you!

Are you someone that’s comfortable and thrives in ambiguity?  Are 
you comfortable making decisions with limited information? Do 

you get a kick out of doing more, with not very much? Does working 
with diverse groups provide you with energy? Do you view conflict as 
something that can be embraced?  If you’ve answered yes to three of 

these five questions, then keep reading!

You will support folks with developmental disabilities to follow 
their passions and find opportunities to learn new things in their 

community. You will uncover non-traditional opportunities for 
learning and curate them into adventures. You will join folks on 

these Adventures to help them unearth the aspirations they want to 
achieve. Your enthusiasm for this work will affect others around you. 

• Creativity? 

KEA Master Duties

• Research novel experiences for the people 
served from our CI programs 

• Use Community Connector’s as resource
• Connect with community members and 

businesses to curate experiences 
• Plan and schedule experiences (3 experiences 

per week)
• Support people served and staff  to sign up for 

experiences on the sign-up board 
• Create and send out invitations for experiences 

to people served and staff who have signed up
• Meet up with folks going on the experience at 

one of the CI locations 
• Attend the experience as a co-learner 
• Prep for upcoming KEA events
• Invitations out to users
• After party/Rating time set up and take down
• Support the users who took part in the event
• Roll out Pledge on MS mornings

• Co-learn alongside users on events

KEA Master role description
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KEA touchpoints

Sign-up for KEA

adventures keys

adventures board adventures brochure

36

sign-up
“KEA showed up and we all (person 
served & staff) received a KEA key to 
sign up to an adventure. There were 
many new adventures to me. I chose 
pottery & I am excited to see it got 
unlocked when 3 of us signed up!”

Touchpoints: 

• KEA keys
• Adventures & Events  

sign-up board
• Adventures & Events  

gallery + Brochures
• KEA team shirt

invite
“Oooh, for me?! I received an 
invite to the KEA adventure I 
signed up for. Yay, can’t wait!”

Touchpoints: 

• Status board
• Invitation for confirmation

1.
2.

scheduling 
“KEA crew connected 
with me (manager) to 
book my 3-hr mission 
for this month” 

orientation
“I went to orientation 
to prepare for shift. 
The pragmatics to 
make sure I know the 
needs of the people I 
am supporting.”

PR
EP

A
RE

 / 
BA

CK
 S

TA
G

E

1. choosing adventures 
Before the KEA sign-up activation,  
the KEA master: 

• finds adventures, reaches out to 
businesses in the community, close to the 
programs, to find novel adventures.

• makes the sign-up materials, makes 
the adventures gallery, brochure and 
board to offer and explain adventures.

• arranges the sign-up activation, 
coordinates with managers, and on the 
day up the pop up, sets up the KEA  
sign-up space.

2. scheduling & invite
Before giving out invitations, the KEA master: 

• documents people’s choices, inputs the 
information in the tracking document.

• plans adventure times, organizes which 
staff and person served will go out on which 
adventures and makes a calendar.

• coordinates with managers, to finalize the 
adventure’s calendar and schedule a day for 
their mission shifts.

• makes the invitations, and plans to deliver 
them to each co-adventurer the week prior to 
their KEA adventure.

... the week prior

Mission Shift removes logistical barriers, by 
working out schedules between staff, people-

served, & managers/ supervisor.

KEA attempts to break down 
silos and create new relationships 
between staff and people-served that 
don’t typically work together.

KEA removes logistical barriers, by 
working out the schedules, keeping 
adventures close to home base, and 
covering costs.

Blueprint

A blueprint visually 
displays the frontstage 
interactions and the 
backstage systems & 
processes required to run 
a service. For a service 
to be coherent and 
impactful, the front and 
back stages must work in 
concert with one another. 

PR
IM

E 
/ F
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N

T 
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G

E
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Touchpoints: 

• swag bag
• pledge

Touchpoints: 

• a phone to take pictures
• adventure place & materials

Touchpoints: 

• decorations & snacks
• rating cards + kelp board
• kinstagram + adventure’s printed photos 

going out
“Before going out we got 
swag bag, with all the infor-
mation we need, a camera 
and a promise we signed”

adventure time
“We walked to the pottery place that 
is close by. The teacher received us and 
guided us through the process. We all 
got to make our own mugs and learn 
how to use the pottery wheel! ”

after party & rating 
“There was an after party waiting 
for us at the program. We rated 
the adventure on Kelp, and 
shared stories and photos of our 
adventure with everyone”

reflection
“After people left the 
KEA crew invited me and 
the manager in mission 
shift to talk about our 
experiences and human 
moments”

Touchpoints: 

• Reflection props
• Snacks

3.

4.
KEA adventure day

m. shift pack
“They gave me a m. shift pack 
to encourage me & with things 
to think about. Then invited 
me to sign a pledge setting 
the intention of the shift”

mission shift time
“During my shift I embraced my new role 
and took time to observe what was hap-
pening, when, and how. I had the cooking 
program, at some moments I wasn’t sure 
what to do but I learned so much about 
Jen (a person served) passion for it!”

after party
“When the adventurers came 
back we gathered to hear about 
their experience”

Touchpoints: 

• Mission shift pack
• Pledge

Touchpoints: 

• Snacks
• Kinstagram + Kelp board

3. going out &  adventure time
Before the KEA adventure day, the KEA master: 

• check’s in with the adventure location, contacts 
them to confirm the adventure and reinforce the 
purpose of it.

• prepares the KEA adventure materials, makes the 
swag bags for co-adventurers and the mission shift 
package for the manager.

• confirms attendance, confirms that co-adventures are 
able to go and makes any adjustments necessary.

During the adventure the KEA master stays available 
and alert for any co-adventurers support.

4. after party & reflection
Before the KEA adventure day,  
the KEA master: 

• makes and gathers the after party materials, 
gets some snacks, and prepares the reflection 
cards, and the Kelp and Kinstagram boards.

before the after party, the KEA master:

• prints the adventure pictures, accesses the 
shared folder, prints the best adventure pictures, 
and mounts them on the Kinstagram cards.

•  sets up after party space, decorates the space, 
prepares snacks, and sets the rating boards.

8:45 am 10:00 am - 1:00pm 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Mission Shift creates meaningful moments and interactions between 
people on more equal ground. 

KEA shifts roles from staff & 
people-served to co-adventur-
ers & learners. The props help 
them to get into that mindset.

KEA keeps events and adventures small 
and intimate to enable quality peer to 
peer interactions.

KEA strives to enable staff to feel 
appreciated, and to use relief time 
as an opportunity to collaborate 
with management.
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MORE 
MOTIVATED & 
CONFIDENT
Support workers and 
persons served feel 
motivated and confident 
engaging with community 
around them.

Support workers and 
persons served feel they 
have something worth 
contributing and are 
contributing to their 
context.

FACILITATES REPETITION 
Through continued exposure 
comfort zones expand.

REMOVES BARRIERS
Prompt cards make it easy to 
engage, remove some discomfortCOMMUNITY 

ENGAGEMENT 
prompts within each 
Meraki box 

OUTCOME

ENHANCES MOTIVATION
Staff & person served are 
given resources to help them 
create their own content, and 
turn ideas into reality.

DIY PROCESS
Do It Yourself 
Meraki box 
making.

GREATER 
CONTRIBUTION

REFLECTION
Maestro picks up the 
box, does reflection 
and reinforces the 
learning 

MODELS EXCITEMENT 
Maestro models excitement, 
curiosity and being comfortable 
with the unknown

INTERACTION DETERMINANT

EXPANDED 
COMFORT 
ZONES
Support workers and 
persons served are going 
beyond their comfort zones 
and feel capable & ready 
to navigate associated 
challenges.

Going on a 
co-learning 
adventure 
(staff and 
people served)

PRIMER EXPRIENCE
Community cards 

PRACTICE & REHEARSAL 
Maestro holds space for staff 
& persons served to practice 
doing progressively more 
challenging things.

EXPERIENCE 
LIBRARY and 
Maestro giving 
permission and 
guidance.

REFLECTION
Maestro picks up the 
box, does reflection 
and reinforces the 
learning.

OUTCOME
INTERACTION DETERMINANT
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Theory of change

A theory of change is a set of assumptions about how 
an intervention creates change. It include 3 elements:

• OUTCOMES: What is the desired result of Meraki? 
What are people saying/feeling/doing/thinking?

• INTERACTIONS: What are the core activities of 
Meraki?

• DETERMINANTS: Which core activities link to 
which outcomes? How do they shape people's 
motivations, capabilities, and opportunities for 
change? 

Support workers and 
persons served feel they 
have agency & control to 
decide how and what they 
do on a given day.

GREATER 
CONTROL & 
AGENCY

OPENING and 
interacting with a 
Meraki box.

PROVIDES MATERIALS
Meraki gives people the 
resources to do novel 
experiences.

INTERACTION DETERMINANT

OUTCOME

Support workers and 
persons served experience 
more meaning through 
a greater number of 
moments of connection, 
joy, pride, and curiosity.

MORE 
MOMENTS OF 
CONNECTION, 
JOY & PRIDE 

PRIMER EXPERIENCE
Community crawl 
cards 

DISRUPTS ROUTINE 
Meraki prompts people to 
do different things.

INTERACTION DETERMINANT

OUTCOME

ENABLES 
COLLABORATION
staff and person served 
choose a box together.

EXPERIENCE LIBRARY 
Maestro comes to you 
and gives permission to 
select boxes

BUILDS CAPABILITY
Staff & person served receive 
coaching to create and share their 
own Meraki; they also receive 
resources for materials.

DIY PROCESS 
Do It Yourself 
Meraki box 
making

= Soul + Creativity + Love

Try new things & bring spontaneity into your day! 

 Theory of Change  Design principles

Blueprint Role description Touchpoints

 Summary

The poster at the end of a guided reflection 
showing each crew’s harvested insights 

Articulating design principles for Meraki: 
what is its essence and soul?

Visualizing the KEA blueprint: frontstage and 
backstage elements  

Two of the four crews produced a portfolio 
to document their tested solution. The other 
two crews have decided to keep testing their 
solutions. 

Outlining the theory of change for Meraki: 
how do its designed interactions link to 
outcomes?

Documenting the key roles and props 
for Meraki 
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43 titles for Grounded Space stories, imagined by crews at the last sprint:

Pride & possibilities

∞

Painful playbacks

∞

Find your sweet spots

∞

Taking a deeper look

∞

The coffee grounds for 
experimentation

∞

Houston, we have a problem

∞

Misunderstood in space

∞ 

Beautiful disasters

∞

The survey says

∞

From mission possible to mission 
shift: how we learned to love and 

hate design thinking!

∞

The struggle is real!

∞

In the dark

∞

Tension points

∞

Blood sweat and tears

Shifting relationships

∞

Bumping tables

∞

Our default is “we believe you”

∞

Donkey won’t go

∞

So what?

∞

Clouds to the north star

∞

Protecting our status quo

∞

Started from the bottom now we 
are here

∞

Post analysis

∞

Are we there yet?

∞

Finding the north star

∞

Energize! Engage! 

∞

The pitfalls of planning & thinking 
& the value of doing

∞

The new guy/gal

∞

It’s not a box

Sprinting through speed bumps

∞

Fabulous failers embrace change: 
we hear you, the routine trap, 

fight or flight, groundhog day, the 
littlest spark, following the energy

∞

Experimenting with friction

∞

The feasibility trap

∞

We’re still here

∞

What’s love got to do with it?

∞

Infertile grounds

∞

Birth of Meraki

∞

Meraki miracle

∞

Philosopher boxes

∞

Systems in question

∞

The amorphous beast

∞

Fresh air & wind in our sails

∞

Sans-vision
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3) Portfolio:  
What did we produce?

Written by crews
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Have you ever gotten into a box  
to get out of the box?
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Experiential library Meraki

What is Meraki?

Meraki is a library of experiences to prompt 
trying something new or put a twist on 
something old – from rolling sushi with 
neighbours to natural dye making. All to 
create more moments of beauty, meaning 
and connection. Sometimes the experience 
will go exactly as planned; sometimes it may 
be a beautiful disaster. Whatever happens, it 
spices up the day with more heart, soul and 
creativity!

Each experience comes with materials, 
explanations, and permissions to get going. 
Rather than a librarian, Meraki is delivered 
on-site by the ‘Maestro’, who also addresses 
barriers as they arise, and draws out learn-
ings. The Maestro also helps to grow the 
library, and supports people to add their own 
experience, bringing ideas into fruition.  

Adding spontaneity to routine

Both residential and day services are tied to 
routine and recurring events. There is not 
often space in the day for spontaneity or 
fortuity – let alone the time to do the prep 
work required for brand new experiences to 
unfold. This is where Meraki comes in:

>  It’s a joyful disruption Breaking routines 
with a mindset of novelty and wonder. 

>  It’s non-hierarchical  Giving support 
workers the opportunity to do something 
new without having to seek permission.

>  It provides inspiration  Allowing support 
workers and persons served to experience 
fresh ways of engaging in the community.  

>  It’s accessible and incorporates multiple 
modalities and learning styles in every 
experience.

Soul + Creativity + Love
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In context research
As a research team, we spent three months 
in context with staff and persons served in 
programs to gain a deeper appreciation and 
understanding of day-to-day experiences. 
Blending ethnography and design research, 
we were able to gather people’s stories and 
learn more about what shaped their think-
ing and drove their behaviours. This allowed 
us to uncover groups of people with common 
frustrations and motivations, and under-
stand the organizational conditions affecting 
the adoption of new things. 

Key  insights that contributed to Meraki:

• Persons served felt they had to stick 
with routines; some were not aware of 
other options and had limited exposure 
to novel things.

• Support workers felt skilled and moti-
vated to try new things, but felt little 
opportunity to do so.

• Persons served & support workers op-
erated in a permission-seeking environ-
ment, where not having explicit permis-
sion to do things worked as a deterrent

Some context  

Safety and comfort are important values 
of the existing service system. For many 
persons served and their support workers, 
routines are predictable and controlled. 
Breaking out of routine can be perceived to 
be risky -- and hindered by a culture of com-
pliance and a lack of resources. 

Hierarchy can also be seen as a barrier; sup-
port workers may not feel they are allowed 
to alter the schedule and do something dif-
ferent. Meraki provides the materials, per-
missions and resources to bring spontaneity 
to people’s days and their ideas to fruition. 

Meraki is designed for:

• Staff who feel held back by permissions 
and/or lack of resources

• Staff who have ideas to offer, but no 
format for sharing

• Persons served who would like to or 
would benefit from breaking out of rou-
tines and adding new elements to their 
days

17
Interviews

32
Hours of ethnography 

with people served

4
Programs 
shadowed

100+
Staff participating in playback

61
Survey responses

51
Hours of staff 
ethnography

residential home day program

broadway

aegis

roots

rosemount

alternatives cando

Research & testing

Spending time with a person served 
to  understand lived  experience in 
a residential program.
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Desirability, feasibility & impact

First of all, we wanted to test if the Meraki 
concept appealed to users. If it didn’t, there 
would be no point in investing our energy 
into it. For 9 different boxes we created the 
cover, to learn which ones would appeal to 
whom. We visited day programs and residen-
tial homes, and with over 50 people subscrib-
ing to try a box, desirability was high.

Next, we tested ‘feasibility’, if it was possible 
for staff and persons served to use the boxes, 
with the materials provided. We returned to 
3 programs (day programs and residential 
homes), and 6 people who had subscribed to 
try. This time, we moved beyond mocking-up 
the exterior of boxes to creating the content 
of each box. We tested how materials were 

displayed, how directions were communi-
cated, and how to get across the spirit and 
intentionality of Meraki. One of the many 
things we learned is that boxes were over-
whelming and the directions too complex.

In the third prototyping round, we addressed 
these issues, improving the information 
design and how objects were displayed.  
This time around, we wanted to learn how 
the boxes would be used in day programs 
and residential houses and whether they 
would actually lead to more moments of 
joy, creativity, love, connection. The Maestro 
followed-up with participants to gather 
reactions and track impact. We captured 
stories of laughter, confusion, humility, and 
surprise and were able to adjust our Theory 
of Change.

5
Programs helped 
with prototyping

9
Meraki boxes 

tested

3
Rounds of 

prototyping
This kit includes:

·      Visa Gift Card
·      Help Us Share Your 
       Experience
·      Tools to create your 
       Meraki Box

If you have an idea and would 
like to share it, you can make 
your own box from scratch! 

A giftcard and some 
imagination is all you need to 

get started.

Make your 
own box!

Wondering what to make tonight for dinner? 
Have you ever tried sushi? With this kit, you 
can make your own!

Just Roll With It

1,5-2hrs Indoor1-4 people

Feeling tired of that plain ol’ tee? If you have 
a couple of hours free, try this tie-dye kit to 
refresh your wardrobe!

The heART of tie dye

1,5-3hrs Indoor2-6 people

Create, relax and connect to the natural 
world around you by exploring the 
temporary nature of LandArt. 

mandala

0,5-2hrs Indoor/outdoor2-4 people

Are you a Night Owl and looking for adventure 
after dark? Do you have a free evening and 
looking to connect with nature at night?  Wan-
der through lantern-lit trails and listen for the 
Owls, Squirrels, and Coyotes, oh my! 

1,5 - 3 hrs outdoor3-8 people

Night Owl: Night Quest

It’s a beautiful day out!
If you feel cooped up, try something 
completely different. Bird watching 
is an easy way to explore nature and 
practice mindfulness.

Sanctuary Scavenger Hunt

1,5-3hrs Outdoor2-6 people

Tap, clap, shake, rattle, drum, dance! Do 
you have a spare 20 minutes and want 
to shake things up, or incorporate some 
rhythm within your day? This box has 
everything you need.

Beat Box, find your rhythm! 

20 min indoor2-6 people

Mix & Match letters to create phrases, 
words or poems! Spend 2 minutes or 20 
minutes and express yourself!

Word Play

5 - 20 min Indoor1-3 people

Develop a greater sense of community by 
paying it forward to someone in your neigh-
bourhood. A simple gesture can make a big 
difference in someone’s life. 

Pay it forward

5-30 min Indoor/outdoor1-3 people

During initial prototyping, we found that 
for Meraki to have real impact, coaching 
and reflection needed to be integrated into 
boxes. So we developed and tested the role 
of the Maestro, who delivers Meraki boxes, 
addresses barriers that arise, and draws 
out emergent learnings. We learned that 
gentle prodding and encouragement was 
necessary. Meraki boxes could be lost in the 
shuffle as staff left for vacation, when shifts 
changed, or when temp staff filled in. 
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Meraki comes to you 
packaged as a delightful 
gift to be unwrapped

Ready to go
Each box comes with 
materials to get you started, 
and a list of additional 
supplies that can be sourced 
in community and turned 
into adventures!

= Soul + Creativity + Love

What you need to make yummy sushi

What’s already in your Meraki box:

Things you could get at a grocery store:

Need more ideas? Try something: 

Sushi Rice Rice
 Vinegar

Nori 
(seaweed)

Rolling Mat Wasabi Chopsticks Soy sauce

avocado
have it
need it

tofu
have it
need it

cream cheese
have it
need it

cucumber
have it
need it

chicken
have it
need it

mayo
have it
need it

imitation crab
have it
need it

bacon
have it
need it

yam
have it
need it

banana
have it
need it

mango
have it
need it

pea sprouts
have it
need it

salty you have at homecrunchy sweet

Mobilization prompts
prompts people to reach 
out and involve others, 
inviting them to the 
experience, offering 
a gift, or suggesting 
conversational prompts.

2.1.Four core components 
of each Meraki box:

Inside a Meraki box
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HACK IT!! 
Meraki encourages people 
to make the experience their 
own by encouraging to make 
hacks and adaptations, such 
as hand-drawing materials 
to for the experience yourself.

3.

HACK!

Easy to access
Each experience comes with instructions for those 
who want it. Written with simple language, broken 
down into easy-to-follow steps, and provides lots of 
photos and illustrations for folks with low literacy. 
Also, the boxes are organized into compartments, 
making it less overwhelming and tactile!

Sushi Lovers 

Guide to making 

yummy sushi

Chop up the veggies, fruits, and proteins for inside of your sushi. 

Cover the rolling mat with plastic wrap. Put one nori (seaweed) on the mat. If you don’t like nori, check 
out the ice cube hack at the end of this picture book.

Sushi Lovers 

Guide to making 

yummy sushi

Chop up the veggies, fruits, and proteins for inside of your sushi. 

Cover the rolling mat with plastic wrap. Put one nori (seaweed) on the mat. If you don’t like nori, check 
out the ice cube hack at the end of this picture book.

Sushi Lovers 

Guide to making 

yummy sushi

Chop up the veggies, fruits, and proteins for inside of your sushi. 

Cover the rolling mat with plastic wrap. Put one nori (seaweed) on the mat. If you don’t like nori, check 
out the ice cube hack at the end of this picture book.

Sushi Lovers 

Guide to making 

yummy sushi

Chop up the veggies, fruits, and proteins for inside of your sushi. 

Cover the rolling mat with plastic wrap. Put one nori (seaweed) on the mat. If you don’t like nori, check 
out the ice cube hack at the end of this picture book.

Season your rice

From rice to sushi rice!

+ +
1 cup 

cooked rice
1 Tbsp 
sugar

step 1: warm vinegar in microwave 20 sec.
step 2: mix in sugar.

step 3: combine with cooked rice.

step 4: cool, cover & refrigerate until sushi 
making time!

4 Tbsp 
rice vinegar

4.

Soul + Creativity + Love
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Primer experience happens once to engage the group, and gauge how best to coach

Meet the Maestro 

Maestro visits a day pro-
gram to drop off a prompt 
cards set to get people to 
explore their local area. It’s  
a short and sweet taster to 
prime people for Meraki, 
and comes with ice cream.

Community Crawl 

Equipped with the commu-
nity crawl cards, persons 
served and staff get out of 
the door. They explore the 
area around the program 
using question cards.

Primer experience (first time) Ongoing Meraki cycle

Experience library 

Maestro returns with a 
choice of boxes, and to 
model a mindset of curi-
osity and creativity. He 
underscores that staff and 
persons served have per-
mission to choose, to use, 
and to adapt content.

Opening 
Staff and persons served 
receive the gift wrapped 
box they chose from the 
Maestro. The box sparks 
curiosity to try new things, 
while messaging is honest: 
“Doing this may not be easy 
or fun all the time”. 

Follow how a person might interact with 
Meraki, and see the core interactions that 
make up the intervention.

The experience, step by step
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Experience 

Everyone comes together to 
do the Meraki experience, 
using all the materials and 
resources contained in the 
box. Folks are encouraged 
to hack and add their own 
creative flair.

Reach out 

Persons served and staff 
mail or drop off the invi-
tations, using them as an 
excuse to (re)introduce 
themselves and connect. 
They also source the fresh 
ingredients needed for the 
experience.

Meraki buzz 

The Maestro emails a photo 
update to all programs, 
which is automatically add-
ed to their digital picture 
frame. He collates use data 
and ideas for future boxes, 
visiting programs to further 
co-develop the content.

Check-in 

Maestro calls-in to see how 
it’s going, and to plan a 
time to pick-up and swap 
Meraki boxes -- or to offer 
a nudge and some helpful 
advice, if needed. 

Pick-up & deepen 

Picking up of the box is a 
reflection moment. The 
Maestro creates the space 
to listen to reactions and to 
reinforce learning. This is 
also the moment to choose 
the next Meraki experience.

Once a Meraki experience is complete a new box can be signed out. This cycle can be repeated indefinitely. 
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GREATER CONTRIBUTION 

Support workers and persons served 
feel they have something worth 
contributing and are contributing to 
their context.

MORE MOTIVATED & 
CONFIDENT

Support workers and persons served 
feel motivated and confident engaging 
with community around them.

MORE MOMENTS OF 
CONNECTION, JOY & PRIDE 

Support workers and persons served 
experience more meaning through 
a greater number of moments of 
connection, joy, pride, and curiosity.

GREATER CONTROL & 
AGENCY

Support workers & persons served feel 
they have agency & control to decide 
how and what they do on a given day.

The Theory of Change diagram below shows 
how Meraki’s designed interactions are 
linked to our desired outcomes. A part of this 
theory is tested during prototyping. 

OUTCOME: a desired result of Meraki  
INTERACTION:  a core activity of Meraki 
DETERMINANT:  how an interaction links to an 
outcome by shaping people's motivations, 
capabilities, or opportunities for change. 

INTERACTION DETERMINANT OUTCOME

EXPANDED COMFORT 
ZONES 

Support workers and persons served 
are going beyond their comfort 
zones and feel capable & ready to 
navigate associated challenges.Reflection

Maestro picks up the box, 
does reflection and rein-
forces the learning.

Experience library 
and Maestro giving per-
mission and guidance.

Community  
engagement 
prompts within 
each Meraki box 

Primer experience
Community cards

Pick up & deepen
Maestro picks up the 
box, does reflection and 
reinforces the learning 

Primer experience 
Community crawl and 
meeting the Maestro

Opening
and interact with the 
content of a Meraki box

Experience library 
Maestro comes to you & gives 
permission to select boxes

practices & rehearses
Maestro holds space for 
staff & persons served to 
practice doing progressively 
more challenging things.

models excitement
Maestro models excitement, 
curiosity and being comfortable 
with the unknown

disrupts routine 
Meraki prompts people to 
do different things.

provides materials
Meraki gives people resources 
to do novel experiences.

enables collaboration
staff and person served 
choose a box together.

removes barriers
Prompt cards make it easy to 
engage, remove some discomfort

facilitates repetition 
Through continued exposure 
comfort zones expand.

How Meraki creates changes
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Testing Meraki at Broadway House
test 
3.12

Sunday 5:45pm
It was dinner time at Broadway House. Eve-
ning support worker Mary was waiting for 
her colleague Pam to come back home from 
her outing with one of the residents. They 
were planning to do the Sushi Meraki box 
that evening. Over the last few days other 
support workers had made rice and gone 
grocery shopping with persons served to get 
ingredients needed. The residents of Broad-
way House didn't seem all that interested 
in making sushi, but they were curious and 
wanted to be around to see it all play out.

Had the support workers ever made sushi? 
Never. “ Who ever makes sushi?" they asked. 
"If you want sushi, you just go buy it.”  

Not surprisingly, Mary and Pam were a 
bit anxious. The Meraki Box had clear 
instructions and many of the ingredients 
required to make sushi. With a tight time 
crunch and people hungry at the table, they 
curiously unloaded the box, hoping to be on 
their way to sushi land. 

One hour later... 
Did they have a sushi or something that 
resembled sushi? 

NO.
But they had a hearty laugh. 

In their words, "It was a beautiful disaster.” 
Everyone ate what looked like “sushi from 
the war zone." More laughter followed, and 
surprisingly “[the residents] all gave us ku-
dos for our efforts.”

Their advice to others? 
Would staff and persons served recommend 
Meraki? They all said, “Yes, do it.. you may 
like it, but just don’t sweat it!!” 

Breaking out of routines, and stepping out 
of comfort zones is not easy, but when you 
do, you redefine To-Do tasks into Ta-Da 
moments. You create opportunities for soul, 
creativity and love, which is the experience 
we want Meraki to prompt.

Wondering what to make tonight for dinner? Have you ever tried sushi? With this kit, you can make your own!

Just Roll With It

1,5-2hrs Indoor

1-4 people

Broadway House

Interested in Meraki?
Want to know more or be involved with 
further prototyping? Download the portfolio 
or email peter.greenwood@posabilities.ca = Soul + Creativity + Love

Try new things & bring spontaneity into your day! 

MERAKI Your 
Neighbourhood!!
What do you know about your neighbourhood?  
Have you really looked closely at the things around 
you?  When was the last time you chatted with your 
neighbors, or bought a stranger a coffee?  Every 
neighbourhood is a unique and eclectic place, 
but sometimes when we live in an area, we stop 
noticing the wonder around us.  So here is your 
chance to rediscover, give back to, and beautify your 
neighbourhood!  

MERAKI Your 
Neighbourhood!!
What do you know about your neighbourhood?  
Have you really looked closely at the things around 
you?  When was the last time you chatted with your 
neighbors, or bought a stranger a coffee?  Every 
neighbourhood is a unique and eclectic place, 
but sometimes when we live in an area, we stop 
noticing the wonder around us.  So here is your 
chance to rediscover, give back to, and beautify your 
neighbourhood!  
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KEA is all about shared human moments 
between persons served, staff, managers, 

community members & businesses. 

We believe that small moments can invite 
us to take time to reflect and to change the 
way we view our work, our lives, ourselves. 
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KEA, Kinsight Events & Adventures

What is KEA?

KEA prompts human moments between 
service users and staff who feel stuck in their 
day program. To do that, it uses community 
adventures. It has two parts: 
•  Adventure: staff and persons served par-

ticipate in an experience as co-learners, and 
then share with others at their program.

•  Mission Shift: during adventures managers 
backfill for the staff person going out.

KEA’s collection of community adventures in-
cludes experiences from pottery to parkour, 
and from circus school to culinary activities. 
With KEA, all staff and users receive a key. 
Only when at least 2 keys are redeemed for 
the same experience from the menu, will the 
adventure happen.

Space for new relationships

KEA touches on a sweet spot. It brings joy, 
excitement and new experiences into per-
sons served and staff lives who feel in a rut. 
They can participate in adventures without 
having to find extra funding, or extra time 
to research and prepare. It builds new rela-
tionships between places and people in the 
community with staff and persons served. 
At the same time it provides space for a new 
relationship between managers and staff to 
form.
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In context research
We spent three months in context with staff 
and persons served to gain a deeper appre-
ciation and understanding of their day-to-
day experiences, inside and outside of day 
programs. Using ethnographic and design 
research, we were able to gather people’s sto-
ries and learn more about what shaped their 
thinking and drove their behaviours.

We uncovered groups of staff with shared 
frustrations and motivations, and learned 
about conditions within the organization 
affecting people’s adoption of new things. We 
framed ‘How could we’ questions to open up 
opportunity areas for Next Practices.

Key insights   

Everyone learns One key challenge is 
staff feeling they are expected to facilitate 
learning without being trained as teachers/
coaches. This also sets up a divide between 
teaching and learning, between staff and 
person served..

>  How could we see staff and users as  
co-learners? 

Resource abundance  Staff have perception 
of resource scarcity. Frontline staff felt there 
were limited resources to do anything new, 
and that out-of-pocket spending was often 
required.   
>  How could we create a sense of resource 

abundance? 

No barriers It takes time, effort, and lots 
of assumed knowledge to plan what to do. 
Without time or tools for planning, it often 
doesn’t happen. 

> How could we do planning with and for you? 

Walk in each other’s shoes Perceived 
power hierarchies came up often in the 
research. Many frontline staff had a 
narrative of feeling unrecognized and 
misunderstood. 
>  How could we signal to staff that their 

experiences are understood, and give 
managers an opportunity to continue to 
see and feel the frontlines for themselves?

16
Interviews

60
Hours of shadowing  
staff/ person served 

3
Playback 
sessions

30
Staff participating 
in playback events

24
Hours of synthesis

50
Hours of staff 

interviews

Research & testing

A staff interview to understand 
motivations, beliefs and pain points 
starting with lived experience

staff

embedded researcher

A playback session to share 
insights with staff and end users
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Desirability, feasibility & impact

A total of 43 people signed up to do KEA,
25 people served and 18 staff. We’ve 
prototyped two KEA adventures, with 5 
people so far: a pottery workshop and 
meeting unusual animals at the animal 
shelter. 

We heard that KEA provides agency and 
choice. The role shift of staff and people-
served going on an adventure and learning 
together (instead of being teacher and 
student) was also appreciated. We observed 
people suggesting adventures to others or 
finding more people, as they needed more 
people to join to ‘unlock’ an adventure. 

We tested a menu board to choose 
adventures and respond to the pain point 
of not getting stuck in repetitive schedules.

During initial prototyping, we found that 
for KEA to have real impact, we needed 
to prime people before they went on 
experiences.

With Mission Shift, managers fill in for  
frontline staff on a KEA adventure. This was 
logistically difficult and whilst we hoped 
a clear value proposition might help make 
the case, not everyone was convinced.

We sourced many adventures and learned 
that local businesses are willing to adapt 
their programs to allow all people to enjoy.

When staff and end users return from their 
adventures, we used photos to prompt 
reflection and discussion - creating an 
analog version of Instagram!

roots
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Menu board to choose adventures
Responds to pain point of not getting stuck in the same 
schedules, and the reality of staff not having time to plan 
or set-up new experiences. 

Characteristics:
 - Novelty: new adventures or events 
 - Location: within local community
 - Crowd sourced: ideas come from adventurers (over 

time)
 - Variety: arts, fitness, culinary, animals

During prototyping:  We found a high number of 
adventures. We learned that local businesses are open 
and willing to adapt their programs to allow all people to 
derive enjoyment. 

1.

Mission Shift
Responds to the pain point of schedules & ratios being a 
barrier for learning. Also responds to the perception of 
the power divide between staff and managers.  

Characteristics:
 - Managers block off a chunk of time per adventure (3 

hrs up to ½ day) 
 - Managers take on the role of CSWs during their shift
 - The shift is framed - by KEA crew and a pledge signed 

by all staff and managers - as an opportunity for 
managers to reconnect with users  
and feel the current realities of front line work; 
everyone is encouraged them to take a curious and 
open attitude (and have reflective, non-performance 
related conversations). 

During prototyping:  Mission Shift was logistically 
difficult. Managers have many other responsibilities, and 
whilst we hoped a clear value proposition might help 
them to make room in their schedules, we weren’t able to 
overcome practical & conceptual barriers. 

2.

Top Features of KEA
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The adventure experience
The KEA adventure allows for co-learning where 
staff and persons served can create more of a peer 
relationship: they learn something new, at the same 
time. Instead of staff in the role of caregiver and 
persons served in the role of client, KEA experiences 
enable both to enter an experience as learners. It 
responds to staff feeling they were often asked to be in 
the role of teacher/caregiver, without always having 
the know-how and background skills. 

It also responds to pain points of staff and users 
wanting new learning opportunities -- without 
worrying about time to plan, or enough money to go.

The goal? For adventures to renew relationships, and 
spark an interest or passion.

Characteristics:

 - First times: something new to both adventurers 
Free: No cost to users (covered by KEA)

 - Pre-planned: No planning required
 - Externally facilitated: Run by host business/org

During prototyping:  staff and persons served 
expressed appreciation and excitement toward KEA. 
It brought out different emotions (e.g. enjoyment) 
and created a spirit of acknowledgment of their pain 
points and challenges. For Simcoe: responding to 
the lack of time they have to prep for their “learning 
opportunities” that they’re required to facilitate. 
For Salisbury: responding to the perceived lack of 
resources to do new things.

For one staff, the ceramics course brought back 
forgotten childhood memories! Once she felt the clay 
turning in her hands, she remembered the feeling of 
making pottery when she was a kid. 

A person served had her first encounter with a rat at 
the animal shelter. She had a great connection, was a 
natural in caring for the rat, and excited to discover 
this bond. She was curious about a future pet rat!

These experiences show that participants were 
excited and able to be co-adventurers, because it was 
something outside of their routine, and it was new to 
them and/or something they wanted to try.

After party
After a KEA adventure, it’s time for a party to swap experiences 
to see if we addressed the pain points by coupling adventures and 
mission shifts. We want to make space to learn what worked well, 
what didn’t, what can we iterate?

The party has two parts: 
1. Have people who went on the adventure put up pictures and 
annotate with captions and rate. Important to make it clear to staff 
to reflect on their own experience.  
2. Bring in participants from the broader program to talk about the 
photos and managers experience back at the program.

Characteristics:

 - Rank and Rate: Time to get feedback on the adventures
 - Visual and Interactive:  Digital and printed photos are the key to 

conversation 4.

3.
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one week later...

The experience, step-by-step

Intention: break down silos and create new 
relationships between staff and people-
served that don’t typically work together.

Touchpoints: 
• Brochures 
• Adventure board with invite keys 
• team shirts

Intention: remove logistical barriers by 
working out schedules, keeping adventures 
close to home base, and covering costs.

Touchpoints: 
•  Status board 
•  Confirmation

Sign-up
KEA shows up at day programs. Persons served & 
staff receive a KEA key to sign up to an adventure. 

“I chose pottery, and  it got unlocked when three 
of us signed up!”

Invite
When an adventure is confirmed, the 
people who booked receive an invite.

“Oooh, for me?!”

Before the adventure day

one week prior.a few weeks prior.

AUG

Schedule 
Kea crew connects with a 
manager to book their 3-hr 
Mission for the month.

Orientate
Managers then receive an 
orientation to ensure they 
know the needs of the people 
they’ll support.

The following journey displays the interactions staff and end users have with KEA, and the 
interactions managers and staff have with Mission Shift. For the service to be coherent and 
impactful, both sets of interactions have to be in concert with one another. 

Sign-up

Intention:  remove logistical barriers by working out schedules between staff & people served and managers/ supervisors.
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8:45am 10:00am - 1:00pm 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Intention: KEA shifts roles from staff 
and people-served to co-learners. 
The pack help to get in the mindset.

Touchpoints: 
• Swag bag

Touchpoints: 
• Mission shift pack 
• Pledge

Touchpoints: 
• ‘Kelp’ rating board 
• Kinstagram photo board

Touchpoints: 
• reflection props

Intention: Adventures are small 
and intimate events to enable 
quality peer-to-peer interactions.

Touchpoints: 
• Smartphone for pictures 
• Adventure location

Intention: KEA wants staff to feel 
appreciated, and to use relief time 
to collaborate with management.

Touchpoints: 
• ‘Kelp’ rating board 
• Kinstagram photo board

Get the pack
Before going out partici-
pants receive a bag with 
information and a camera.

Go on adventure
Adventures are community activities 
open to all. Staff and person-served both 
participate in the activity as learners.

“We all got to make our own mugs and 
learn how to use the pottery wheel!”

After party & Rate
After the adventure there’s an event at the 
program. Photos are shared on a photo board.

“We told the stories of our trip to everyone at 
our program. We got to rate our adventure.” 

KEA adventure day

10:00 am - 1:00pm

Get the pack
Managers receive a pack to 
reinforce learning & curiosity.  
They are invited to sign a 
pledge around the intention of 
the shift.

Shift time
During Mission Shift, managers 
embody their new role and take time 
to observe what is happening. 

After party
As participant adventurers 
come back, people in the 
program gather to hear about 
their experience.

Reflect
After people leave, the KEA 
crew invites participants to 
talk about their experiences 
and human moments.

Intention: Mission Shift creates meaningful moments and interactions between people (persons served, staff and managers) on more equal ground. 
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How KEA creates change

Going on a 
co-learning 
adventure

After Party!  
+ Rating

Access: Persons served engage in activities 
that are atypical of day programs and we 
removed barriers to getting them there.

Mutuality: Role swap in which manager 
step into the role of staff and have a 
more open basis for communication.

Expectations: Staff are given permission 
to be in a student role instead of a care-
taking role. They don’t have to know all 
the answers or facilitate learning. 

Agency & control: Staff choose 
what they want to learn and try.

Shared experience: Managers 
experience the frontlines and walk in the 
shoes of staff. Managers and staff have 
shared moments doing the same thing.

Interdependence  
(person served):

Persons served feel less ‘served’ 
by staff and more in a symbiotic 
relationship. They are leaving the 
building to interact with community, 
and are engaging on their own 
terms. They ask less for permission.

Greater Solidarity 
(managers):

Managers and staff see each other as 
part of the same team, experiencing 
similar things. Managers are saying: 
“I found it was difficult when…” 

Greater Equity 
(staff):

Staff are feeling more on equal 
footing with persons served and 
managers. They see their role in 
terms of doing with, not for, and they 
see themselves and person served as 
capable learners. They are less afraid 
of getting in trouble, and see that 
community is accessible, hospitable 
and wants to engage with people with 
disabilities. 

The Theory of Change diagram below shows 
how KEA’s designed interactions are linked to 
our desired outcomes. A part of this theory is 
tested during prototyping. 

OUTCOME: a desired result of KEA  
INTERACTION:  a core activity of KEA 
DETERMINANT:  how an interaction links to an 
outcome by shaping people's motivations, 
capabilities, or opportunities for change. 

INTERACTION DETERMINANT OUTCOME

Managers  
relieve staff on  
Mission Shift

Choosing an  
adventure you 
personally 
want 

Going on a 
co-learning 
adventure
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4) Reflection:  
Learnings from the crews

Written by crews
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posAbilities’ guided reflection

We realised that our core mission, outside of 
spreading the solution (Meraki), is shifting 
culture in our agency. We recognize the next 
practice Grounded Space is all about, and how 
big a shift that is from how things work today. 
One of our most significant leanings is about 
what actually makes up our organizational 
culture. And that even when we’ve finally 
shifted, there will always be a next shift to 
make… So it’s never ending. 

There’s lots of routine to disrupt, and there 
are plenty of people who like those routines. 
This will need continued nudging through 
many interventions such as Meraki. We have 
met real champions in the agency for next 
practice -- and, for many others, there’s a 

rub: “Do we really need to figure out what’s 
next if what we do is already best?”

So we introduce Meraki, at least for now, as a 
lightly disruptive experience. We’re trying to 
help people make the leap to the new world, 
without it being so scary. We want to hold 
hands and guide people over the edge. 

When we tested Meraki boxes in one of our 
day programs, someone called the sushi they 
made “a beautiful disaster.” We think that’s 
exactly right! They had a new experience and 
took something away, even if it didn’t go to 
plan. We continue to identify early adopters, 
willing to try something new, who are the 
culture shifters. We also want to be really 
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intentional about the origins and intentions of 
Meraki. We see Meraki as just one tool to move 
us towards a culture more comfortable with 
experimentation and colouring outside of the 
lines.  

Questions we still have:
•   Asking people to do things differently is 

hard, and people like to do what they know 
and think is required. Could and should we 
make this more comfortable?

•   How embedded and peer-led can we really 
be when power & hierarchy is a reality?

•   What will it take to keep us going, even 
when things fall flat? There have been 
so many things that didn’t succeed in 
Grounded Space such as our first kick-off 

event during the December holidays. Yet, 
we’ve kept trying. Why? What does that 
say about our motivation, and how do we 
unlock that for more people?  

Interestingly, the pain point behind Meraki 
is that staff feel they have ideas, and are 
motivated to try new things, but don’t have 
the power or opportunities to do so. We found 
several other pain points in the research. There 
is enthusiasm to address those. The question is: 
where to next?

If we had to summarize what we have 
learned for sure, it’s that 2030 is only 12 
years from now, and we want the future to 
be different than today.
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Just roll with it
Written by Kavita 

It was Sunday evening and almost time for dinner. Mary, 
the evening staff, was waiting for Pam, the other staff, to 
come back home from her outing with one of the residents. 
They were planning to Sushi Meraki box that evening. Staff 
had made the rice the previous day and another staff had 
gone grocery shopping with Mike. 

Were the residents of the house interested in making sushi? 
Not particularly, but they were curious and wanted to be 
around to see how it would play out. 

Had the staff ever made sushi? One said: “Never!! Who ever 
makes sushi? If you want sushi, you just go get it!” 

They were nervous and anxious as they followed the 
instructions on the Meraki box. The mat to roll sushi, 
vinegar, and chopsticks were all included in the box. With 
a tight time crunch and people hungry, everyone thought 
they were on their way to sushi land. All the while, the 
residents were examining the items in the box and on the 
table…. They weren’t the usual ingredients.

One hour later... did they have sushi or something that 
resembled sushi…? No! But they all had a good laugh. A 
staff member said, “It was a beautiful disaster.” Everyone 
ate what looked like “sushi from the war zone.” More 
laughter followed, and surprisingly, staff reported that “the 
residents all gave kudos to our efforts.” 
 
What is their advice to others? Would they recommend 
Meraki?  They said, “Yes, do it... you may like it but just don’t 
sweat it!!”
 
Breaking out of routines and stepping out of 
comfort zones is not easy. But when you do, you 
redefine To-Do tasks into Ta-Da moments and create 
opportunities for discovery, laughter and learning. 
That’s the Meraki experience.
 

posAbilities’ individual reflections

Sarah Schulman, 12:55 AM Sep 25 
This is an amazing quote - and should be 
the title of the story!

Gord Tulloch, 8:35 PM Sep 25 
Agree. I love it.
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What happens next?
Written by Irene 

(Draft -- the idea is that the story is from the point 
of view of an Embedded researcher still in thought)                                                                                                                                         
                                            
At this point in the Grounded Space journey, when I am in 
a state of reflection after a sprint with my Grounded Space 
teammates, a question comes to mind: What happens next? 
And what if nothing happens? What if all the hard work 
was for nothing? Is it a huge waste of time and money? Do 
we have a great solution that will unfortunately never be 
utilized? I am feeling in limbo while waiting for the moment 
in the future when things will change. Here we are trying 
to promote experimental behaviour, while at the same time 
lacking control over the outcome. 

Harsh critics may legitimately ask all these questions. 
These questions also reflect my internal dialogue and self 
doubt. Then, there is the ultimate question I have heard 
many times while trying to explain Grounded Space to my 
colleagues in day programs: what’s the point of it all?

There are no straight answers. Even if nothing more 
happens with our solution, my more optimistic side can say 
that some changes have already happened: words such as  
“change,” “breaking the routine” and “trying new things” 
are said and heard more often by staff; and doing research 
and prototyping in the field had impact in the programs 
and amongst management. 

I learned things we cannot unlearn. The journey was a 
force that impacted different layers of the agency, and I do 
think we caused a ripple in a big pond. And then there’s my 
many personal experiences on how to see and do things 
differently, how to ... (unfinished).

 

Melanie Camman, 2:33 AM Oct 6 
I really like the premise of this story, I 
would like to see it complete and flushed 
out a bit more, the voice of our inner 
critics countered by the voice of vision for 
the future. Irena please keep writing this 
one. Lets add and edit this one so it gets to 
a completed stage.

Gord Tulloch, 8:34 PM Sep 25  
I think changing the things we talk about 
can change everything. It presents new 
perspectives, possibilities and can bring 
about new kinds of vision and common 
will.

Sarah Schulman, 1:06 AM Sep 30 
Legitimate questions. One of the reasons 
we started Grounded Space was to put 
less focus on the solution, and more on 
the cultural conditions that give rise to 
solutions. So I wonder what has happened 
around that - I see a lot of promise, as an 
outsider, with the fact that the managers 
of the day programs were part of the cre-
ation process, the fact you grew your team 
during prototyping, the fact there was so 
much appetite for Meraki. What if the key 
to change is NOT getting so wedded to a 
single solution? But to the thinking that 
gives rise to new solutions.

Gord Tulloch, 8:31 PM Sep 30 
Great questions and conversation. I 
suspect that it will be difficult for an orga-
nization to NOT get wedded to solutions 
because that is its raison d’être. We are 
the mechanical engines that run solu-
tions. That said, I am curious about how 
to provoke a thirst for new solutions (not 
so much that we choke on them, which 
is quite possible as infants in this new 
space). Is the thinking that gives rise to 
new solutions compatible with the sort of 
thinking required to run them?
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Gord Tulloch, 8:19 PM Sep 25 
Our ambition is about changing interac-
tions that will have a cumulative effect 
on changing culture. I’m not sure we will 
change the culture of the world, but hope-
fully, of there immediate worlds of the 
people we support and our employees.

Peter Greenwood, 11:55 PM Sep 25 
By the end of this piece I felt like it was 
more of a call to action and rationale for 
the methods GS uses. I’m not sure if it 
works as well if I tailor it strictly to Meraki, 
maybe it does?

Boldly Going Where?
Written by Peter

Most stories have an arc, the characters are known, the 
conclusion is succinct and the audience goes home content 
with what just transpired. Most stories don’t leave out 
the middle part: the guts and glory; the high point of the 
arc; the zenith that a hero gracefully falls, rolls or climbs 
down. The middle of the story is what really matters. The 
middle is where all the learning, growth and excitement 
happens. Yet, here I am, with a beginning and an ending, 
but no middle. So maybe this isn’t a story?  Maybe this is a 
call to arms: a glimpse of a dream we believe must become 
reality. 

It is the year 2018 and a year of research and development 
within posAbilities is coming to an inflection point. It is 
not the conclusion of our work, but this rendition and the 
partnership with InWithForward will take new forms.  So 
as much as this is a kind-of ending, we all know it is really 
just the beginning.

We were tasked with discovering the grounds for 
experimentation within posAbilities.  We spent months 
observing and interviewing staff and end users in 
multiple programs.  We grouped our findings to discover 
commonalities and sought out sweet spots where we 
could test new ways of thinking, doing and being.  We fell 
flat sometimes, had our hopes dashed, and started from 
scratch over and over again. Yet, we remained committed 
and with hard work ended up with a solution we call, 
Meraki Experiences.  It is a new method for shifting not just 
the culture of posAbilities, but the culture of the world.
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Gord Tulloch, 8:16 PM Sep 25 
I think, because we have a vision for 2030, 
and some new learning/competencies/
ideas for getting there, but we haven’t got-
ten into the thick of it yet. It’s an interest-
ing approach. This would need to be a little 
more tightened up. The beginning is the 
story of Fifth Space and Grounded Space, 
the end of the story will hopefully be a 
brave new world in 2030. But the writing 
of the middle piece has yet to happen.

Peter Greenwood, 11:53 PM Sep 25 
This is definitely in rough draft form, its in 
my head, but I haven’t completely nailed 
it down on paper. To me the middle of 
the story is the research, the unearthing, 
finding the diamond on the rough and to 
find that we must release all our assump-
tions and be truly open to what we find. 
Also trying to get at the point that the 
only way we can create the new world is 
through a new route, through new learn-
ings and new ways of thinking. Once this 
is hammered out it could be a good tool in 
explaining why we are using the methods 
we are using and explain why we are com-
fortable with the fact that we don’t know 
exactly what we are doing.

Maybe this isn’t even the beginning of the story; it 
may just be the prologue.

So there you have it: the beginning of the story. 
This is supposed to be the middle of the story…. 
only there’s nothing here because it hasn’t been 
written, it hasn’t happened yet, and we refuse to 
assume or even speculate what it will look like once 
it does happen.  This brings me to the most essential 
requirement of doing the hard work of research and 
development (R&D): you must forget what you’ve 
done in the past; you must assume nothing and be 
comfortable with diving into the unknown. We have 
exhausted the iterations of disability services and 
supports we can provide based on what we already 
know to be true. This leaves us with no choice but to 
find a new approach, if we are going to achieve our 
mission of all people living deep, meaningful and 
thriving lives.  

We are now at the end of our story. It is the year 
2030 and we’ve taken bold step after bold step 
into the unknown.  We’ve found, designed and 
implemented things we never could have imagined 
and shifted our reality to be closer to the dream 
of trampolines, not just safety nets. We had our 
beginning and are living our end. We co-wrote our 
middle. 

Sarah Schulman, 1:03 AM Sep 25 
Why is there nothing in the middle? Is it 
because you need more time to let things 
develop, because that’s the trick that the 
middle always has to be re-developed, 
rather than preset? 
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BACI’s Guided reflection

We found this guided reflection a good 
way to see our journey and the key 
learning points and break points. We 
mapped them in chronological order and 
on Susan Mitchie’s behavioural change 
wheel. Let’s use the latter to summarize.

Motivation 
A pivotal moment came with making the  
diorama of 2030 and the ‘Brave New World’ 
showcasing the next practice we wanted to 
see. Our diorama (made very quickly, in 20 
minutes) was about everyone being equal, 
people not having roles and exchanging 
ideas. But the ethnographic research we did 
was all about power dynamics and staff not 
being heard/ listened to. We felt pressure 
to respond to what we learned from the 
research -- and the disconnection with the 
future displayed in the diorama felt way 
too big to close. We felt stuck in forcing a 
connection between the two. 

Eventually we made the decision to address 

the research pain points. It didn’t sit well 
with our team to propose a next practice 
when we still needed to get to best practice. 
We were afraid to propose an idea that 
someone might say, “Are you fucking kidding  
me?” But if you don’t have anyone saying 
anything it’s hard to know where to go...

Capability
We found that it takes a huge 
communication effort to maintain our big 
Grounded Space team. At one point, there 
was lots of discussion, but far less action. 
Booking off time for sprints was another 
challenge. As people were often not there, 
we had to figure out how to deal with people 
coming in and going. We managed to re-
frame this as a useful prompt, rather than 
annoying problem.  It made us make an 
effort to recap decisions and explain our 
shifts in thinking, so others could join.

With big teams, ideas can get watered down 
and become everything and nothing...“yes 
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and..” Sometimes we had the feeling that our  
team wanted to go to another direction than 
IWF.

Opportunity
On the one hand, we have time allotted and 
have been given the space by our Executive 
Directors to participate in Grounded Space. 
They have backed-off and did not control the 
process. On the other hand, we didn’t know 
the vision of the Executive Directors. We felt, 
at times, we did not have a clear North Star.
We developed four clear Mission possibles 

(or opportunities). Scout was a go-to person 
for staff and end users, who could solve 
problems and link you to things to do. The 
challenge with Scout was that we were 
trying to solve too many problems with 
a single intervention and did not have a 
shared/clear vision. Ultimately, we killed 
Scout. We couldn’t reach a consensus 
on what it was. After taking a break to 
recharge, our team took the initiative to go 
back into idea generation. We came up with 
a new idea that has felt more doable and 
right to prototype. 
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Kinsight’s individual reflections

Story 1
Written by Julian and Michelle
 
Once upon a time, there was a team of five people on a 
series of quests. The base for these quests was centered on 
finding the grounds for experimentation, but was plagued 
with questions and concerns about feasibility. The team 
began their mission by searching for where the grounds for 
experimentation are within the realm of Kinsight’s Com-
munity Inclusion Program. What they soon came across, 
but didn’t put a name to it until much later was….. The Fea-
sibility Trap. This was a treacherous trap, but one that the 
team knew could be overcome. Time and time again, as the 
team moved forward on their quests, they came across this 
horrifying monster, which we soon learned was an alien 
(after all, we are in space…).  The Alien Monster did rear 
his head very early on in the journey in minor ways, but his 
first prominent showing was shortly after the beginning of 
the design process.  
 
The First Encounter

The first quest was to collect data about experimental 
behaviour in day programs so the team decided to have 
conversations with staff from Community Inclusion Land. 
When scheduling these conversations, your heroes got 
their first glimpse of the evil eyes of the Alien Monster that 
is the Feasibility Trap. For staff are scarce in Community 
Inclusion Land, and so the heroes had to step in and 
become temporary stewards of Community Inclusion land 
for the conversations to take place. As your heroes were 
scrambling to figure out and align their schedules, they 
could always hear the evil laugh of the Feasibility Trap 
cackling in the back of their minds.  
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Feasibility Trap from Within

The team chose to accept the second quest, which involved trans-
lating the data found into missions alongside the people of Commu-
nity Inclusion Land. These missions, seemingly workable on paper, 
brought to light some constraints that were reflective of the Feasibil-
ity Monster from within the team. Your heroes had to reflect on the 
design principles of each potential mission. From there they realized 
that these missions could only go forward if the people of Community 
Inclusion Land took interest. At this point, the heroes decided to push 
forward and silence the Feasibility Alien Monster from within by dis-
playing the missions regardless of their Alien Monster narrative. 
 
The People of Community Inclusion Land Speak!

A mission was set, and all the peoples of all the lands called it KEA. 
Such a mission allowed the people of Community Inclusion Land to 
go out on adventures and learn new and exciting skills and trades. At 
first glance, this mission’s flaws were hard to identify. But upon closer 
inspection it was clear that The Feasibility Alien Monster infiltrated 
the heroes’ plans. Much like the previous mission, your heroes had to 
come up with a way in which the people could go on these adventures 
while still maintaining an adequately staffed garrison for Community 
Inclusion Land. It was at this moment that your heroes developed and 
created Mission Shift. The team believed that Mission Shift was what 
would solve this particular feasibility challenge, but they soon came 
to learn, the Feasibility Alien continue to lurk in the shadows. 
 

Sarah Schulman, 1:00 AM Sep 25 
I am curious about positioning yourselves 
as heroes. How do you think that might 
be perceived? Are you heroes -- or is it 
the staff and end users who were brave 
enough to take part in the prototypes?
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ARE WE THERE YET?  Who Cares!
Written by Krista and Angela
 
Opening Scene: The Grounded Space crew 
are at a crew huddle in our Space Station 
hovered over a giant schedule. Half are 
frantically shaking their heads, while the 
other half are busy writing emails. We 
are trying to schedule our next two KEA 
adventures before the InWithForward 
envelope of safety implodes.
 
Narrator:  Maybe Snoop Dogg? 
[Zoom in on each crew member]
 
“Meet Julian - aka Jules, aka The Barrier 
King! When it comes to feasibility, he’s the 
one that can point out how things can go 
wrong from a mile away.”
 
“Meet Michelle - aka KeaKea from the SIX”
 
“Meet Angela - aka The Crafter, The Snacker, 
The Coffee Fetcher.”
 
“Meet Krista - aka Purple Ninja.”
 
“Meet Gareth - aka Our Voice of Reason.”
 
Where are we!? How did we get here!?  (Flash-
back bubble…..)
 
Coming into Grounded Space, we thought 
that it would be a quick and easy task…. boy, 
were we wrong! We assumed we would be 
starting off with a couple target areas; but 
soon realized that this was going to be a 
much bigger undertaking. We thought this 
would be easy - having conversations with 
staff, coming up with a brilliant idea, and 

solving all the world’s problems - once again, 
oh yes, we were wrong.
 
Intensive crash course in ethnographic 
research… do you know what 
anthropologists do?  Yeah, we didn’t either. 
But we learned it… kind of… something 
about lenses, asking questions, and contexts.  
Seems like something that occurred long 
long ago - just a hazy memory now…  We 
had some intimate conversations, got some 
hard to digest information - even with the 
probiotics, we weren’t able to minimize the 
impact that these conversations had on us.
 
We initially had our sights set on staff, but 
with a persistent knock at our door, we 
had no choice but to look at the people we 
serve too. This inevitably led us to look at 
managers and community members as 
well and how we can strengthen all of those 
relationships. That is where KEA and Mission 
Shift was born. 
 
Our hopes for change and innovation do not 
end here…. It has only just begun and we 
have many more volcanoes to shake up and 
disrupt.
 
The journey never ends; but we’ve developed 
some pretty cool attractions along the way!  
We may not know what the destination is.
 We are working on disruptive innovations….
There has been a lot of change…
This whole process has been an experiment…
 
How fun is the vehicle you are using to get 
there? What is the vehicle propelling us to?  
What is the best vehicle to get there?

Kinsight Kinsight, 10:39 PM Sep 24 
clearly the title

Sarah Schulman, 12:48 AM Sep 25 
Love the honesty - what kind of impact did 
they have on you? Can you be more specif-
ic and emotive? What did these conversa-
tions change for you - in terms of how you 
saw things before vs. after?
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Starting from the bottom: A rebirth story
Written by Gareth
 

In our quest from best to next practice, we’ve discovered that the 
path wasn’t just about developing a new service or intervention, 
but is founded on the quality of relationships and shared small 
moments. 

We started with a big ambition to reclaim the path of our original 
founders (families), yet we knew little about where to start. But we 
did know that we needed to start from a different place. A place 
where the people we serve and the staff who support them occupy a 
more equal space on a daily basis.

We stumbled and we slipped as we began to find our way. It started 
out with the staff survey and a goal of returning 100 responses by 
December. While the response was disappointing -- only 36 com-
pleted -- it was an early indication of our own hubris and faith in 
tools to help us. Next, we ran interviews with staff and bumped into 
scheduling and staffing challenges. Yet we drove forward trusting 
each other and not wanting to let each other down.

In our playback ,where research findings were shared, there was 
some push back and some things that were tough to hear. Yet we 
carried on into prototyping. We had the challenge of finding the 
sweet spot of an idea that would bring value to all: the people we 
serve, staff, managers and the community. Yet we drove on…

With each test, we got closer to our aim of creating new 
relationships within and without Kinsight. These are relationships 
built on curiosity, honesty and reciprocity. 

And they were the relationships that were built throughout Ground-
ed Space. And they are the relationships that need to exist to get us 
to next practice. 

These are the foundations to building a new way of interacting so 
that it’s less about roles of staff, persons served and community, but 
more just about community. This is the way our founders saw the 
world. 

Sarah Schulman, 12:40 AM Sep 25 
What was the path of your original 
founders?

Sarah Schulman, 12:44 AM Sep 25 
I wonder if we want to use the word push 
back., or perhaps a statement like: there 
were some concerns about whether what 
we heard from staff and end users was 
‘the’ truth - with a big T. We hit up against 
this idea that there is a singular truth 
and implicit mistrust in what the other 
says. Sometimes, it was hard for people 
to listen to things they already considered 
to be false, biased, or untrue to their own 
experiences.

Sarah Schulman, 12:45 AM Sep 25 
For example, xxx… the rats …. (Would 
be nice to move from a lovely abstract 
statement to a concrete story that 
demonstrates what those relationships 
are about … I imagine many people might 
argue that relationships already exist, so 
what’s different about the relationships 
you’ve tried to build, to what ends…?

Sarah Schulman, 12:45 AM Sep 25 
Love both stories Team Kea! My biggest 
question as a reader what’s the moral 
of the story? The honoring your origin 
story has a clearer point to grasp, that it’s 
all about relationships … But still could 
be strengthened … What am I to take 
away?The so what factor? Did you just 
do all of this work, and conclude it can’t 
be done, or you’ve done all this work, and 
gained glimpses of things, what will you 
continue to nurture, what is important to 
continue, what cannot be forgotten, etc.?
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“It has definitely been a struggle trying to balance 
Supported Child Development work and Grounded Space 

work, but with the right time and space to learn and engage 
in this work, amazing things were done!  I have learned 
so much about the importance of ethnographic research 

and how to do it.  I have enjoyed spending time at the 
Community Inclusion Programs and getting to know the 

wonderful staff and individuals there.  I am looking forward 
to working on our next mission and to see what other 

adventures are to come!”
~ Angela Kim,  

Kinsight Embedded Researcher  

“Having worked in the Community Inclusion program for 
some time, the Grounded Space Research we Embedded 

Researchers have done is very important to me. The process 
of undertaking this research, albeit new, was work that 

brought me back to the work site of my former role. Having 
the opportunity to engage in conversation with my previous 

colleagues was extremely interesting, as it provided them 
with a space for them to share their experience working in 

Community Inclusion with me.

~ Julian Avelino, 
Kinsight Embedded Researcher  

“Curiosity, excitement, challenging, engaging , are some 
words that can describe my Grounded Space experience. 

It’s been an interesting process and I am beginning 
to make connections to the work I do with Supported 

Child Development. I have enjoyed spending time at the 
Community Inclusion Programs as well as having the 
opportunity to hangout with the staff and individuals. 
I am looking forward to what this has in store for the 

future of Kinsight!”

~ Michelle Mastrandrea, 
Kinsight Embedded Researcher  
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So, what do we make of it all?

We set-up Grounded Space as a prototype: 
How could we build social service capacity to 
experiment with and re-invent the future? 

Over the past 18 months, we have tested 
the desirability, feasibility and impact of 
Grounded Space, making multiple iterations 
to the journey map, the framing, the roles, 
the methods and the pacing. 

Our conclusion? Yes, it is possible to build 
social service capacity to experiment -- 
the question is, for what? Our intent was 
to create a model that brought together 
ends and means; that positioned Research 
& Development as a means to a bigger 
end: a future welfare state predicated on 
human flourishing. And yet, all too quickly, 
bringing R&D into organizations became our 
focus. Frustrated by the lack of stickiness 
of prior innovations, we sought to identify 
the organizational conditions for solutions 
to take root and grow. But by taking the 
organization as our primary setting, and 
using an overly structured set of modules 
& tools to understand organizational 
dynamics, we found ourselves entrenched in 
the very systems, processes and protocols we 
were seeking to re-imagine. 

Rather than spend time with the end users 
of the welfare state, in their contexts, the 
R&D teams we curated spent most of their 
time with frontline staff, inside of their 
organizations. That meant that most of 
the intelligence and insights centred on 
organizational tensions: on managerial pain 
points and administrative opportunities. 
It’s not that this isn’t a fruitful space for 
innovation. There is plenty to be done to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of human resourcing, service delivery, 
accountability and funding regimes. And 
yet, by taking the managerial paradigm as 
a given and operating within its purview, we 

weren’t able to gain enough critical distance 
to come up with future practice underpinned 
by alternative assumptions and values. We 
weren’t able to fully occupy that transitional 
space between best and next practice. 

The space between

The history of the community living sector 
offers us a compelling reminder for why we 
need transitional space. For well over one-
hundred years, until its end in the 1970s-90s, 
institutions were best practice. Doctors 
encouraged families to institutionalize their 
sons and daughters born with significant 
disabilities. By centralizing expertise in one 
place, the thinking was people would receive 
the most advanced care and support. Over 
time, not only was that premise questioned, 
but we understood its consequences: 
isolation, stigma, and in too many cases, 
great harm and abuse. Families began to 
organize, and use their lived experiences 
to demand the closure of institutions. They 
wanted their children living at home, within 
communities, supported to learn, play and 
grow alongside their peers. They set up 
associations and groups to pool resources 
and create alternative models. And yet, 
some of the same logics were imported 
over -- as staff migrated from the big 
institutions to smaller group homes and day 
programs. Without a transitional window 
to invest in best to next practice, when the 
environment suddenly shifted, there wasn’t 
a robust alternative system ready to go. 
The ambitions of families, in some cases, 
was stymied by the persistence of limiting 
narratives of risk and safety, vulnerability 
and protection. 

Grounded Space, we hoped, could occupy 
the space between here and there: it could 
be where we tested and iterated models 
based on different logics, in advance 
of environmental shifts, and not just in 
the disability sector, but in the broader 

InWithForward’s key learnings
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social sector. Building a future predicated 
on different truths than the present is 
understandably scary. It also doesn’t 
address real and urgent everyday pressures. 
That created a conflict with our choice of 
teams and locations. By choosing to situate 
Grounded Space within organizations, 
staff crews with organizational insiders, 
and listen to the experiences of its current 
stakeholders, we found ourselves compelled 
to solve things in the here and now. Indeed, 
Grounded Space crews got caught up in one 
of the dominant logics of the managerial 
paradigm: fixing problems versus opening 
up possibilities.

Accepting tension

Tension and ambiguity are antithetical to 
good management, and essential to good 
experimentation. Organizations create 
structures, organize people in hierarchies, 
establish reporting lines, put in place 
protocols and processes, and parcel out tasks 
in order to maximize compliance and align 
behaviours. 

Experimentation, on the other hand, is all 
about maximizing divergence. To discover 
the unknown, we must ask questions that 
depart from the current consensus, test 
hunches, fail, and try again. Trying to impose 
order on the messiness too soon thwarts 
distinct logics from surfacing-- and that’s 
what we need if we want to develop a future 
that doesn’t run like the present; that’s not 
just a slicker and digitized version of what 
we already do, but a fundamental rethink of 
our social contract.   

One of the more difficult days of Grounded 
Space was hearing a handful of managers 
from an organization reject the research 
findings of their Embedded Research crew. 
The crew had collected over 50 hours of 
interview and observational data with 
frontline workers, trying to hear their 
perspectives and see their day-to-day 

realities. The resulting themes did not 
reflect these managers’ valid perspectives 
and realities. The insights did not hold true 
for them. Rather than entertain the notion 
that both truths could reflect reality, the 
conversation focued on the inadequacy of 
the research methods and the limitations 
of the process. We got mired in a debate 
around legitimacy, which, not surprisingly, 
engendered defensiveness and skepticism. 
We inadvertently created more tension, and 
failed to create the conditions to hold the 
tension.

And that, perhaps, is our biggest lesson from 
Grounded Space, iteration #1: how to move 
from an “either/or” to a “yes, and” world. 
Operating in the present whilst re-imagining 
the future means embracing:

>order and disorder
>structure and emergence
>risk mitigation and risk taking
>planning and improvising
>controlling and letting go 
>resource allocation and opportunism 

We need both ends of the continuum. And 
we need to learn how to accept and get 
comfortable with polarities, rather than 
battle for one side over the other. We need 
to somehow rid ourselves of the managerial 
tendency to placate and streamline, and 
instead, toggle between two operating 
systems. To take an analogy, we need to be 
able to work in both a Mac and Windows 
world, without trying to make one look more 
like the other. Our two operating systems 
-- call them Present and Future -- have 
different functions, and maintaining those 
differences is not only OK, but necessary. 

Indeed, far too early in the Grounded 
Space journey, experimentation became an 
organizational change exercise. The way 
we developed modules and research tools 
exacerbated this tendency. It became about 
bringing this new way of working inside 
organizations, rather than allowing for two 
ways of working to co-exist. Much of crews 
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time went to communicating within their 
organizations, running events and showing 
up at meetings, before they had enough 
experimental practice to show -- before 
you could see and touch this alternative 
world of making, testing and iterating. 
Yes, we want to invite staff, end users and 
community members to dip their toes in 
the experimental waters, but first we must 
build the pond. We don’t need to reconcile 
the differences between the two opposing 
landscapes. We need to make both worlds 
inhabitable and purposeful. 

Along the way, there have been promising 
glimpses of not only making room, but 
embracing tension. Meraki is a small 

intervention to emerge from Grounded 
Space, but the content in the boxes (be it 
a sushi making kit or word games) can be 
subtly disruptive, introducing the idea of 
spontaneity and fortuity to a group home 
and day program context that is structured 
and routinized. Rather than try and smooth 
over the differences between the present 
and future operating systems, Meraki is 
unapologetically opening up a door for both 
to exist. 

We need more doors and more windows. Stay 
tuned for Grounded Space 2.0. 

  Desirability
• Why would an organization join? 

•  Can/how do we find organizations 
who want to take part?

•  Can/how do we find staff who want 
to do take part as crews?

•  How does organizational 
motivation shift over time?

  Impact 
•  What’s an organization's journey to grow 

capacity?  

•  Can crews do insightful enough research 
to drive change? 

•  Can we get to desired outcomes?  
What does it take?

•  How much dosage is required to see 
outcomes?

•  How does understanding conditions help? 

•  Can we see internal ownership and buy-in 
of the process? What does it take?

•  Can organizations actually hold space for 
bottom-up change?

   Feasibility 
•   How does the placement of the crew affect 

political and resourcing requirements?

•   How much organizational resource is required? 
How long can that be sustained?

•   How long does it take to get through the 
process? What’s the optimum length? Pace?

•  How much IWF resource is required?

•   What are the key support roles in Grounded 
Space? Can IWF staff do them?

•  Can do organizations handle the strain?

Questions we asked & 
answered with Grounded 
Space 1.0
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Desirability/ staff crews

•  Can/how do we find staff who want to do 
take part as crews?

The majority of Embedded Researchers 
(~75%) embraced the role; with about half 
of them expressing the desire to do more. 
They would like more time and permission to 
bring these methods into their every day.
Culture Curators had a mixed experience and 
expressed frustration with understanding 
the role. Asking managers and stewards 
of the existing system to hold space for 
disruption is not only emotionally hard, 
there also is no road map for how to do it 
well. Culture Curators who were abe to take 
part in the research & co-own the results 
fared better.

“I’m pretty certain InWithForward has 
helped me stumble upon my life’s work.” 
~ Peter, Embedded Researcher

“I never thought I could bring in my past 
experience in this way.” 
~ Matt, Embedded Researcher

“You have to fully emerge yourself in the 
research when you’re doing ethnography. 
It’s not 9 to 5 type of work. I wanted to keep 
doing it.” 
~ Shamair, Embedded Researcher
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Feasibility

•   How does placement of the crew affect 
political & resourcing requirements? 

We placed crews within the centre of 
their organizations, where they focused  
their research on staff pain points and 
organizational conditions. Protected by 
the creators and sustainers of the existing 
culture, we now realize we were unrealistic 
in expecting next practices to emerge.
Instead of embedding researchers inside 
organizations, going forward, we would like 
to embed researchers in community. We see 
organizations as one part of community.
We found it was hard for crews to come 
up with fresh ideas that both responded to 
immediate staff pain points and embraced 
elements of an alternative future when they 
were still so immersed in “fixing” present day 
problems.

•   How much organizational resource 
is required? How long can that be 
sustained?

Initially, we established a weekly rhythm 
with organizations, who committed to 
freeing-up 10-16 hrs per week of each 
Embedded Researcher’s time. In January 
2018, we pivoted to a sprint rhythm to 
address the lack of focus and intensity. This 
worked much better from a team dynamic 
perspective, but was much harder for senior 
managers to schedule and participate.

Prototype #1: Prototype #2:

Mon

Mon

Mon

Mon Mon

Mon

Tue Wed

Mon

Mon

•   How much InWithForward resource is 
required?

•   What are the key support roles in 
Grounded Space? Can InWithForward 
staff do them?

•  Can do organizations handle the strain? 
Internally, we created three new support 
roles. Relationship Managers guided the 
process, together with a Design Coach and 
a Social Science Coach, who taught their 
respective methods. Relationship Managers 
worked closely with Culture Curators, while 
Coaches worked closely with Embedded 
Researchers. 
We now think that it’s possible to com-
bine the Culture Curator and Relationship 
manager roles into one new position -- the 
Impact Producer -- sitting between the orga-
nization and Grounded Space. We also would 
like to shift the Coach from being a teacher 
to a fellow team member modeling (versus 
teaching) experimental behaviour. To do 
this, InWithForward needs about 14 days a 
month with each organization. With cohorts, 
InWithForward can make slightly more 
efficient use of staff. In sprints, both Design 
& Social Science Coaches are needed and can 
support several crews at once.

•   How long does it take to get through the 
process? What’s the optimum length? 
Pace?

It has taken 12-15 months for the initial four 
organizations to move from Deep Dive Set-
up to Grounding. These four organizations 
skipped the Quick Dive. The first stages 
felt slow. Crews spent months introducing 
themselves and doing research before 
making and testing interventions. That’s 
meant we haven’t had enough concentrated 
time to support the slower and more diffuse 
Grounding stage. If we continue the rhythm 
of monthly sprints, 15 months is short. To 
get to independently running crews, a better 
length might be 18-20 months.
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Understanding humans: 
Defenately with some 
Grounded Space members, 
where leadership is rethink-
ing boundaries between 
activities.

Understanding humans: 
We have not made the link 
clear enough

Research: No data to 
indicate.

Mindset:  EDs have used 
and re-used with boards 
to raise visibility of the 
possibility of a different way 
of working.

Mindset: While we 
increased people’s notion of 
positive deviants, there is 
still room to go into tapping 
into that resource base.

Eco-system:  We’ve not ac-
complished this.

Eco-system: idem

 Eco-system: A number of 
people have met through 
our events.

Eco-system:  We engaged 
with cross sector group 
of people, but there it was 
more InWithForward 
sending than two-way 
sharing.

Eco-system: We met two 
funders that we (as of 
November 2018) have 
worked with on Grounded 
Data projects (similar to 
the Quick Dive stage. We 
continue conversations 
with existing funders.

1. Open Events

1.1 1.1

1.2 2.2

1.3 2.3

1.4 2.4

1.5

2.6

2.5

2. Quick Dive
Eco-system: We have 
received funding for future 
Quick Dives. 

Organizational change: 
no, storytelling is seen 
as a marketing tool and 
sometimes treated with 
suspicion. Not spomething 
that’s used to advantage.

3. Deep Dive Set-up
Mindset: Provincial funder 
has allowed flexible use of 
budgets to allow staff to 
participate

Mindset:  This is still difficult 
to articulate.

 Research: Crews haven’t 
always been able to draw on 
research.

Organizational change: 
Absolutely not. it has been 
difficult to find connection 
between the two and artic-
ulate it.

Organizational change: 
This is happeninging 
in about half of the 
organizations, best example 
being an ER freed up from 
frontline work to support 
social R&D efforts

Mindset: While CEOs have 
ncourages staff, we hit 
more road blacks with 
mid-leel managers.

Understanding humans: 
People are engaging more in 
this then they have before. 
This is happening ore in the 
Deep Dive.
      

Understanding humans: 
There was reflective space 
that people have used to 
think about this.

Team practice: Three out of 
four crews have set up and 
used fit for purpose spaces.

Design:  Yes, albeit in a 
different stage - Make & 
Test -  to design their own 
intervention.

Team practice: Embedded 
Researchers led one kick-
off event and later would 
do more events in their 
organization.  

2.1 2.7

3.2 3.8

3.3 3.9

3.4 3.10

3.6

3.5 3.11

3.1 3.7

Outcomes for each stage of Grounded Space, colour coded by how far we got:

Quite far Half way Not really

How far did we get towards our desired outcomes?
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Organizational change: 
Leadership & Staff crew (Cul-
ture Curators) have identified 
barriers to implementation. 
But they are not yet building 
research and design sprints 
into their yearly cycles. 

Organizational change: 
We didn’t get to implement 
any of the concepts yet.

 Mindset: Most of the Staff 
crews have continued to 
feeluncomfortable not 
knowing what solutions 
will look like, or not having 
a definitive plan. They 
don’t have examples of 
alternative ways to project 
manage. 

Mindset: It’s been hard to 
gauge which opportunity 
areas resonated most with 
people. This has been more 
stronger through the pro-
totyping, where they could 
experience a new idea. 

Mindset: Crews: yes. Lead-
ership didn’t get involved at 
this level.

Organizational change: 
Roughly half of the crews 
were embracing not knowing 
and being vulnerable. 
Leadership had less of an 
opportunity

Team practice:  Staff feel 
listened to; families and 
individuals likely not, as 
we didn’t do enough user 
research with them.

4. Deep Dive

Research: Crews have 
used and visualized data to 
support making sense of the 
research.

Understanding humans: 
Through gap analysis, 
embedded researchers 
came to ideas and 
opportunities, and leanrt to 
look in this way

Research: Yes, albeit more 
through the prototyping 
with multiple user groups in 
the Make & Test stage.

Design:  All crews have 
shared back their findings 
through a playback event 
and posters. 

Design:  Crews have used 
the conditions framework 
for analysis and to generate 
opportunity areas.

Design: Staff crews started 
to make tools for the User 
sprint. They did design and 
produce research tools 
but there was little time to 
iterate and reflect on the 
design.

 Team practice: Staff crews 
have set up a rhythm that 
many are continuing. 

Team practice:  Staff crews 
have not felt very confident 
in their role as researcher, 
and the identified experi-
mental practices were small.

6. Grounding

Research: Most staff 
crews are identifying 
implementation factors 
like staff roles, protocols, 
systems, and processes. 

Organizational change: 
We are having conversa-
tions with funders to shift 
their usual practices to 
accommodate – or at least 
not shut down –fledgling 
models.
      

Organizational change: 
Staff crews have made a 
business case for the new 
interventions, but haven’t 
given much thought to the 
right model of spread for 
their interventions.

Organizational change: 
Leadership of at least two 
member organizations 
have cordoned off ongoing 
rsources to support the 
work.

Organizational change: 
Some staff crews (Culture 
Curators) are stewarding 
fledgling inventions and are 
encouraging co-creation with 
staff/users.

Design: Staff crews don’t 
have frameworks to think 
about fidelity, but they have 
codified interactions and 
the identionality if them.

Team practice: Staff crews 
have captured the intention-
ality behind their designs 
through logic models. Lead-
ership is not yet weaving 
the new solutions into their 
broader narrative.

Understanding humans: 
No data about this: staff 
crews are aware of different 
measurement traditions, 
and try out metrics aligning 
with their values and phi-
losophy. They use multiple 
modalities. They set-up 
feedback loops. 

Design: Some staff crews 
continue to make organi-
zation (not system)-facing 
touchpoints as needed. 
They see implementation 
as a part of a research & 
design process, and con-
tinue to take a prototyping 
approach. 

5. Make & Test

Organizational change: 
Ideas were operationalised 
mainly in the Grounding 
stage. In this stage many 
aspects have been tested 
and explored.

Organizational change: 
Leadership have held the 
space for risk and failure, 
for example during sharing 
events. They have not been 
able to communicate the 
value of iterations. 
      

Eco-system: Staff crews 
have leveraged the 
InWithForward resources 
for design to make their 
prototypes happen.

Organizational change: 
With some of the members 
this has certainly happened, 
as leaders are connecting 
with funders to progress 
some of the concepts coming 
out of the journey.

Design: With help, staff 
crews have visualized ideas 
to test. They have seen ideas 
as journeys with frontstage & 
backstage components, and 
created touchpoints. 

Understanding humans: 
Staff crews have used mech-
anisms of change and have 
moved from opportunity 
areas into ideas. They con-
structed theories of change 
that they tested. 

 Understanding humans: 
No data about this: staff 
crews spend time thinking 
about how to bring values 
and intentional cultures 
into being; they are able to 
draw on history and inter-
national examples.

Team practice: Staff crews 
have documented what 
they’ve tried and learned, 
but have not developing a 
new narrative around the 
solutions yet. .

Research: Staff crews 
identify research questions, 
assumptions behind ideas, 
and develop tools to deepen 
their understanding. They 
Imagine possibilities and 
test with people impacted 
by change. 

4.1 4.7

4.84.2 5.2 5.8 6.2 6.8

4.9

4.104.4 5.4 5.10 6.4 6.10

4.114.5 5.5 5.11 6.5 6.11

4.6 5.6 6.6

5.1 5.7 6.1 6.7

4.3 5.3 5.9 6.3 6.9
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The BACI team is destilling insights in the end of the synthesis sprint

Part of the Kinsight team huddling at the synthesis sprint
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West Neighbourhood House’s Embedded Researchers on the Grounding sprint

posAbilities crew members documenting Meraki during the last Grounding sprint
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